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MESSAGE

It is particularly significant to be able to share my thoughts with the Quarterdeck

audience this year since, the Silver Jubilee of this prestigious magazine, which

also serves as a conduit between our ‘veteran’ and ‘serving’ communities,

coincides with the year 2012 being dedicated by Naval Headquarters as the

‘Year of the Ex-Serviceman’.

During one of my recent interactions, I reflected that a generation ago, the Chief

of our Navy would have had to contend with the challenges posed by a national

psyche of ‘sea blindness’. Today, we are in gratitude of the efforts of our veteran

community that we suffer no such impediment. The Government of India is

completely seized of the imperative to have a credible maritime force that is

commensurate to the requirements of our national interests, given the

compulsions of budgetary boundaries. This is a theme that I have frequently

reiterated while speaking to our officers and men - that we must always remain

cognizant of the contribution of our veterans, and most importantly our martyrs

to whom we owe an eternal debt of gratitude for their sacrifice and efforts in

nurturing the growth of our fine service.

The ‘Year of the Ex-Serviceman’ aims to initiate a focussed drive to address the

problems of our veterans. One of our recent initiatives has been the introduction

of the Naval Regimental System which is an expression of our gratitude for the

sacrifices borne by our veterans and our lasting responsibilities towards their

widows. Our intent to set up a hostel for naval widows, on land that was recently

allocated for this purpose at Vasant Kunj, is a manifestation of our commitment.
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I am acutely aware that in the balance between our commitments, the

expectations of us and the available resources, there is significant potential for

disappointments. The persistent, though thus far unfulfilled, efforts to address

the anomalies of the Pay Commission, is a case in point. I assure you that we

are persistently at it’!

In the context of our serving fraternity, I would highlight that our efforts to

empower our sailors and enhance their service conditions have met with

considerable success of late. We have had a record increase in the number of

Government sanctions for manpower, and as the Navy grows in the number

and versatility of its platforms, our human resource development initiatives will

be commensurate. The Naval War College has shifted to its new location at

Mandovi, and the Indian Naval Academy at Ezhimala is slated for further

enhancement of infrastructure and training capacity. Promotion timelines up to

the rank of Petty Officer have reduced to less than 15 years across all

branches, and, the Government has recently approved the grant of the rank of

‘Honorary Chief Petty Officer’ as a measure to facilitate exit with enhanced

pensionary benefits. In addition, we have introduced an Assured Career

Progression scheme for our sailors. Furthermore, whilst in service, all sailors-

irrespective of their branch, can now choose to participate in a Community

College Programme-’Sagardeep’ which awards associate degrees, diplomas

and certificates by IGNOU, in recognition of their service training.

Our people-both ‘veterans’ and ‘serving’ are our greatest assets. We cherish

not ‘a few’, but very many, ‘good men’ and ‘women’!

Shano Varuna.

Admiral

Chief of the Naval Staff



“Could I speak with Shirley? I am Tappi Koppikar speaking.” Quite unaware of the purpose, I took

the call with a suppressed voice and hesitation. That was in 1992. A few days after the telephone

call, the NWWA magazine that ensued carried the credit, “Editors – Shirley Ramsay and Tappi

Koppikar”. What a great lesson in humility! The Editor had chosen to place my name before her

own. That was Mrs Tappi Koppikar - a magnificent lady. I could not have anticipated then that the

baton of editorship of Quarterdeck would, one day, be passed on to me.

Today, with all humility I can affirm that it is indeed a great privilege to facilitate the Silver Jubilee

Edition of Quarterdeck. I cannot take credit for ‘publishing’ the magazine since the endeavour

would not fructify without the myriad contributors. A theme of this Edition is the people who have

been closely associated with Quarterdeck over the years, with special contributions from the faithful

Patrons, former-Editors and Members of past Editorial Boards. The former longstanding Editor of

10 years, Mrs Jyotsna Govil, has beautifully described how Quarterdeck has blossomed with time

and surmised that life has changed with computers becoming the norm. It is indeed due to all of

their efforts that Quarterdeck has flourished into a veritable trove embellished with more memoires

and reminiscences of Veterans, and a platform where Both Watches (uniformed and retired) meet.

My Editorial would be incomplete without especially mentioning that Vice Admiral Ganesh

Mahadevan, our resident cartoonist, has completed a long journey of 25 years as a serving officer

associated with Quarterdeck. It is our privilege to publish an article and an interview with the

‘Master of Strokes’. We extend a worthy word of thanks to V Adm Mahadevan for livening up

Quarterdeck with his gifted pen. On his forthcoming retirement, Quarterdeck wishes him good

times, good health and happiness, always, and looks forward to his continued association from

across the fence.

I am also grateful to the Western Naval Command for enriching this edition of Quarterdeck with an

excellent presentation on the recently-concluded President’s Fleet Review 2011.

The support of DESA is much-needed and always present for the timely publication of QD. For this,

I am especially very thankful to Cmde MVS Kumar, Cdr MA Makandar and their staff.

We received an overwhelming response from contributors this year, and, therefore, publishing all

contributions was impossible. I sincerely thank each and every contributor. I look forward to more

suggestions and views through ‘Letters to the Editor’.

Quarterdeck wishes all esteemed readers good luck, good cheer, peace and prosperity in 2012.

Shirley Ramsay

Editorial



* In the advancing (years) dusk of my life, I find the

writings in the Quarterdeck become stars ever

brighter.

I have thoroughly enjoyed going through QD 2011

and reliving many times over. I particularly related to

the articles by Rear Admiral Inamdar (Changing

Profiles of Indian Navy) and Vice Admiral JN Sukul

(275 years of Bombay Dockyard). Your efforts are

very well blessed by older generation and me.

I would be happier if the published articles are

screened on your end. Sometimes facts are muddled

by passage of time, with the writers. A glaring

example is “Khukri was sunk in 1965 war” when it

happened in 1971 (Changing Profiles of Indian Navy).

With warmest regards.

Commodore SK Bhalla (Retd), AVSM, NM

47/300 Heritage City, M. G. Road, Gurgaon-122002

* I am in receipt of ‘Quarterdeck 2011’ and it was

indeed a pleasure to peruse the present edition. The

contents in the magazine are very informative and

have great inspirational values for the younger

generations. This magazine has established itself as

a link between veterans and presently serving

fraternity and the current edition strengthens this

bond further.

I would like to place on record my sincere

appreciation of the dedicated work of the editorial

staff for presenting such useful information in an

excellent manner. I am sure that your efforts will be

well appreciated by one and all.

I take this opportunity to wish you and your team all

the very best in your future endeavours and looking

forward for your forthcoming editions.

With warmest regards.

Rear Admiral KO Thakre, NM

Director & Station Commander (Navy), MoD-Dept of

Defence (R&D), DMD Establishment, Post Box No.

2043, Secunderabad – 500 003

* Inspite of your constant prodding I am late - but

better so than never! You wonderful ladies have done

wonders to bring QD to such a shine in 25 years - the

Silver Jubilee edition is worthy of coming out under

your stewardship.

Anniversaries are good markers. I have just attended

the 60th Anniversary reunion of our RN College,

Dartmouth batch in London. 14 of the original 67

Benbows with their ladies attended ‘a finger-buffet

lunch and drinks at the cash Bar’. Quite a moment for

all present. The announcement in The Times says it

all: “The following celebrated the 60th anniversary of

their appointment to HMS Britannia as Benbow

cadets at the Naval Club.... Their guests were Rear

Admiral and Mrs TH Bradbury CB”.

So let’s hope for more and more nostalgia-nautical

and naughty, through the pages of Quarterdeck.

Yours very sincerely,

Commodore Mukund Kunte

mukundb5@hotmail.com
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* Quarterdeck 2012, being the 25th edition of our

magazine, is not just a milestone. In fact, it is a

landmark in the journey which is being enjoyed

thoroughly by the passengers. Even as we routinely

take in with both hands all that is on offer, an

acknowledgement to the crew and to the contributors

is in order. Today, the relish with which a dated edition

is reviewed is exceeded only by the keen anticipation

of a new edition. So, VMT, WMP and please continue. 

Allow me also to acknowledge with gratitude the

concurrence given by you for the National Maritime

Foundation to make copies of and distribute Admiral

Awati's article " First Indian Solo Circumnavigation"

which had appeared in Quarterdeck

2011. It was an excellent

backgrounder for the function

organised by the NMF on 16 Sep 11

at the India International Centre,

New Delhi to felicitate Cdr Dilip

Dhonde for his epic feat of solo

circumnavigation under sails, the

first Indian to do so.

Vice Admiral Pradeep Kaushiva

(Retd.) 

kaushiva@hotmail.com

* It was indeed a pleasure to read

the interview of V Adm VA Kamath

(Retd)-one of the very few, who on

HMS Royal Sovereign during WW II

escorted the Atlantic convoys, so

critical for the Allies and later in the

Mediterranean, saw action against

the Italian Navy in the “Battle off

Calabria”. With so many feathers in

his cap like the commissioning

Captain of ‘Trishul’, CO ‘Vikrant’ and

the father of the Indian Coast Guard,

the fact that he, as the Director of

Naval Plans from 1953 to 1955 was also the architect

of today’s Navy, should not be missed by the readers.

A person with the finest moral, ethical and leadership

qualities, I had been witness to him as officiating C-in-

C, West, personally defusing in a matter of minutes

the sailors’ mutiny in 1970 at the Barracks Wharf in

Mumbai.  All in all, I would say that the interview is

extremely interesting though somewhat modest for

somebody of his stature.

V Adm Yashwant Prasad (Retd).

yashwant_prasad@yahoo.com
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In my last appointment in the Navy I found that there

were three different retired officers’ organizations

purporting to the same aims and objectives like the

Navy Foundation has today. The one in Mumbai was

called “Anchor Hold”, the one in Delhi called itself

“Navy League” and the one in Pune was called “Naval

Officers’ Association.”

I tried to persuade the founders of these three

organizations to adopt a common name, if they were

to achieve anything worthwhile. The

Anchor Hold said that they were the

oldest, and that Delhi and Pune

branches must change their name to

Anchor Hold. The founders’ of Navy

League argued that in UK, a retired

naval officers’ association is called

Navy League. The one in Pune stuck

to its guns, seeing lack of unity in

Mumbai and Delhi.

I happened to read one glossy

magazine, in which I found reference

to the Turkish Navy Foundation. I

asked the VCNS, Podgy Nadkarni to explore the

possibility of Indian Navy sponsoring a Navy

Foundation. After studying the problem Podgy

confirmed that it was practicable. We then decided

that for the sake of continuity the Navy Foundation

would have the serving Chief of the Naval Staff as the

President. We could see two benefits from such an

arrangement. One would be continuity, the second

would be whole hearted support of the serving Navy.

Although the Navy Foundation itself was registered in

the following year after I had retired, we started the

annual magazine called “Quarterdeck” in 1987. My

aim was that it would serve as a link between the

serving fraternity and the retired naval personnel. The

Quarterdeck has grown over the years, thanks to a

succession of very dedicated and able editors into a

magazine which is not only read by retired naval

people in India but those who have had occasion to

read the magazine in countries like UK, USA, Canada

and Australia. The first Quarterdeck magazine was a

small booklet of few pages. The annual Quarterdeck

now coming out is a most impressive magazine of a

couple of hundred pages, photographs etc. This year

will be the Silver Jubilee year of the

Quarterdeck magazine. I can say

without any hesitation that it has

grown beyond anything that I had

ever imagined because of its

increasing number of contributors

and the very able and dedicated

editors. I wish the Quarterdeck

magazine greater success in the

years to come. 

While I am on the subject of

Quarterdeck magazine I might

mention that the Navy Foundation

under the serving Chief of the Naval Staff as the

president has also been a great success. When the

Government was undecided about medical facilities

for the retired people, five retired service

organizations which included the Navy Foundation,

War Widows Association, the Air Force Association

and two more did go to court to plead for medical

facilities for the retired people. I recollect taking

representatives of these organizations to meet my

good friend and India’s top constitutional lawyer, Fali

Nariman. The Government then agreed to the

establishment of ECHS on the lines of CGHS. 

admiralrht@hotmail.com
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The idea was Ram Tahiliani’s. He had just returned

from an official trip to the United States. Whilst

there, he had been greatly impressed by the

Veterans’ organisation in that country. I was his

Vice Chief. After returning he asked me if a similar

organisation could be started for the Indian Navy in

India. I was told to look into it and come up with a

proposal.

We examined it from all angles. To be effective it

would have to be a Naval Headquarters’ baby. It

would have to be fully supported by the Navy in all

aspects. At the same time each Unit would have to

be totally autonomous. Naval Ex-servicemen are

notoriously touchy. Having been subjected to orders

all their lives they are averse to be dictated again

now that they have retired. Moreover some of the

officers were very senior and had to be handled and

treated with respect. Anyway, we decided to go

ahead and institute an organisation for all Ex-

servicemen under the patronage of Naval

Headquarters.

We considered many options for a suitable name. It

had to be unique and easily acceptable. Such

names like “Navy League”, “Navy Association” were

considered and rejected for one reason or another.

Finally, we hit upon the idea of “Navy Foundation”,

which was unanimously accepted. 

Various models lay before us. The Indian Air Force

has an “Air Force Association” which is open to all

Air Force personnel. Somehow we felt that this

would not be suitable for us. The class system is

still prevalent in India and we had seen what

happened in some of the Air Force-Navy housing

schemes. We decided that the Navy Foundation

should be only for the retired officers of the Indian

Navy.

It is one thing to start a body and quite another to

make it work. There were already in existence

various well established organisations started by

retired naval officers. There was the “Navy League”

in New Delhi, another body called the “Anchor Hold”

in Bombay. In Pune there was the “Retired Naval

Officers’ Association”. These were thriving

organisations, who met regularly, had activities,

bank accounts, Presidents and Chairmen who were

reluctant to give up their positions, dissolve the

bodies and join the Navy Foundation. 

During the next two months I visited various places,

held meetings with their members and tried to

convince them that joining the Navy Foundation

would be beneficial. Most bodies were reluctant at

first. Their biggest worry was that Naval

Headquarters would start dictating terms and they

would end up being one more directorate of NHQ. I

convinced them that each body would be totally

autonomous and except for one annual meeting

there would not be any interference by the Navy in

their day to day functioning. Moreover, NHQ would

act as the go between with the Government for

various problems faced by Ex-servicemen.

One by one the organisations started seeing reason

and decided to merge themselves with the Navy

Foundation. Some refused and exist even today as

parallel organisations. In Pune Admiral Soman

headed the Retired Naval Officers’ Association. He

readily agreed and was very enthusiastic. In

Bombay the association was headed by

Commodore Chatterji. He was reluctant at first and

took a lot of persuasion but agreed eventually. I am

really happy that the original assurance given by us
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has been meticulously observed by the Navy. There

has been no interference, dictating or coercion on

these groups.

The next phase was to start “Charters” in various

areas where retired naval officers had settled in

large numbers. Such Charters were started in New

Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Bangalore, Pune, Kochi

and Calcutta. Later more Charters were added.

I realised that to really get the Charters going, some

assistance from Naval Headquarters would be

necessary. Commands were persuaded to make a

room available as offices for each Charter. In

November 1987, I took over as CNS. I decided that

the funds raised in the Navy Ball of 1987 would be

distributed to various Charters as seed money for

initial financial assistance. We raised nearly Rs. 7

lakhs in that Navy Ball and this money was

distributed, Rs 1.5 lakh each to big Charters and

Rs. 1 lakh to small Charters.

In 1987, when I was the VCNS we started a

magazine called “Quarterdeck” for Ex-servicemen.

We roped in then Commander Uday Bhaskar, the

Navy PRO and the late Tappi Koppikar to be the

first joint

editors. Its first

issue was a

r o a r i n g

success. 

It won a prize

for the best

magazine in

its category.

On the

establishment

of the Navy

Foundation it

became its

official magazine. Successive editors have

improved and embellished it. It is distributed far and

wide and veterans look forward to each issue.

During my travels around the country and meetings

with naval veterans, I had realised that all

servicemen have problems about their welfare, pay,

pensions etc. Many of these had landed on my desk

when I was COP and a full time body was required

to deal with these. When I decided to establish a full

time directorate to deal with ex-servicemen’s

problems and feed them with current happenings in

the Navy. Each year we held a get-together of ex-

CNSs and other officers and gave them briefings on

operations, personnel and other aspects of the

Navy. Today the Directorate of Ex-servicemen’s

Affairs is doing excellent work and acts as a conduit

between the veterans and NHQ.

The first annual meeting was held in NHQ under my

chairmanship and a constitution was approved. We

were able to clear many apprehensions and doubts

about the Foundation.

Today, the Navy Foundation is a going body and

Charters are well established.

Today, the Navy Foundation is a successful and

dynamic organisation. Various Charters are doing

excellent work in keeping alive the bonds and

camaraderie established during our time in the

Navy. There is a total absence of rank

consciousness or hierarchy. They have regular get-

togethers, illuminating lectures and picnics. Many

establish bodies to help widows. The Mumbai

Charter has even got a marriage bureau for children

of Ex-servicemen!

Ram Tahiliani would be happy that his dream of

1987 has now become a reality!!

jnadkarni@hotmail.com
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It was the summer of 1987 when the mercury soars

in Delhi and I was in my South Block office when

there was a call from the Vice Chief’s office which

was directly above the PRO (Navy)’s room. I

promptly walked up the one flight and was ushered

in to meet Vice Admiral ‘Podgy’ Nadkarni. 

A man of few words, who clearly had matters of

greater import to deal with, his brief to me was clear.

The CNS Admiral Ram Tahiliani had indicated that it

would be desirable for the Indian Navy to have a

dedicated in-house magazine along the lines of

other navies-such as the Royal Navy and the US

Navy, and that the retired fraternity would also be

part of the target audience. I agreed (young

Commanders do NOT disagree with an idea that has

come from the Old Man!) and said it was a very

desirable initiative. And then came the googly! With

a twinkle in his eye, the VCNS, whom I had first

encountered when he was CO INS Talwar said, “You

have been nominated to be the Editor”. Even as I

began to stutter about my lack of experience to

assume such an exalted position, the Admiral was at

his persuasive best and there I was a nascent,

nervous Editor. As I prepared to exit, the VCNS

added that he wanted to present the first copy of the

yet to be christened magazine to the CNS in three

months time; and that since it would be funded from

the non-public funds, the total budget should be kept

to the very minimum. All this was a bit of a whirl for

I hadn’t the faintest idea about costing for a yet to be

launched magazine but his parting line was, ‘keep it

below one thousand rupees’.

The next few weeks were a frantic period for me as

I tried to learn on the job and given the fact that this

was a pre-internet, pre-cellphone era, I did the

rounds of libraries including the USI and the IDSA to

do a survey of similar magazines/journals. I met with

more qualified senior officers at NHQ and among

the retired fraternity to brainstorm and finally the

idea of Quarterdeck took shape, slowly. 

The content for the first issue had to be pulled in,

and I was fortunate that some of my fervent requests

bore fruit and a gene-pool of faithful contributors

began to emerge. Again, it merits recall that I used

to receive typed manuscripts from authors using

carbon paper (does anyone remember that now?!)

and the dummy grew page by page. For the first

issue, then Rear Admiral SK Gupta, Commodore

Raja Menon, Captains Raza Khan and MV Karnik

came up trumps and that special human touch was

courtesy Mrs. Ragini Vishwanathan. 

The arrival of INS Viraat was a major event for the

Navy and I made it the lead story for the inaugural

issue. Visuals were a major challenge and I will

remain indebted to then Lt Cdr SK Sharma (alas,

now late) for his tireless enthusiasm in obtaining the

black and white photographs of appropriate quality.

Finding an empathetic Printer was part of the ‘fair

winds’ syndrome that shaped the launch of QD

and Mr. Krishna of Frescoprints was a godsend.

He realized that my enthusiasm and expertise as a

brand-new, accidental editor were inversely

proportional and helped with the type-setting,

page layout, visuals et al. The printing press was

located in Karolbagh, and my deadline was mid-

September 1987. We lost about ten days and I

assiduously avoided the VCNS (in those days the

CNS and the VCNS often used the stairs in South

Block and my office was bang adjacent to Gate

number 2) and was still hoping to present him the

first copy soon.
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In that week the Government announced the

appointment of Vice Admiral Nadkarni as the next

CNS and this proved to be my stop-press moment.

The official news had to be complemented and QD

needed to provide that little extra bit about the CNS

designate. I sought an interview with the VCNS and

he graciously shared some of vignettes of his

personal trajectory and I had a reasonable ‘story’. I

rushed to the press with this item about ‘Podgy at

the helm’ and Krishna promised me the first copy by

the next morning, a Saturday if I recall right. I think

it was sheer gut and innate caution that made me

ask Krishna NOT to run the full print-order till I saw

the first hard-copy edition and had the time to do a

FINAL proof-read. There was a technical issue

which did not allow the press to wait for another day

and the long and short was that in the middle of the

night I was traipsing off to Karolbagh to check the

first copy of QD. And when I saw the proofs, page by

page, there was a big wrinkle. The photograph of the

VCNS had been inadvertently reversed and his

medal ribbon was seen above the right pocket. The

error was soon rectified and we ran the full print run

of 700 copies, and finally I was in this enviable

position of being able to present a copy of QD to the

VCNS. Admiral Nadkarni was appreciative of the

effort and I still recall his query, how much did it cost,

per copy?

It was gratifying for me that despite the banana

peels and the editorial birth-pangs, the first issue of

QD was presented to the CNS, Admiral Tahiliani

before he demitted office. The response from the

extended naval family to this nascent effort was very

encouraging for me and amongst the many readers

who reached out, the most earnest and enthusiastic

was Mrs. Tappi Koppikar, whose husband then Rear

Admiral VL Koppikar (CMD, Goa Shipyard at the

time) was my former CO on INS Kavaratti. 

Tappi (tragically no more with us) shared my

enthusiasm for books and scribbling and was most

generous in her praise at my maiden effort and

offered to assist with QD. For those who had the

good fortune to know her, Tappi’s natural empathy

and abiding friendship will remain cherished

memories. I was singularly fortunate that in mid-

1988, ‘Kopi’ moved to NHQ on elevation to V Adm

as the COP. At the time I had been selected to join

the IDSA as a researcher and had also been drafted

into the team that was tasked with bringing out a

suitable commemorative volume for the 1989 Fleet

Review. 

To say that I was floundering, would be an

understatement and this is where Tappi came to the

rescue. I had already compiled the first set of

articles and had a dummy 1988 issue in place but it

was evident that QD needed more hands on the

editorial team. I requested Tappi to come on board

as the Guest Editor for the 1988 edition of QD, and

despite her many reservations she finally agreed. 

1988 was eventful in many ways for the Navy and

the biggest national milestone was the induction of

INS Chakra, a nuclear powered submarine taken on

lease from the Soviet Navy. The Indian military was

deployed in Sri Lanka as part of Op Pawan and the

Navy made a sterling contribution there. At the time

I was doubling/tripling as editor, correspondent and

dispatch rider, and having another pair of eyes and

hands was a huge relief. It was decided that QD

would be part of the Navy Day mementos and the

latter half became a frenzied canter to meet the

deadline. 

The last few months would see me drive my two-

wheeler into 4, Sunehri Bagh Lane where the

Koppikars lived, with sheaves of paper and a

collection of photographs for copy-editing and page

layout. Tappi had the most diligent eye for semantic

detail and was a perfectionist in grammar and

syntax-areas where I was woefully inadequate.

Thanks to her untiring efforts, QD 1988 looked and
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read better than the inaugural issue and as always

the naval fraternity rallied when required. I recall the

poignant tribute that was paid by Vice Admiral MP

Awati on the demise of Rear Admiral Karmarkar in

that year.

With Tappi on the bridge of QD as it were, the

content and contours of QD became more holistic

and reader-friendly and getting then Cdr Ganesh

Mahadevan (now COM) to become the resident

cartoonist was a great asset. And as always, just as

we were to go to press with the final print-order, the

IN had its moment of triumph in early November

1988. Armed mercenaries had staged a coup

against President Gayoom of the Maldives and IN

ships Godavari and Betwa were part of the military

operation (Op Cactus) mounted by India. It was

imperative that we include this event in QD 1988

and Tappi and I wrestled with various options. In my

enthusiasm I did an interview with then Captain

Gopalachari, the CO of Godavari and came up with

four additional pages of a ‘scoop’ and some

arresting visuals, but to little avail. The Printer was

adamant that tampering with the existing lay-out or

adding more pages would add to cost and time

delays, and this was unacceptable given the austere

funds then available. Finally, a modus vivendi was

arrived at. The long article was shelved (it finally

appeared in the Sunday Standard of December

1988, if I remember right) and the Printer agreed to

carry a half-page insert. That meant some drastic

last-minute editing and finally we squeaked through,

and QD 1988 was out. 

By the time we came to putting together the third

issue-QD 1989, the reader-response was most

gratifying. The retired community from India and

abroad reached out and we had a large number of

letters and photographs for possible inclusion. Both

Tappi and I were becoming more confident and

ambitious about the scope of QD and various

additions were conceived. The letters section was

given pride of place and it was heartening to

receive snail-mail letters not just from veterans in

India but also those in distant UK, Australia and

Canada. A book review section was added and we

were privileged to have eminent editors like Vijji

Ghose (Target) on board. A mini-coup for QD 1989

was being able to re-publish an article from the July

1914 issue of the USI Journal. Entitled “The Royal

Indian Marine: A History of the Government Sea

Service in India from the earliest times” by Cdr E J

Headlam, RIM which traces the genesis of the IN

from the raising of the Marine battalion in 1777. My

own commitments at the IDSA were increasing

progressively and I was able to prevail upon Tappi

to become a co-editor of QD, and though initially

hesitant, she graciously accepted the request.

When QD 1989 rolled off the press, it was a

moment of enormous satisfaction for the editorial

duo. From the rudimentary inaugural issue of 1987,

the fledgling booklet had blossomed into a

reasonably well-produced magazine within three

years. 

I have no hesitation in placing on record that my own

role was modest in steering QD in the early years.

Tappi’s commitment and editorial rigour was of

enormous value to QD and laid the foundation for

what the journal has become over the last 25 years.

May I suggest a special page in memory of Tappi

Koppikar for future editions of QD! It would be

befitting acknowledgement of her distinctive

contribution. 

I can recall the trepidation and hesitation with which

I typed my first editorial in late 1987 and made

tentative reference to ‘both watches’, the serving

and retired naval fraternity meeting on the

‘quarterdeck’. The last 25 years of QD are testimony

to the enthusiastic manner in which ‘all hands’ have

pulled together.

cudayb@gmail.com
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My wife Tappi was always fascinated by the beauty

and power of the English language.

She was a voracious reader and

consumed anything in print that

came her way. As a student of the

language and later its literature, she

was very particular about the choice

of words and their usage, right down

to spellings and pronunciation,

grammar, syntax and so on. She

loved a well written prose or a poem

but had an inherent disdain for

anything written badly and

immediately set about putting it right.

It soon became clear that we had a home grown

English editor in the making!

Tappi did not like to write. She said she didn't have

many ideas, which was another way of saying she

didn't want to take the pain of working on whatever

ideas she had. But whenever she was persuaded to

write she wrote well, using simple words and an

easy style. In Cmde C Uday Bhaskar's words, “her

articles, book reviews and middles were little gems

that evoked mood and image with a deft magical

touch” (QD 2001). She wrote mostly about places or

events which interested her as we coursed through

my naval career, like the blue hills of Ooty and its

Toda tribes, the sport of hunting on horseback with

the hounds, the launching of a ship with all its

fanfare, and so on. She spent long hours

researching topics that had a certain charm or an

aura of mystery. She was good at writing ditties or

thumb nail sketches of people she met in passing.

They were always precise, apt and often bitingly

witty. She derived an impish pleasure from them and

so did others who read them.

For a while Tappi worked for the Sunday edition of a

leading Delhi newspaper reviewing

new books. It was something she

loved. She devoured those books by

the dozen, always reading them

from A to Z, and took great care in

writing her reviews. Recently, almost

thirty years down the line, I met the

senior Editor for whom she worked,

and she fondly remembered Tappi

and her zeal for work.

Editing a house magazine came

naturally to Tappi. She worked for

the “OWL” and for the Hunt Club magazine at the

Staff College when I was the C I (Navy). Later at

NHQ she helped in the compilation of the Illustrated

History of the Indian Navy, receiving a personal copy

of the same from the CNS, Admiral Nadkarni, in

appreciation of her work.

Editorship of the Quarterdeck was the high point of

her editorial career and she gave her heart and soul

to the task. According to Cmde C Uday Bhaskar, the

first editor of Quarterdeck and her predecessor, “...

In her I found a kindred soul when it came to dotting

the 'eyes' and crossing the 'tees'. Tappi tended the

journal in a very unique way and set standards that

may be difficult to better.” In the final stages of

bringing out a new issue, she worked annoyingly

late hours and was never satisfied till she could

certify it as “100 per cent error free”. Vice Admiral

VEC Barboza known in the Navy as a stickler for

good staff work wrote in QD 89, “...It is free of the

usual grammatical and typographical errors, and its

aptly chosen contents are the stuff that stimulate

pride and strike some sentimental chords....”
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In those early days, Quarterdeck did strike many a

sentimental chord, not only in far flung places in

India but in some remote corners of the globe where

a number of retired officers lived. Not surprisingly,

many naval wives and widows found good cheer

and comfort in Quarterdeck. Kamal Karmarkar in a

letter to the Editor in QD 90 wrote, “besides the

many letters regarding my husband, for which I

would like to thank the writers, the QD makes for

very interesting reading.... It takes me back to the

wonderful old times we had in the Navy-and it

makes us feel almost young again”. Mrs Elizabeth

David expressed similar sentiments in QD 89.

Besides these encouraging letters to Editors, a

number of retired officers often got in touch with

Tappi by letter or on telephone for a one-on-one talk

about the Navy of their time. She enjoyed talking to

them and be a part of their naval nostalgia. She was

always a good listener. I remember one illustrious

Admiral in particular who rang up Tappi almost every

morning at about Eight-thirty when I was rushing to

work, to share with her his reminiscences over a

wide span of his naval service, but not necessarily in

any chronological order. She thrived on these talks,

notwithstanding the inconvenient hour.

In his Message for the inaugural issue of

Quarterdeck, Admiral RH Tahiliani wrote, “For some

time now there has been a feeling amongst both the

retired and serving naval fraternity that we should

have some institutionalized means of keeping in

touch... I am hoping that Quarterdeck will be the link

between the past and present naval fraternity.”

That Quarterdeck has lived up to its expectations,

has become amply evident over the years; and for

that we should be thankful to persons like Uday

Bhaskar, my dear wife Tappi Koppikar, her

successor Jyotsna Govil and others of their ilk for

whom it has been a labour of love.

vasantkoppikar@yahoo.co.uk
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A very polite and soft spoken Vice Admiral VL

Koppikar readily acceded to my request and

promptly obliged by forwarding a lovely

photograph of our former Editor, late Mrs Tappi

Koppikar. He has also favoured us with a very

emotional recollection of the commitment, passion

and devotion of precious time by his dear wife

during her editorship of Quarterdeck. This special

contribution by Vice Admiral Koppikar is indeed

precious and has undoubtedly synthesized

serenity and nostalgic fervour to the Silver Jubilee

edition of Quarterdeck 2012.

A Feather in the Cap
Late Mrs. Tappi Koppikar thus recorded in her editorial column of Quarterdeck 1990, “A

bit of good news which some of you may already be aware is that the Federation of India

Publishers awarded QD 89, a first prize for excellence in design and printing when it was

displayed at the Book Fair in Delhi early this year. Our thanks go to Lancer Press and their

staff for bearing with our nit-picking! In taking note of the award, the Statesman of 26 Mar

90 praised, “the thorough professionalism of its amateur editors” which, coming from a

paper of such repute, is to be cherished indeed.”

Cmde Uday Bhaskar and late Mrs. Tappi Koppikar were the two “amateur editors”

of this prize winning Quarterdeck. Their outstanding contribution is indeed praise-

worthy.



Quarterdeck insinuated itself into my life, through my

friendship with its then Editor, (late) Mrs. Tappi

Koppikar. Tappi and I were friends of long standing,

and neighbours in Lutyen’s Delhi bungalows, as our

husbands ascended the ladder of naval hierarchy in

the late 1980’s and ‘90’s. We shared a love of

reading, and appreciation of good writing. Tappi was

generous enough to share “lunchtime jokes” courtesy

a member of her/my staff trotting through the back

gates of our houses! I remember many long evenings

in the filtered light of verandahs, pouring over

manuscripts with Tappi, and marveling at her

meticulous use of the ‘blue pencil’. I took over

Editorship when she decided to call it a day.

Those were pre-computer days. I think it was only

about 1997 that I finally became familiar with the PC

to start editing on it. But for 5 years, yellow sheets

covered in long-hand ‘fair’ copy of article were the

norm. Every night, post-dinner, the dining table would

be covered with hand-written articles. Occasionally, I

got lucky, and my Contributor took the trouble of

typing his article! How life changed once Computers

became the norm! A few old timers continued to send

the hand written articles, (though an equal or greater

number changed over to the new ways!) which I duly

fed into the comp. But editing was a breeze, and

there was no laborious to and fro carrying of

documents for typing and corrections. 

Editing is harder work than many folk realize. The

Editor reads and re-reads the article to get the flavor

of the writing. Grammatical and spelling corrections

are the easy part of correction, but cutting the

verbosity, while retaining the character of the writing

is tough. I know that I have worked on every article

many times over to get the essence right. One very

Senior Officer accepted that my editing of a 39 page

article read better when it was cut back to a mere 3

pages! It was my policy that every drastically edited

article had to be accepted by the author prior to being

included in QD. I did not want any nasty surprises for

them when they received the final edition!

Naval Officers are wonderful raconteurs, but writing is

not always their strong suit! Having been a Navy wife

of 30+ years standing was a great advantage. I knew

many Authors over the years. There were very senior

officers, who I had listened to in parties, and whose

fund of stories had never failed to raise a laugh or

serious thought. They were indulgent of a rookie

editor, and responded to my request for articles on

various subjects with great generosity. There were

articles or interviews that were so brutally frank, that

Author and Editor took the decision of discretion

being the better part of valour, and withdrawing the

work from publication. Even more importantly, my

contributors submitted their writing to being tweaked,

shortened, and corrected, without a murmur. I believe

Quarterdeck helped me make many friends.

When Quarterdeck began, it was a magazine for the

retired fraternity. Articles from serving officers were

few and far between. There came a stage when

young officers sent in articles to QD; perhaps

because it was a better platform to air their views! It

was then necessary to take a call on (a) if QD was the

forum for serving officers and (b) to clarify that QD

could not supplant regular routes of redressal or

indeed of the Naval Dispatch. The segment “The New

Navy” was a properly thought-out one with clear

guidelines. It was always a joy to hear from young

officers, detailing a new world that had moved in time

and technology, but not in warmth and camaraderie. I

recall with special pleasure the shared-experience of

Peter Debrass and then Capt. Ram Tahiliani
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describing their respective part in the hair raising

experience of being caught under the Vikrant and yet

ejecting/surfacing safely; and of a later experience of

a submarine and a Petya in a near collision during

practice of an escape maneuver, seen from both

above and below the waves. I am very conscious of

the ringside view that was offered to QD readers by

these brave men.

Another small, but significant decision was to not

accept allegations or insinuations against brother

officers. Those articles were invariably returned with

a polite note of explanation, or permission sought for

the article to be sent to the person being targeted for

a counterpoint. I am aware of the accusation of QD

being “too sweet”, but I believe this policy has stood

QD in good stead. One year is too long a period

between publication to wait and see clarification in

print.

I loved the letters to the Editor. Sometimes letters

were mini-articles, but it is the back-and-forth of

banter or argument that give life to the printed page!

QD is not quite just a collection of reminiscences that

the reader might imagine. Choosing a Theme of the

year is a major decision. Anniversaries of Ships,

Units, Bases brings in good collection of articles. The

different Branches are popular; and action in theatres

of war or UN intervention elicited lots of comment.

QD decided to cover the city or locale of Naval Bases,

giving local history, and naval history from the eyes of

the pioneers posted to those Bases/Stations.

Generally, they were “Back of the Book’ coverage, but

occasionally, as when INS Venduruthy celebrated its

Golden Jubilee, the history of Kochi became the

cover story. 

The most articles were fond memories of the ‘good

Old Days’-so we decided on a segment devoted to

“Those were the Days”. At one time it appeared that

Royal Navy and Royal Indian Navy memories were

overwhelmingly predominant. A little coaxing brought

forth more recent memory! Some prolific writers were

(late) Admiral Jerry Nair, (late) Admiral Barboza,

Admiral Awati, Admiral Ghandhi, Admiral Tahiliani.

They could always be counted on for pithy, humorous

writing, with a wonderful wealth of detail bringing the

situation to life. Admiral Barboza educated me on

historical detail of India’s maritime glory, Admiral

Awati on Maratha lore and wild life. I thank all the

gentlemen for their patience with my questions, and

their acceptance of my editorial blue pencil! There

were ‘foreign correspondents’-Capt Peter Mathur and

Capt. McGready from the USA, as well as John

Atkinson from Australia. It was wonderful to see QD

as the tie that bound old friends together. Up-to-date

addresses and contact details led to renewed

friendships.

Wives have a great time in the Navy, and most have

great tales to tell. “The last Word” seemed

appropriate to a segment devoted to them. Certainly

kinder than calling it “Old Wives Tales” as suggested!

Bubbles Ghandhi’s anecdotes generally left us in

hysterics; Bunty Misra and Nalini Das were also a

delight to read! 

And what would QD be without its cartoons?! Ganesh

Mahadevan has been an integral part of QD since its

inception. No matter where he was posted, Ganesh

would spend a frenetic few weeks, first deciding on

the situation to be highlighted and then executing it in

his inimitable style. The success of the cartoons was

captured by first short-listing the articles and

anecdotes suitable for illustration, then for Ganesh to

read them to capture their essence. 

The QD Editorial Board was a source of strength,

humour and connections to future Contributors.

Admiral Arun Prakash and R Adm Sampath Pillai,

gave freely of their time and ideas, despite occupying

important and time consuming assignments. Kavita
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Sharma and Magu Nehra came in as Printers of QD,

and were active participators in all discussions.

Various DESAs and their Staff were pillars of strength.

There were many unnamed typists of those early

days, who devoted hours of time, typing and retyping

manuscripts in addition to their own work. I can only

raise a toast to all concerned. In later days (my

second stint), Pramod Dash was a great sounding

board. QD was always a team effort, and I

acknowledge the enormous contribution of the many

to ensure the success of our joint venture.

10 years as Editor, with a gap of two years

between was a privileged position. I waltzed into

the position, without full appreciation of the

enormity of the task, but QD is addictive, and I

carried on with enthusiasm undimmed over the

years. To all the friends, Contributors, and

colleagues, I offer sincere thanks for holding my

hand. I wish QD many years of successful growth

from strength to strength.

jgovil@gmail.com
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I was hard locked into the Navy one long ago day

when as a three year old I scampered up and down

the steps behind my father. In cloud nine since he had

just been selected as a direct entry Lieutenant into the

Navy, he didn’t notice. Until I fell and cut my eyebrow

on the glass in my hand. He snatched back the

celebratory sweets money he had just handed out and

it was just father and daughter locked in a tight hug.

That was the beginning of my life-long love affair with

all things naval. 

At five, hanging precariously from the gate of our

Wellesley Road bungalow, ogling, hailing every

passing naval officer ‘Hello Navy!’ 

As a seven year old in imitation square rig uniform

standing skin-tingling proud, saluting the flag at ‘Pipe

still’ in Valsura. 

Ten. Twelve. Fascinated at the sight of ships sailing

out of harbour then gazing longingly out at the sea,

waiting for a father to return…

Waltzing under the thatched roof US Club at Cochin

at sixteen and at twenty married to a naval officer-

who else? Soon I was taking my own kids to Bolghaty

Island, watching my teenage son rigging a sail on his

bicycle and ‘sailing’ down the very same roads of

Naval Base, Cochin where I had grown up.

Time didn’t wait, nor did the tides and soon we were

‘retired’. But the salt remained in my soul and when

the call came in 1999, to step on the ‘Quarter Deck’

as its Editor, I moved eagerly up the gangway.

QD had been around for more than a decade. My

worthy predecessors had already laid a firm rock bed

of tradition and all I needed to do was flow along. But

there’s this restless something in me that is

perpetually questioning, forever wanting to innovate

and change. 

So it was with QD. 

I genuinely felt that the magazine needed a little

lightening, a little opening up. Invaluable though

‘Senior’ reminisces and ‘top brass’ nuggets of wisdom

The N-Connect 
Mrs Veena Nagpal (Editor 1999-2003)



were they needed to be leavened. In my mind QD

needed to become a rendezvous point for the old and

young, along with nostalgia it needed here and now

thought provoking articles. Something old, something

new, something solid, something blue… that was my

dream for QD.

Sometimes dreams do come true. 

My call for articles and opinions found lots of takers.

To my immense delight, young Lieutenants and

Lieutenant Commanders began to write in, probing,

questioning, suggesting... Sailors and Chief Petty

Officers, lady officers started airing their views…

More important old sea warriors wrote in to say, they

were ‘loving it’! 

It was a humbling experience, a truly ‘blessed’ feeling

when Vice Admiral VEC Barboza wrote, ‘I marvel at

the maturity and vision you display in running QD and

the illuminating example you have set as its editor…’

The first issue in 1999 was more in the nature of

statement of intent but won accolades from no less

than the then Chief of the Naval Staff who wrote ‘… the

selection of articles, its layout and overall style have

given it a special flavour. This could not have been

achieved without your creative genius and total

commitment. Several retired officers have expressed

similar opinions about QD 1999… at the Navy

Foundation AGM, I was delighted to hear the

complimentary remarks about the quality of magazine.’

Four more issues followed.

Contributions were pouring in. It was a period of

transition when those that came on the net were still

rare. More often than not, contributions came in badly

typed, even handwritten and often from people whose

writing skills were really no match for their naval

expertise. I had laid down a rule for myself. If it had

something to say I would never discard a piece just

because it was not written well. What is an editor for? I

would ask myself and get down to rewriting it-

sometimes totally which is all the more difficult because

the ‘voice’ of the contributor had to be left intact. 

It was hard work but I came to each issue buoyed up

by the feedback. “You have really managed to make

the magazine relevant to ancient mariners, the

sceptical middle rank officers, sailors and even the

young know-it-all fellows”; “…terrific effort-jawab

nahin!’ etc. etc….

One naval wife wrote, “I really admire your immense

patience and professionalism… producing a

wonderful QD… several of my friends share the same

view. In fact the very next day of the release of QD the

Navy Foundation arranged a picnic to INS Rajali,

Arakonam and many were found reading QD on the

three hour journey and everyone was full of praise…

I’m really very happy to inform you of this ‘collective’

appreciation for your efforts. May I request you to

make the QD at least half yearly, if not quarterly?”

That I felt was a good note on which to bid Au Revoir

to QD. 

The bottom line! 

I had loads of fun while it lasted and today I am left

with heart-warming memories, great friends and a

naval connect stronger than ever before! What more

can one ask of life?

verve_nagpal@rediffmail.com
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Quarterdeck was privileged to carry some theme

illustrations and cover designs of rare art and

quality, courtesy Ms Kajoli Gokarn, daughter of

our former Editor, Mrs Veena Nagpal. Kajoli is a

professional painter and an eminent specialist in

fine arts of international fame.



Dear Shirley,

My experience working with the QD has been an

unforgettable one. When Gobind retired from the

Navy I thought we'd lived it all but there were so

many aspects of the service I only learnt about

afterwards when interacting with officers in uniform

and the ones who had retired, that it was a constant

revelation! The stories and anecdotes are a

veritable storehouse of precious memorabilia and

nostalgia that one never tires of reading. I feel

privileged and humbled to have been associated

with the contributors over the years who have

shared their memories. The warmth and support I

had from my predecessors and friends was

invaluable and gave me the confidence I needed to

anchor this magazine. I’m sure you feel the same

sentiments I did, and Shirley, you're really doing a

fine job!

I wish you, your team and all the readers luck and

good fortune for this 25th edition of the Quarterdeck.

This publication has matured and come into its own

and with the fantastic first editors who have set the

pace, it is here to stay and will, undoubtedly, grow

brilliant with age!

My very best wishes,

manorita@gmail.com
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Manorita Writes
Manorita Singh (Editor 2006-2008)

Former Editor and a fine artist, Mrs Manorita Singh had designed a beautiful cover for the NWWA magazine

which was edited in 1992 by Late Mrs Tappi Koppikar and I. Inspite of her hectic preoccupation on shifting

their residence from Gurgaon to Bangalore, she managed to find time, to beautifully recapitulate her

memorable experience of editorship of the Quarterdeck, spanning over three years.

Quarterdeck on the website

For their reading pleasure, our readers can also access Quarterdeck through the following link:

www.irfc-nausena.nic.in  ð retired personnel section  ð subsection DESA and then select Quarterdeck.

In addition, DESA has its web blog http://desanavy.wordpress.com where Veterans can subscribe and get

information regarding issues affecting them. A veteran can also communicate his views on any subject

affecting the ESM on www.navy.desa.com

Indian Navy Placement Agency (INPA) has its independent dynamic website where ex-naval personnel,

widows, dependents can register themselves for availing job opportunities in the corporate sector.

Contact Numbers:

Tele/Fax: 011-24121687

9650352121, 9650362121

E-Mail:  inpacareers@yahoo.com     /     URL of INPA:   www.inpa.net.in



This 25th issue of the “Quarterdeck” has great

personal meaning for me, since I have been

involved in and have been sketching for it ever since

its inception in 1987. It was Commodore (Retd.) CU

Bhaskar and Mrs Tappi Koppikar, the moving spirits

behind the magazine, who drew me into their

editorial circle. I was commissioning crew!

Come August every year, a huge bundle of

articles would land up in my

office, and I would have to go

through them, picking out

scenes that lent themselves to

caricature. Invariably, though, I

would keep missing deadlines,

and final renditions would be

hastily scribbled affairs. 

It was great working with a

string of wonderful editors -Mrs

Tappi Koppikar, Mrs Jyotsna

Govil, Mrs Veena Nagpal, Mrs

Manorita Singh and Mrs Shirley Ramsay -who would

sigh and shake their heads in weariness, but would

always cheerfully accept the patently cooked up

excuses that I would dish out to account for delays.

It was a great experience working with Admiral

Sushil Kumar and Admiral Arun Prakash who

mentored the magazine at different stages.

The “Quarterdeck” understandably attracts articles

about times gone by, about interesting officers who

had served in the Navy. The tricky bit would be to

get reasonably accurate likenesses of people I had

never seen or met-not even through a photograph.

How, for instance, was one to visualize Admiral N

Krishnan when he had been a Lieutenant, sitting at

a concert in India House, London, silencing a

carping English Lady sitting next to him, or Rear

Admiral Sharma who as a

Sub Lieutenant, found himself staring dumbstruck at

the sight of his RIN Divisional Officer, Lt Tolstevin,

who was totally in the pink, and blissfully applying

talcum powder to his body while giving his charges

a pep talk?

The nicest compliment I received was in a letter

from the late Rear Admiral (Retd) KR Nair from

Cochin, who, for the life of him, could not figure out

how I could have got Admiral A Chakrabarti’s scowl

so correctly, as he yelled out from the toilet seat he

was perched on. “You couldn’t have possibly ever

met him”! (Actually, I can’t figure out either. I simply

sketched him as I thought how he ought to look,
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A Quarter Century on the ‘Quarterdeck’
Vice Admiral Ganesh Mahadevan

Q: “But, how do you manage to get the time for all this”?!

A: “By not playing golf, Sir”.

- Anon



given his situation).

I have been a compulsive doodler all my life. It took

all my mother’s guiles to keep her walls from being

scrawled upon. Instructors in Shivaji and Valsura

would keep a wary eye on my apparently studious

look in the corner desk of the classroom. Drawing

has always been a part of my personal visualization

process, and my scribblings were not always aimed

at spoofing or capturing likenesses of my teachers

or classmates, though there were lots of these too! 

I remember Lt Poothia trying to save me from the

roving eye of Lt Cdr Chadha, Chief Instructor,

Electrical at Valsura, while I had gone out of the

classroom on some pretext. He quickly tried to

conceal my shenanigans by flipping the page on the

notebook that lay open on my desk. It was no use.

Each page he turned to would yield another visage

of the good Chief Instructor, or worse still, of the CO,

Captain PS Lamba! 

Actually most of my sketches were solemn stuff.

‘Humour is serious business’, as my late friend and

mentor Mario Miranda would tell me. Young scantily

clad wenches would race down the wires on my

electronic circuit diagrams, all in compliance with

Ohm’s Law. Nasty blokes chasing them would be

falling down through shunt resistors and capacitors.

I would illustrate the functioning of semiconductor

npn and pnp junctions in the form of two-storeyed

boys and girls hostels juxtaposed against one

another, with the complicated patterns of boy-girl

traffic that would ensue between them.

I’d have skimpy lingerie hanging from the

connectors in my software flowcharts, carrying

appropriate labels. There would be wacky

characters peeping out from sketches of gun barrels

and gearing diagrams. In the nuclear physics class

at Shivaji, I loved sketching the electrons that

rushed around nuclei, with their faces showing the

greatest disdain for one another, in a manner that

would explain their confinement to the orbitals made

permissible by Niels Bohr.

It was all intense fun, of decidedly mnemonic as well

as therapeutic quality.

This kind of visualization gave me near-

photographic memory for the intricate technical

detail that would crop up in the professional subjects

I had to deal with. I recall having driven

on a long-weekend jaunt in 1974 from

INS Satavahana to Gopalpur-on-Sea, with

Lt DB Singh, immediately before our radar

examination. I remember walking down

the beach, a bottle of beer in hand,

drawing the complete circuit diagram of

Radar FUT-N with my heel, across about

half a kilometer of sand. We then traced

the signal flow together, step by step.

There is nothing in the world that fosters

comradeship like living in and sailing on

a warship, and it was fun raising whoops

of laughter in the tiny confines of cabin

number One and the Wardroom of INS

Amini. Sub-Lieutenants Allayne Rodriguez and DK
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Joshi (now C-in-C, West) would lure me into

indulging in lese majeste and get me to draw the

CO- Commander SR Iyengar, the XO-Lt Cdr

Subberwal, the LO-Lt Cdr JAR Deans and the

TASO-Lt KSK Prasad. 

My love for doodling and sketching has always had

to compete for time with my other great love-

reading. Growing up only brings in other contenders

for the time you have. I got married, and that meant

severe rationing of the time I could spend on the

drawing board. The arrival of my children put a

further squeeze on such activities. Then came the

computer, the iPhone, the iPad etc.. However, it is

my wife Sita who I must thank for weaning me out of

my comfort zone of being just a guy fishing for the

occasional laugh. 

Ms Shobhana Bhartiya, the suave new

Chairperson and Editorial Director of

the Hindustan Times, decided to

drag her newspaper out of the

humdrum cast it had acquired, and

sponsored the ‘Hindustan Times

National Cartoon and

Caricature Contest’ in 1987. I

never did consider myself as

being in the

c o m p e t i t i v e

league, and it

took all of

S i t a ’ s

p e r s u a s i v e

powers to get

me to try my

luck. Exactly one

day was left

before the

deadline, when I

mustered up the

necessary chutzpah.

It was a pleasant shock

when the panel of judges, which included Sudhir

Dhar, Abu Abraham, and Mario Miranda, declared

me the winner in the ‘Cartoons’ category! I,

thereafter, won prizes in this competition four times,

once being judged winner by MF Hussain, for a

rather droll caricature of Mr Mulayam Singh Yadav.

I got into a funny situation in 1991. I had made six

or seven sketches for a competition, of Mr

Narasimha Rao and his profound pout. I was

carrying the drawings, rolled up and tucked between

my knees, while driving a scooter from Kota House

to the Hindustan Times office. I was navigating

through a huge crowd that had gathered in front of

one of the bungalows on the way, when the package

flew out of my grip, and the drawings were scattered

across the road. A Police DIG came rushing to me in

alarm, as did some of the crowd. The crowd

had, evidently, gathered there to mark

the swearing in of Mr Narasimha Rao

as the Prime Minister of India, and it

was his bungalow I was in front of.

I do not remember how I managed

to explain myself and lived to tell

the tale!

… Not to forget the time

when I drew a mock

Security Poster

depicting my

c o u r s e - m a t e

C o m m a n d e r

R a k e s h

Kala–with a

stern look in

his eyes and

f o r e - f i n g e r

across his lips,

exhorting naval

personnel to keep their

mouths shut. Captain

Rocky Chopra who chanced
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upon this poster thought it was rich, and got the

even richer idea of tabling it as Agenda Point

Number one at the TACOM, before the not-very-

amused Chairman Admiral Vishnu Bhagwat.

… Or when Captain Omi Bansal, while sneaking out

to the toilet from a meeting, plucked out the

notebook I was doodling on, and handed it over to

the Chairman, Rear Admiral Keki Pestonji saying,

“Now you know what some officers seem to think of

you, sir”!

On another occasion, I had visited Moscow in the

depths of winter, with a delegation that included the

Joint Secretary (Navy), Mr Bagai. He took rather

uncomfortably to Russian winter, so I painted him a

portrait to cheer him up, making him look rather like

Omar Sharif in Doctor Zhivago, standing in the snow

against a backdrop of St Basil’s Cathedral, with two

comely Russian beauties in his arms. Commodore

Theograj thought it very funny to show it to Mrs

Bagai. I will never forget her looks-they

instantaneously curdled my blood!

Boy, cartooning is not just serious business, it is

hazardous business!

Going up the seniority ladder in the Navy has other

hazards. You start moving up the table, closer and

closer to the Chair, with steadily growing pressure

on you to look appropriately solemn and finally to

cap it all, one day, you are the Chair!

I had to make a virtue out of necessity by tactically

switching to the close observation instead of the

people seated before me - their appearances, their

grimaces, their flickers, their twinkles, their twitches,

their foibles - of course, keeping in mind all the while

the great importance of looking earnest. 

I still maintain that earnestness and fun are not zero-

sum games.

I recently got to understand the power of the pen as

well, or at least of the sketch pen - when I was

involved in some rather serious bit of negotiations

with Russians. One of the key players from their

side, a Mr Kallistratov, was being thoroughly

tiresome, with hugely inflated ideas of what we

should be paying them for certain services and

deliverables. I got rather cheesed off by his bizarre

and brazen demands, and made a poster-sized

sketch of him in the form of a famous comic

character called Panikovsky from a memorable

novel in Russian called, ‘The Little Golden Calf’. His

boss Ostap Bender, who is a lovable crook, instructs

him to stand on a street corner, looking like an idiot-

beggar, as part of a heist he was plotting.

Panikovsky’s job was to disconcert passers-by with

persistent requests that they spare him a million

roubles. The sketch got the rest of the Russian

delegation roaring with hysterical laughter, and this

deflated the poor guy completely. The Counsellor

(Coord) at our Moscow Embassy, Mr Sanjay Prasad

thinks that this sketch earned us more than a

Picasso painting would have.

I started to take Mario seriously, and began to

address the art and the craft of caricature and

cartooning with academic intensity. I realized that it

takes years of practice at getting the skeletal and

muscular form of the human body right, and that if

you did not get it right, your sketch is likely to be, at

best, amateurish. I learnt too, from a book by David

Low, a Manchester Guardian cartoonist, that

cartooning is the art where you have to peddle the

illusion that you drew it very easily, when in actual

fact a good sketch should take hours of painstaking

effort.

It was Mario who showed me the progression of how

he disciplined himself to systematically and

assiduously develop a ‘style’, especially for his

marvellous travel sketches. He also taught me the

tremendous importance of temperament. He would
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sometimes take over a week to finish the intricate

texturing in his sketches. But if his doorbell rang, he

would switch off from his work, sit affably with his

guests, and as soon as they were gone, take off

from where he had left, without disconnect.

I learnt a great deal from artists like Jack Davis and

Jim Hunt who drew for Mad magazine, David

Levine, who drew for the New York Review of

Books, and that legendary

sketcher of

Broadway artistes -

Al Hirschfeld.

‘ T h e

Q u a r t e r d e c k ’

has been a lovely

journey for me, and

this is the last

time I shall be

sketching for it

while still in

uniform. Of

course, after this I

will be a card-

holding member

of the Navy

Foundation, and

will perhaps still

have the

opportunity to be

a part of this

magazine.

The thought of

r e t i r e m e n t

reminds me of an

illustration I had

to make for a

poem someone

had written on

life beyond the Navy, for an old issue of the

Quarterdeck. Let me sign off with a reprint of that

sketch.

gm_navy@yahoo.com
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Many things seemed to happen this year. This is the

birth centenary year of Admiral Ram Dass Katari,

the first Indian to assume command of the Navy

from the British in 1958. He was merely 47! He took

over almost 11 years after Independence. The Navy

just did not have experienced officers to fill the top

slots. He relieved Sir Stephen Hope Carlill as the

Chief of the Naval Staff in 1958, and earlier, the

Fleet from St John Tyrwhitt in 1956 when he was

only 45. Over the years things have stabilized and

today’s Chiefs have breathing space till they are 62

or until they complete three years in the Chair,

whichever is earlier. In addition to this kind of

coming of age, our own Magazine “The

Quarterdeck” completes 25 years of being the eyes,

ears and the voices of the Veterans. On a personal

note the Ramdasses completed 50 years of a roller

coaster ride to celebrate our Golden anniversary this

year. 

Truly it has been a memorable year. We have had

some stalwarts who have edited this magazine, and

I am very happy to see that the Navy Foundation

has retained this tradition. The late Tappi Koppikar,

Jyotsna Govil, Veena Nagpal, Manorita Govind

Singh and now Shirley Ramsay, all these wonderful

women have done a superb job to keep the Naval

Parivaar knit together and to keep us all informed of

goings on all over the world by the contributions of

all the veterans and others too! It was an honour and

a great privilege to have been the ex- officio Patron

of the magazine during my watch as the Chief of the

Naval Staff. 

This year will also end by a Review of the Fleet by

Smt Pratibha Patil, the President of India in Mumbai.

The first Naval Review was also staged in

Bombay/Mumbai in 1953, when I was a Sub

Lieutenant on board Rajput. As it happened I was

the Officer of the Day, and Lt Cdr Farla, our

Electrical Officer went round in a boat to do a last

minute check on all the illumination circuits. Despite

my warnings, he switched them on barely a few

minutes before all ships were supposed to do so for

the simultaneous illuminations. The orders were to

wait for the executive signal on the RT. I knew we,

D11’s ship Rajput had goofed up! No sooner we saw

D11’s Skimmer coming towards the ship. I need not

tell this informed readership what happened to this

OOD! Farla retired as a Lt Cdr! There will be plenty

of news and views to cover this year too and I am

sure the “Quarterdeck” will do a great Job. 

The interest shown and the eagerness with which all

the retired officers await this publication year after

year is enough demonstration of the popularity of

the magazine. I for one belong to those of us who

look forward to receiving this magazine regularly. 

This year as others before it has also been

saturated with many laudable events, it has also had

the flipside to it. Many of our friends and colleagues

have left us this year. Admiral Stan Dawson passed

away in Bangalore in October. Let us remember all

of them as bricklayers of this fine Navy. 

We have seen this year too as a kaleidoscope of

events both good and bad. The nation’s democracy

is getting more vibrant. All this will have to be seen

in the correct perspective and things set right soon,

if we are to leave behind a strong, professional, safe

and peaceful India for our children and grand

children.

lramdas@gmail.com
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Quarterdeck is memories. It is nostalgia. It is then,

when we were young-or at least younger. It is now,

when we are old-certainly older. Quarterdeck is as we

were and as we are. Quarterdeck is us!

You are what you remember, it is said. In his novella

“Spring Torrents” (1871), Turgenev refers to a Russian

folk song-“Days so happy, years so gay, like spring

torrents, have passed away”. With every issue,

Quarterdeck brings a torrent of memories, of friends,

some long gone, of respected or eccentric seniors

(aren’t they all?), of well-loved ships and their gallant

crews, of regattas lost and won, of challenges faced

and overcome. The lighter side of the seafaring life is

not forgotten, nor the lively minds that captured those

happy moments for us, like Admiral KR Nair and Cmde

VK Sharma, amongst others, both, now sadly departed

from the Quarterdeck.

Except for the first two issues of Quarterdeck in which

Cmde C Uday Bhaskar so imaginatively set the

pattern, it has always been edited by a naval wife

starting with Tappi Koppikar, a bookworm if ever there

was one, ably followed by Jyotsna Govil, Veena

Nagpal, Manorita Singh and presently, Shirley

Ramsay. With abundant feminine wile, they coaxed,

cajoled or coerced dormant creativity out of old salts to

annually produce an eminently readable journal. 

Behind every great man, they say, is a great woman

(goading him on!). But surely behind every great editor

of the Quarterdeck, there has been a mostly

uncomplaining, perhaps mildly remonstrating spouse,

shuffling papers, offering encouragement and

refreshments and performing numerous chores that

only a meek non-unionized, full-time handyman

available at beck and call can do? In fairness these

unsung heroes deserve recognition and should be

enabled to present their versions of the annual avatar

of QD in subsequent issues.

Occasionally QD has tried to “professionalize” itself

with serious (as distinguished from informative) articles

of relevance to the service. These are perhaps best left

to the several specialized journals brought out by

various establishments. Letters to the Editor have

always been of wide general interest. A letter

introduces the author (frequently from distant lands),

and his references to others, brings them alive in our

imagination and evokes times and experiences which

the reader vicariously shares. Of late, letters seem to

have been curtailed in number and possibly over-

edited. Why not let them have their space?

The daily newspaper has been described as “the first

draft of history”. In its own way, QD too records naval

history through the recollections of its contributors.

Admiral Awati’s articles on INS Mysore’s 1959 visit to

China (QD 1989) and Marshal Josip Tito’s 1955 visit to

India in his yacht Galeb and across country by train

(QD 2002) bring the experiences to younger readers.

The evolution of NOWA (1948) into NWWA is brought

out in the articles by Mrs. Soman, Mrs. Chatterjee and

Mrs. Meera Tahiliani in QD 1992, as also their travails

in finding a roof for the family. Regrettably naval

families continue to face housing problems despite

much new construction, unfortunately of indifferent

design and quality. The less said about the

maintenance of older housing, the better! What

happened to the standards set by the architects and

contractors who built the excellent housing and the

schools in Kochi, Mumbai, Shivaji and Valsura in the

1950s? 

One last suggestion-is it time for QD to consider

modernizing its layout, simplifying, discarding
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expensive, heavy glossy paper and switching to a

thinner, lighter, more economical one? Hopefully that

will give us more pages of memories to relish and more

to ponder over as the monsoon torrents trickle away.

vijaishekhawat@gmail.com
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I have treasured the Quarterdeck magazine since its

inception and would like to thank those who thought of

it, and, equally important those who gave it the name.

Some might say, as the Bard did, that “A rose by any

other name would smell just as sweet” but for any Naval

Officer the term “Quarterdeck” has a special meaning

and a treasured place in his heart. That is why each one

of us, both on the active and the retired lists eagerly

look forward to the next issue of the Quarterdeck. The

former to learn about the old navy and stalwarts of yore

and the latter to look back with nostalgia on the best

years of their life. There is no doubt in my mind that

anyone who has spent time in the Navy will always miss

it-irrespective of the rank at which he retired or the

circumstances under which he decided to “Swallow the

Anchor”. More than anything else it is the Quarterdeck

Magazine, and the Navy Foundation to which it

belongs, that keeps the bonhomie and Naval “Josh”

alive long after one has left the Navy. 

Just as the Quarterdeck Magazine has enriched our

lives after retirement, so also have The Quarterdecks

of all the ships one has served on, made one feel

proud of donning the white uniform. To me the

Quarterdeck of a ship has always been haloed

ground-or-deck, perhaps because I am a Gunnery

Officer and love the spit and polish associated with

colour guards. Or perhaps because we were always

taught to respect the Quarterdeck and always saluted

it whenever we stepped on to it! In fact on the Mysore

and the Tir the beginning of the Quarterdeck was

marked by a Strip of Brass and one always gained a

few inches in height and saluted smartly whenever

one stepped on to the Quarterdeck!

Unlike most other ships, the training ship invariably

parades a Colour Guard to practice drill and acquaint

cadets with the procedure. It was here that my “love

affair” with Quarterdecks began-first as a cadet on

Kistna, then as a Midshipman on the Mysore and later

as the Cadets’ Divisional Officer on the Tir. It

continued throughout my service afloat and,

whenever on board, one made it a point to attend the

“Colours” ceremony as often as possible. One always

believed that life on board began at “Colours”-by

which time wardroom officers living on board should

be ready for a full day’s work! It is not for nothing that

the Captain receives the report “5 Minutes to Colours”. It

is with the hope that the Captain will himself lead by

example and be on the Quarterdeck to Salute the Flag!

After all “He is the Ship”.

Finally, I would like to thank the founder editor-

Commodore Uday Bhaskar, in addition to all those

lovely ladies who have been editors of the

Quarterdeck-Mrs Tappi Koppikar, Mrs Jyotsna Govil,

Mrs Veena Nagpal, Mrs Manorita Singh and Mrs

Shirley Ramsay.

On the Silver Jubilee of the Quarterdeck Magazine, I

Salute “The Quarterdeck” and all those who have

contributed towards its growth.

Jai Hind & Shano Varuna!

madhvendrasingh@hotmail.com

Salute the Quarterdeck
Admiral Madhvendra Singh (Retd)



In 25 years of its existence the Quarterdeck has

made a unique place for itself in the hearts of the

naval fraternity (and sorority). As year-end

approaches, everyone, especially the Veterans, look

forward to the new issue; in eager anticipation of the

cornucopia of reminiscences, memorabilia and

anecdotes, as well as the current newsletters and

briefings that it will bring. 

Whether you devour it from cover to cover in one

sitting, or savour it in small measures over many

days, turning the pages of the QD is like having your

very own armchair time-machine; as nautical

characters and events from the past, present and

even the future come to life before you. Leafing

through its pages, one forgets how much the

magazine’s evocative imagery owes to its

immensely talented resident illustrator, of 25 years,

who signs himself as “GM”. 

My own association with the QD as reader,

contributor and well-wisher goes back a couple of

decades. In 1994 I was appointed to the Editorial

Board, and thus became the ex-officio “naval-

factotum” to the Editor for a couple of years.

Although I had enough on my plate as a green-horn

ACNS (Air), I found the unique problems, suspense

and fire-fighting that frequently accompanied the

production of a QD issue, quite fascinating. As a

consequence, over the next decade or so, even as

Chief of Personnel and in other NHQ jobs, affairs of

the QD and requests from the Editor always

received priority attention. 

For all its distractions, the association with QD did

bring some benefits too. My office as ACNS (Air), in

a corner of the ‘A’ Block hutments, used to be the

venue for periodic meetings of the Editorial Board.

The “hutment” tag seemed quite apt for these

crumbling and decrepit, WW II barracks, which had

been consigned to limbo by the CPWD. Since they

were only on the “verge” of collapse they did not

“qualify” for demolition. However, the Catch-22 rule

said that, for the same reason, they were not worth

spending any money on for maintenance. So we

instituted an unwritten code that no visitor was to be

allowed to visit our shocking heads, and all requests

were turned down with the white lie that the “toilets

were under repairs.”1

For the first couple of meetings I felt a little

uncomfortable at having to host the Editor and her

Board in such dilapidated surroundings. I need not

have fretted; because my Staff Officer, sensing my

discomfiture, worked desperately on the CPWD and

squeezed a few minor miracles out of them. Not only

were my barrack and environs spruced up, but

before the next visit of the Editorial Board, I was

astonished to find myself the owner of a stylish

facility for powdering one’s nose! Amongst other

benefits that flowed from the DOA for the Editor

were a fancy tea set and supply of high quality

snacks for our meetings and, best of all, an ornate

looking Ambassador car for her and the Board to

travel in. Such was the power of the Editor.

This made me wonder if the Navy, in its wisdom, had
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Reflections on the Quarterdeck 
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1 It is possible that this subtle measure gained much pecuniary advantage for the IN during extended price

negotiations. Denied a toilet, many a foreign representative, who just “had to go” possibly agreed to a lower

price so that he could rush back to his hotel!

Admiral Arun Prakash’s innings with Quarterdeck began in 1994, when he was formally co-opted into the

Editorial Board. Thereafter his enlightning contributions have made appearence with fair regularity.



laid down, in a Confidential Navy Order, the

Qualitative Requirements for a prospective Editor of

the Quarterdeck. If not, then it is, indeed, a

remarkable coincidence that every Editor, that I

have known, has uniformly displayed the same

qualities. Ladies all of them, in the most

complementary sense of the term; Editors of the QD

are always amiable, intelligent, innovative and

visionary; but cast in the mould of Margaret

Thatcher, and therefore also firm, resolute and

unbending.2

On the 25th Anniversary of the QD, it is befitting that

the naval community should convey its collective

gratitude and deep appreciation to the succession of

very talented and selflessly dedicated Editors who

have all contributed to make the magazine what it is

today-an elegantly produced and content-rich

journal of contemporary relevance which conveys a

powerful message on behalf of the Indian Navy in

India and abroad. I will refrain from naming any of

them except the late Mrs Tappi Koppikar whose

brilliance as the Editor of QD still shines through its

pages.

arunp2810@yahoo.com
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2 There can be no better example than this short piece being written by the author at midnight on the

peremptory and express directives of the current incumbent.

The grizzled old sea Captain was quizzing his young Midshipman:-

Captain: What steps would you take if a sudden storm comes up on the starboard?

Midshipman: I would throw out an anchor, Sir.

Captain: What would you do if storm springs up

from aft?

Midshipman: I would throw another anchor, Sir.

Captain: But what if a third storm comes up

from forward?

Midshipman: I would throw another another

anchor, Captain.

Captain: Just a minute son! Where in

the world you are getting all

these anchors?

Midshipman: From the same place you are

getting all the storms, Sir!

Midshipman's Anchors



Of Memorials and Remembrances

It gives me great pleasure to re-establish contact with the ‘Veterans’ community after a hiatus of two

years, during which time I have remained a mute spectator from far across, in the Southern Ocean,

close to Antarctica, to various developments back home! Having been associated with the ‘Quarter-

deck’ for many a year, and having seen such illustrious editors as Cmde Uday Bhaskar, Mrs. Tappi

Koppikar, Mrs. Jyotsana Govil, Mrs. Veena Nagpal and Mrs. Manorita Gobind Singh before the present

team headed by Shirley Ramsay, one can say with confidence that QD has maintained its traditional

excellence over the years, goading the best out of its many contributors. Undoubtedly, its Silver Jubilee

edition will be as readable as all its predecessors.

Being privy to a different walk of life here in New Zealand over these two years, one can only marvel

at the very high respect in which servicemen-serving, returned (past) or martyred-are held, and the

recognition that is given to the veterans’ community. There are many occasions during the year when

you see 80-85 year olds, proudly strutting about with their full honours and medals, respectfully revered

by the younger generation. (The most recent one was just a few days ago, when on 31 August, the

former Chief of Defence Force, Lt Gen Jerry Mateparae, was sworn in as the new Governor-General).

The most noticeable and regular features are the ‘ANZAC DAY’ services held to commemorate the

contribution of the New Zealand Army contingent in the Gallipoli landings in 1915. Among the dead at

the end of the campaign were 2721 young New Zealanders, and the whole country remembers them

every 25th of April with great reverence at memorial services nation-wide, as also with a meaningful

representation on-site in Turkey (last year by the Prime Minister himself and this year by the Defence

Minister and the CDF). Compare this with our own muted and ‘inclusive’ services, even on occasions

such as ‘Vijay Divas’ and the like.

And then there is the pathetic story of ‘National Memorials’. Many of us have had occasion to review

them in various countries-immaculate prominent landmark edifices, which kindle the patriotic spirit.

Along with these, there is also the contribution from smaller communities, municipalities and City

Councils, who take pride in commemorating the services of their ‘own lads’, through simple but well-

kept memorials in the town square, or the Council Hall, or at other suitable locations. Again, the story

is so very different when it comes to our efforts for a proper War Memorial, be it in Delhi or Bangalore-

objected to by Town Planners, or Urban Development Committees, or even nearby residents whose

‘view would get spoilt’. There is of course the very fine example of our own ‘self-help’ methodology at

NOIDA, which does some justice to our many brave-hearts. This may well be a good model to follow,

much like what we saw in the recent recognition by the Mayor of Haifa dedicating a memorial to the

Indian soldiers who laid down their lives in Israel during World War I, as also in Italy for the Sikh

veterans, or indeed at many other places across the world.

I look forward to joining you at the release of this issue!

Sureesh Mehta
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My association with “‘Quarterdeck’” albeit at a personal

level dates back to 1989. I was at that time involved with

the compilation of a coffee table book, ‘The Indian Navy-

An Illustrated History’. This publication was to be

released by the-then Prime Minister, Shri Rajiv Gandhi

at the Presidential Banquet during the Fleet Review in

1989.

It came as a total surprise to me when a project of such

great significance and mammoth proportions was

allotted to me by the then Chief of the Naval Staff,

Admiral J G Nadkarni. Till then, I frankly had little or

perhaps no knowledge of what it took to compile a book.

All that I knew was that there would be a huge demand

on time. Did I have the luxury of giving the requisite

attention to this very important task? As the Joint

Director of Naval Operations, I was deeply involved in

the ongoing operations. I had half a mind to submit my

inability to take on this onerous task for want of time. As

I was contemplating my course of action, two thoughts

both from my days at school crossed my mind. The first

one was from the poem “God’s Minute”. 

“I have only just a minute,

Only 60 seconds in it,

Forced upon me, can’t refuse it,

Didn’t seek it, didn’t choose it,

But it’s up to me to use it’

I must suffer if I lose it, 

Give account if I abuse it,

Just a tiny minute-

But eternity is in it”

Simultaneously, the last stanza of my school song rang

in my ears, 

“Play up Bishop’s! Never let our Colours fall!”

Considering the magnitude of the task, I became acutely

aware that it could not be done single handedly. I

needed support, particularly for script writing. 

What a wonderful service the Indian Navy is! 

I received an overwhelming response to my request for

volunteers. Since this is the Silver Jubilee Year of the

‘Quarterdeck’, I want to name just one such volunteer-

Mrs. Tappi Koppikar. Thus began my association with

‘Quarterdeck’. I am a great admirer of her qualities of

head and heart. She spent long hours and contributed in

large measures.

I have documented my experience in book writing to

highlight the challenges faced by the editorial team of

‘Quarterdeck’ and in particular the editors during those

days. Readers may assess for themselves, the effort

that was put in by the editorial team of ‘Quarterdeck’ for

our reading pleasure and also to keep us in touch with

the current Navy.

Mine was a ‘one-off’ experience. But Tappi, as the editor

of ‘Quarterdeck’ worked relentlessly year after year. I

have seen her making endless telephone calls and

writing innumerable letters to prospective contributors,

cajoling them to write a piece for the ‘Quarterdeck’. Each

edition seemed to take more and more of her time. The

sad part is that often, these people never responded to

her nor did they follow through on her requests. It must

have been very frustrating. But she did not show it.

Under her charge the ‘Quarterdeck’ became a magazine

the Navy fraternity looked forward to. 

I did subsequently join the editorial board. I must
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Quarterdeck and I
Vice Admiral Sangram S Byce (Retd) 

Vice Admiral Sangram Singh Byce, whilst recounting his imposition into book-writing in 1989, working

alongside our illustrious former editor late Mrs. Tappi Koppikar, very fondly captures in this piece, his

memoires of the times that he was the member of the editorial team of Quarterdeck in 1997 and 1998. 



however confess that my contributions were largely

peripheral. It was Tappi all the way! I do believe that she

put ‘Quarterdeck’ on a very firm footing. Writing a book

or publishing a magazine is not everybody’s cup of tea.

One has to be an eager-beaver. And that is what Tappi

was. I am very happy that all the editors of ‘Quarterdeck’

over the years have maintained very high standards.

The fact that ‘Quarterdeck’ is as popular today as it was

then is perhaps the greatest tribute we can pay to the

memory of Mrs. Tappi Koppikar.

Finally, I extend my sincere thanks to the present and

past editors of ‘Quarterdeck’ for their selfless work. I wish

‘Quarterdeck’ many more successful years ahead.

ssbyce@hotmail.com
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QD has logged twenty five years, a quarter century.

Splendid! It’s indeed, an amazing success story. From

the time she was launched she has been scudding

forth with incredible élan, growing each year in form

and substance and winning encomium all the way. She

has surpassed, without doubt, the expectations of the

founders of this literary production of nautical flavour.

Embarked the QD, the reader voyages across oceans,

cruises along Indian and alien shores, and journeys

inland. Straddling time, past and present, she/he gets

an overview of the happenings in the Navy-today and,

at the same time, has a panoramic view of events,

receded into dusty annals and forgotten. Thus, in time

and space QD acts as a bridge between the old and

new. This connectivity is a significant causal factor in

maintaining continuity in the Navy. It is not an overly

magnified tribute to QD to say that, but for her, a great

deal of important information would be denied to future

scholars researching into naval history. In this respect

QD is a veritable archive.

QD facilitates tracing lost contacts and picking up the

thread of relationships. A number of old timers of the

Navy had trans-located in far-away lands across the

seas. Over time most had lost touch with erstwhile

colleagues and associates. Since the advent of QD

many of them could reconnect with their roots and

friends through its pages. Even within the country

former naval community, scattered across the length

and breadth of the land, has found in QD a mediator

between themselves and their faded contacts.

Year after year, Quarterdeck lavishes on the readers a

banquet of rich mix, eclectically sourced and tastefully

presented, appealing to the old and new alike. There is

something for everyone: facts, semi-fiction, information

dredged from discarded records, hitherto unknown

biographical nuggets, sepia tinted nostalgic anecdotes,

techno-trends in today’s Navy and much more. On a

sober strain it must be observed that the ‘Obituary’

column, along with elegiac tributes, while poignant, is

helpful in commiserating with the bereaved. One other

contribution of QD has been in preserving and

propagating ‘Navy Speak’, unique words, idioms and

phrases of nautical provenance and hue! These have

been added to the English lexicon by sea fares of yore,

embellishing the language, with Rabelaisian tint in

some cases. Etymology of these is singular and

interesting, a window to the life at sea in ancient times.

Our own ‘ancient mariners’ had inherited them at the

time of ‘Change of Colours’, and have intended them to

pass down the line. It is only natural that QD should

help continue this linguistic tradition.

For some of those in anecdotage, languishing on the

beach, QD is a garrulity stopper and makes them listen

for a change, ‘listen’ to her pages, occasionally causing

a chuckle or twitter.

Billow QD, billow
Commander RVK Rajan (Retd)



The USP of QD is, irrefutably, the steady stream of

literary inflow: articles, snippets, cartoons, photographs

of historic significance, letters, comments, reviews and

so on. Quality compositions come in from the veteran

‘regulars’ who are endowed with erudition and

trenchancy in expression. QD on her part, has been

constantly encouraging fledgling writers, who

otherwise are afflicted by ‘perfectionist-paralysis’

syndrome, fear of grammatically floundering or

authorial mediocrity, by convincing them that

substance, not style that matters. Over time, gradually

shorn of self-induced inhibition, such writers blossom

into successful authors.

It’s time focus is trained on the pivot of this literary

product: ‘Team-QD’, the Editor and the support group,

who together are the mainstay of the magazine. From

infancy through adulthood QD has been ‘mothered’ by

gifted and the dedicated lady-editors in succession,

bringing intellectual brilliance and creativity to bear on

their task. Motivated by love for the Navy, each during

her watch, with a firm grip on the tiller, has been

adroitly steering QD in the direction of its lodestar

which is an ever expanding, discerning readership.

Their organizational skills are manifest in the manner in

which they have optimized the output of the support

group.

QD has yet many leagues of glorious sailing bring forth

each year an ‘edition de luxe’. As the silver jubilee is

being celebrated, readers must gratefully remember

those who had assiduously contributed to

Quarterdeck, bringing joy of reading to everyone, but

have crossed over to the land of the immortals.

Perhaps, they are still quill-driving from there. This

short review of QD is, therefore, fondly dedicated to

their memory.

p_sanam@yahoo.com
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I had joined the Directorate of Ex-servicemen Affairs in

the summer of 1990 as Deputy Director. ‘Quarterdeck

Magazine’ was in its infancy at that time. Mrs Koppikar

was its first Editor. Mrs Jyotsna Govil took over as the

second one. She worked on several editions of the

magazine very efficiently and with great acumen. I had

the privilege of working with her on the compilation of

the ‘Quarterdeck 1990’ as well as a few subsequent

editions. I relished every moment of my association

with the making of the magazine. A landmark decision

of the time was re-designating ‘Quarterdeck 1991’

Edition as ‘Quarterdeck 1992’. Consequently there

was no issue of ‘Quarterdeck 1991’ that year. This was

based on a very sound reason. It was customary, and

it still is, to have the formal release of the magazine

done by the Chief of the Naval Staff at a suitable

function, which fell at the end of a year or in the

beginning of a subsequent year. Thus the magazine,

by default, became out-dated by one year at the time

of its release. The problem was overcome by simply

titling the magazine as ‘Quarterdeck 1992’, instead of

‘Quarterdeck 1991’. The practice continues since

then.

The other ticklish issue was the distribution of the

copies of the magazine. It was found very practical

and cost-effective method of despatching most of the

copies to Commands and Charters, through Republic

Day Contingents at the end of the year’s Republic

Day Parade.

crajnish@hotmail.com

Down memory lane
Commander Rajnish (Retd)



“You may be aware that Quarterdeck 2012 will be

the Silver Jubilee edition. Since you are the only

serving officer regularly contributing to the

Quarterdeck, I request you to write for this special

edition…” said the missive from Shirley Ramsay. I

squirmed with pleasure. I had not thought of this

before but if true I wore it as a badge of honour. QD

and I share a wonderful relationship which has

been specially nurtured in the past decade or so.

Being ever mindful of the Editor’s diktat on the word

count let me recollect just a few of my QD

memories below. 

Arguably, QD is one of the finest military journals

that I have known, at least in India. Having edited a

few journals myself and having contributed to

others I would say that its reliability, classy content,

great production values and its avatar as an

informal repository of history make it a beautiful all

round package. It is a periodical in the true sense of

term and like a faithful friend (or Uncle or even

Santa Claus) it unfailingly makes its appearance

every January bearing a tray of goodies. Being an

annual visitor it engenders a kind of anticipation.

The year’s gap allows one to not only savour but

chew and digest all that it has to offer while waiting

for the next edition. Thus, the current issue is

nursed long like a rare single malt. This is how the

long silent relationship begins.

Ironically, for a journal that is largely dedicated to

the male of the species the reins have always been

held by women. QD has, thus far, seen five

formidable editors and while admiring them hugely

from a distance I must confess that my engagement

with them has been minimal. The first two, Tappi

Koppikar and Jyotsna Govil, I met very briefly much

before they had donned the mantle. Both came

across as very urbane and dignified ladies and

were extremely courteous. Tappi, I understand, was

a Princess of some Gujarat principality but she had

no snobbery and was a delight to be with. It was

sad to read about her passing away some years

ago. The third editor Veena Nagpal, I never met but

she was the one who published me first. Sometimes

she even published my grouses as letters to the

editor in true democratic spirit. To her I owe my

association with QD. Manorita Singh is the only

Editor I have met-at the Fleet Review in Vizag in

2006. It turned out that she and I had some

common friends, further one of her paintings

adorned the sailor’s recreation room of Vindhyagiri,

the ship I was commanding. It was great to meet

her; she is truly a woman of many facets-editor,

writer, painter, ham operator. In the next issue when

the venerable Manu Awati described Jyotsna, Tappi

and Veena as the three musketeers, I most

unimaginatively added that Manorita was, then, a

latter day D’ Artagnan. With Shirley it has thus far

been only email contact, inshallah we will meet

some day. She has been a very hands-on editor,

kind and patient but firm. The one person from QD

team I am privileged to know has been Ganesh

Mahadevan. We met many years ago while working

on the WNC journal ‘Hands Call’ and I can say

confidently that not only is he a super cartoonist but

also a true Renaissance man who is able to pack

several things in that incredible mind of his. 
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Author’s Note-Very eminent Flag and Senior Officers and Ladies have been addressed by names and

nicknames, sans ranks and titles, in this article. No disrespect is intended, in fact it underlines the great

reverence that I have for them which transcends the limits of rank and protocol and emphasizes utmost

courtesy and affection. 



My tryst with QD began sometime in early 1988 as

a subaltern on INS Ranvir. I was keen to read and

know more about this different and interesting

journal but junior officers did not linger about too

much in SNF wardrooms. It was in my next two

tenures on a LCU at Port Blair and a minesweeper

in Mumbai that I read and devoured the magazine

and from thereon it became a permanent part of my

reading life. Being a history lover, QD was a

priceless archive, connecting with people and times

past, and thus, enhancing the understanding of our

present. However, until the end nineties, I somehow

assumed that QD was of, for and by the veterans

and despite writing for other journals did not steer

towards QD. It was only on INS Delhi, when doing

the Delhi book (second) that I came into contact

with several retired navy officers and saw how

much they still love the service, manifest in their

affection for the old girl. Suddenly, everything fell

into place and QD seemed such a natural medium

for me to stay in touch with the veterans, share their

life and give them a viewpoint of the serving

navyman. Thus, since the last 14 years or so, QD

and I have been able to form an inseparable bond.

What has QD given me? I can think of many but

four main attributes tower above the rest. First, it

puts me in distinguished company. To have as my

fellow writers Rusi Ghandhi, Manohar Awati, Jayant

Nadkarni, Mukund Kunte, Arun Prakash, Premvir

Das, SCS Bangara, ‘Barry’ Bharathan, Vijay

Shankar, to name just a few, is a heady and

privileged feeling. It is not merely the matter of their

rank or accomplishment or how well they write, it is

that having met or listened to most of them you

empathize with much of what they say and in those

printed pages a silent kinship develops. Secondly, it

has been a treasure trove of history. While the dry

facts may perhaps be obtainable from several

historical accounts including Navy’s own history

books the little nuggets, the anecdotal sidelights

which may have done much to influence the course

of events are invariably to be found in QD. In the

books that I have edited or contributed to, I have

frequently referred to QD for the raw material.

Thirdly, in a strange way QD reflects the time-space

continuum that is an essential part of the navy. I

read about an account of Manohar Awati at

Seychelles by SCS Bangara in QD and, hey presto,

in my next visit to Seychelles, I meet a wizened old

man in Mahe who with photogenic memory

recollects the charismatic Admiral and his booming

voice. Way back in 1988 we ‘discovered’ a grave of

Lt Norman Cardoza and six sailors of the erstwhile

INS Tir (QD 2003 refers) in the remote corner of

Campbell Bay and years later, in QD 1996, I read

about it. It is like the wheel of life moving back and

forth or like in a film flashback, where times past

and present fuse and leaves one in thrall. Lastly,

related to the point above, QD has given me some

wonderful relationships. Manu Awati, of course,

stands tall; he has been an inspirational figure for

many of us and even today puts most of us to

shame with his energy, knowledge and wit. But I

guess if he has been a little closer to me than my

compatriots it would be because of the love for

history and writing. Thanks to QD, I was also able

to reconnect with my CO of Cadet days, Carl

Gomes. A chance mention of him in my account of

Beas (QD 2006) led to an exchange of emails and

today has flowered so much that I continue to look

up to him for ‘gyan’ in many endeavours! His emails

are most looked forward to. I met an old

minesweeper friend the other day, Ghanshyam

Sondur, and the first thing he said was that he was

following me through QD, a compliment I have

received from many of the veterans and which

always makes my day! 

In my own humble way, I feel I too have given a little

to QD. By writing on a different class of ship every

year I have tried to focus not only on that platform

but also on the surrounding environment and tried

to frame that in a historical context. While the bulk
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of writing in QD, understandably, has been on the

early years of our Navy, I have tried to focus on

more contemporary issues and concerns by writing

on the developments of the last 25 years. In short,

I have tried to weave operational, technological and

social salient of contemporaneous matters to

capture the zeitgeist or the spirit of those times.

While it is for others to judge how good that has

been, I can still revel in being the lone or few among

the serving officers to attempt that. 

QD 2012 will be the silver jubilee issue. On 01 Jul

2011, I celebrated 25 years of service in the navy.

In these 25 years of changing assignments, shifting

stations, moving houses, making (and losing)

friends and experiencing all other rites of passage-

marriage, parenthood, Staff, Command etc., QD

has been the one constant. Even as it chronicles

change, it has not changed. We have traveled

together all these years as partners and I treasure

all my copies of QD and keep them carefully much

to my wife’s amusement. QD has been one of the

constant companions of my life and on its silver; I

wish it an even more illustrious future. 

srikantkesnur@gmail.com
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Captain Srikant Kesnur holds a distinction of sorts, being an ardent admirer of Quarterdeck, not ever found

defaulting in adhering to the timelines to send in his sincere contributions, as also ever keen to add unique

and impassioned flavour to his writings for Quarterdeck. Recent few editions have gleefully accepted some

outstanding contributions made by his wife Padmaja Parulkar Kesnur, who is a trigger-happy safari traveler

to capture and absorb the nuances of animal behavior and interaction. Duly abetted by their current posting

in Nairobi her recent piece makes rightful appearance in this edition.

I first met V Adm Ganesh Mahadevan 20 years ago

in his avatar of a cartoonist on the editorial team of

Western Naval Command’s fledgling rag, Hands

Call. Going through the articles received, it was

readily apparent that they had been written by

persons ‘detailed to volunteer’. I was really

nervous as the C-in-C was rather passionate about

the periodical and we could hardly afford a flop

show. Editorial ‘cut-and-paste’ managed to salvage

the articles to some extent, but in the end it was

Ganesh Mahadevan’s brilliant cartoons that

gripped the essence of each piece and brought in

great quality. 

Ganesh Mahadevan’s cartoons have appeared in

every issue of Quarterdeck since its inception.

Therefore, I could not put up much resistance while

being shanghaied by the Editor into doing an

interview with ‘The Master of Strokes’ for

Quarterdeck’s Silver Jubilee Issue. V Adm Ganesh

Mahadevan’s career graph to the pinnacle of Chief

of Material in itself stands testimony to his widely

acknowledged professional brilliance, incisive mind

and clarity of thought. Therefore, I decided to

interview not the Admiral but Ganesh Mahadevan,

the man and the cartoonist. 

Sunil David (SD): Can you tell us about your early

years.

The Master of Strokes
Captain Sunil David (Retd) 



Ganesh Mahadevan (GM): I was born in Sagar,

MP. As the son of a civil engineer, who was

regularly moving all around the country, it was like

living out of a suitcase. The experience gave me a

wide exposure and an insight into various

perspectives. After schooling at Calcutta and

Lucknow, I joined the National Defence Academy.

Even though my forefathers come from Trichur,

Kerala, for the last 40 years I have been on the

electoral roll of Goa

SD: Have you received any formal training in

cartooning?

GM: At the age of 10, my parents sensed my

potential and enrolled me for formal training in

Calcutta. However, after three months I shifted to a

school in Lucknow, which put an abrupt end to the

training. This half-training was useful to an extent,

and later in life I tried painstakingly to pick up the

threads from where I left off.

SD: What or who inspired you into drawing

cartoons?

GM: It is difficult to say as I was an unruly doodler

in the house who found capturing likeness on

paper rather fascinating. Over the years I

developed a great taste for style, especially that of

Mario Miranda. I am a great admirer of David

Levine and Al Hirschfeld too.

SD: Who in your life has been most supportive of

your art?

GM: My cartoons were a source of amusement at

home and I was welcomed as a mascot since

nobody else drew. So everyone really pushed me

on. My younger siblings and I would conspire to

make Mad Magazine-like publications at home,

and it would be great fun brainstorming with them. 

SD: Did you read comics and the like as a child?

What was your favourite?

GM: Comics were a standard staple like for all

other kids of my generation. I especially enjoyed

Mad. Asterix and Tintin taught me that there was a

greater dimension to cartooning than what had

been developed in the USA. I was forever looking

at editorial artists around the world, and realised

that the same cartooning could be done in several

different ways. This helped me acquire a personal

style.

SD: Do you have a sketch book?

GM: This has been a bone of contention between

me and my wife and kids as I have not paid

adequate attention to archiving. My family has tried

hard to gather my pieces from wherever I have

randomly filed them. In future I intend to be more

disciplined so that I can build up a portfolio, brush

up my style, and get a definite direction.

SD: Do you have any favourite pen or pencil?

GM: I prefer using pen and ink with water colour

wash. I love purchasing the not too expensive type

of fountain pens but, waterproof ink does not work

too well in fountain pens. Fortunately, I have now

discovered Noodler’s Ink that is made from the

extract of fish, which my daughter sends me

regularly from Washington, DC.

SD: What type of paper do you use?

GM: Nowadays, one is spoilt for choice. I prefer

using Canson’s cartridge paper that has a gentle

roughness about it.

SD: Are there any rituals that you do before starting

to draw?
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GM: The rituals consist largely of controlling the

sloppy habits one picks up over the years as also

to settle down with a cool mind. I have a habit of

pressing down my pencil too hard, which comes

out of trying to impress people with doing a quick

sketch for them. I am working towards overcoming

that and developing a better temperament. I admire

the temperament of Mario Miranda, who has been

a family friend, and I have seen him unruffled with

people dropping in and interrupting his work. He

just calmly resumes when the visitors leave.

SD: Do you listen to music while sketching? What

genre?

GM: I cannot do without music. Earlier, it was

World Space and now there are several internet

solutions. I love jazz.

SD: Have you ever taught cartooning/drawing?

GM: I have tried to, but it is not easy. People

generally come with the conception that cartooning

skills can be acquired quickly. Most kids that I have

met love drawing human beings but do not want to

set their foundations by first learning the skeletal

and muscular structure of the body. Many actually

find it boring going through the sequenced

procedure.

SD: What do you think is more important in

drawing, talent or passion?

GM: This is a difficult question to answer, and it has

been asked about all forms of art. I think that it is

talent and passion in equal measure and much

more. What is important is the way the artist looks

at things and forms images in his mind.

SD: Your cartoons really grip the subject and add

life to the articles? How much do you get involved

in the story?

GM: Though I have received wide appreciation for

my work, I have constantly been my own critic.

Specific to Quarterdeck, I receive material in

August or September every year but the pressures

of work and daily life push it onto the back burner

and then there is a rush when the deadlines draw

near. As a result one loses the opportunity of

planning the sketches and drawing in a carefully

structured manner. What follows is a slap dash

effort to complete the task. Nonetheless, the whole

idea of cartooning is minimalism-how much can

you state in the fewest number of lines. Therefore,

meticulous planning is not a must and, for me,

spontaneity comes from my perpetual habit of

doodling. 

SD: Take us through the process you use to create

a cartoon?

GM: That depends upon the matter that I get. I

usually divide it into two categories-portraiture and

situational. I enjoy the situational ones more. I read

the articles once or twice, continuously forming

images in the mind’s eye till I zero in on a situation

that lends itself to an amusing image. Then, I just

scribble the situation without really bothering how it

looks and file it away. Thereafter, I put the articles

away and start working on the scribbles.

SD: How long does it take to create one piece?

GM: When I get it right it takes just 30 minutes.

However, I am rarely contented with the first

drawing and I tear it up. At times it can be 3 to 4

days before I am happy with the sketch.

SD: What do you find the hardest to draw?

GM: There is nothing that I find particularly hard to

draw, but there are areas in which I have not yet

acquired adequate technique. For example, it is

great fun drawing crowds, but when you look at a
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really good crowd picture its greatness emerges

from the spontaneous randomness introduced in

each character. One often tends to repeat stock

characters and stock poses. Therefore, crowd

drawing is something that I would like to spend

more time on. 

SD: When was your first cartoon published?

GM: My first cartoon was published at the age of 11

in my school magazine. Later, I did illustrations for

books being published by my friends such as Rajiv

Dhawan’s book on Constitutional Amendments in

1976. This gratis contribution gave me an insight

into the publishing process. I have also been a

member of the Society for Illustrators and Artists

for Children that was run by the Shankar’s Weekly

and I used to attend their meetings regularly. In

1987, I was pushed by my wife into trying my luck

at the Hindustan Times Cartoon Contest, which I

won and went on to winning it again in 1989, 1991

and 1993. In fact, one of my sketches is on the

cover of their publication: India’s Greatest

Cartoons and Caricatures.

SD: As a cartoonist do you find the internet a

blessing or a curse?

GM: It has definitely been a blessing. A

phenomenal amount of material is available on the

net but one has to hunt for it. I always make it a

point to share with others all the interesting stuff

that I download. Also, there are great blogs by well-

known artists. In short, it is amazing.

SD: How has the availability of software shaped

your cartooning? 

GM: Firstly, it has put a slight brake on my

cartooning as it is one more diversion in life for

which I have to set aside time. Till recently, I found

cartooning on the computer a bit of a drudge as

there is nothing like the sensual feel of pen on

paper. Fortunately, I got myself a Wacom tablet on

which I can draw freely and the experience is not

that much different from paper, and of course you

can do much more with your drawing.

SD: Can the computer replace or diminish the

creativity of the cartoonist?

GM: Obviously not. Just like earlier there was the

pencil, now there is the computer.

SD: You have an amazing sense of humour and I

have seen you use it to look at the lighter side of

things even in a grim situation. Does this help you

in cartooning?

GM: Cartooning is all about the way you look at

things and my compulsive habit of viewing things

from a cartoonist’s eye has helped me in many

ways ranging from understanding complex theories

of quantum mechanics to humdrum daily activity. It

is of course a pleasure when a little aside by you

diffuses tension but one has to always be

conscious to remain within the bounds of

acceptability.

SD: With the intense pressure of being Chief of

Material, how do you still manage to take time out

for cartooning?

GM: There are days when I can’t cartoon but it is

my belief that there is always time for pursuing

every kind of personal talent. In command of INS

Kalinga and as Admiral Superintendent Naval

Dockyard, Visakhapatnam, I insisted on my officers

taking time off to pursue their personal interests.

That comes from making up your mind. Often I

found it difficult to meet the deadlines given to me

by Quarterdeck, and the best way out would be to

take two days leave in the middle of the week and

escape to a cottage in the hills. 
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SD: Any tips for the next generation?

GM: Everyone has some talent or the other. Many

try to hide it in the fear that the Service may hijack

it in a regimental manner. On the contrary, the

Navy has always been marvellously

accommodative and assimilative of such talent.

Everyone must therefore carve out time to pursue

their passion and nurture their talent, whatever it

may be.

SD: Would you like to give me one of your latest

cartoon’s to accompany this interview on the

Quarterdeck.

GM: Certainly. I am working on a sketch of the

Market Day at Scindia Colony, Vizag that I will send

you.

SD: Over the last 25 years of Quarterdeck, editors

and contributors have come and gone but you, like

Lord Tennyson’s Brook, go on forever.

GM: It has certainly been an interesting experience

being with the Quarterdeck. I can’t be like the

Brook, since this is going to be my last contribution

as a serving officer. I would perhaps continue my

involvement as a more legitimate member of the

Navy Foundation in subsequent issues.

SD: I am sure that you will continue to actively use

the strokes of your pen for embellishing

Quarterdeck in the years ahead. I wish you good

luck and God speed for keeping in toon, and I hope

to interview you again when the Golden

Anniversary Issue comes out!

sunil.edwin@gmail.com
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During those days of fifties, I was Engineer Officer of

INS Rohilkhand. My ship was docked in wet basin of

Naval Dockyard, Mumbai. Late one night a message

was received at my residence that the Captain

required all ships officers to be present on board in

the Wardroom for a special meeting next morning at

0800h. All six ship’s officers were there as required.

All doors and scuttles were closed and curtains

drawn. Stewards and Quarter Masters were

instructed not to enter the Wardroom while the

meeting was on. The meeting commenced under a

feeling of suspense. In my hurry to arrive on board on

time, I carried my morning edition of that day’s Times

of India in my hands without even reading it. The

Captain started by announcing that INS Rohilkhand

was nominated as the President’s Yacht for the

forthcoming Indian Naval Fleet Review at the

Gateway of India in Mumbai. He quickly added that

this information was to be kept confidential for the

time being while all preparations were to be made on

board for a comfortable short stay of the President of

India on board. I had the front page of The Times of

India before me and I happened to glance at it

showing the news of the forthcoming visit of the

President in bold headlines. Even the likely location of

various types of ships participating in the Fleet

Review were shown in a line diagram indicating the

saluting route to be taken by the President’s Yacht

during the Fleet Review! However, the exact name of

the President’s Yacht was not indicated yet in the

news item. My Captain was really surprised to see the

detailed report in the press. Considering the age of

our President it was decided to weld a steel gangway

on the starboard waist of the ship so as to avoid any

mishap which may be caused by an unsteady, loose,

portable gangway. 

On the day of the Fleet Review there was a parade at

the Gateway of India and as far as I remember Lt

Awati, later Vice Admiral, was the Colours Officer.

Large numbers of spectators were present near the

Gateway of India on that day and they were all

impressed by the personality of the Guard Officer and

the manner in which he handled the ceremony. The

display was greatly applauded by the thousands of

people gathered there. One day before the Fleet

Review the President’s Personal Secretary as well as

Cook, Hari, was contacted regarding special facilities

to be provided for the President and his staff during

his stipulated night stay on board INS Rohilkhand.

The President’s Cook, Hari, mentioned that “normally

the President gets up early morning at 0400h and

cooks one item of Prasad himself for breakfast.” The

Captain’s cabin was earmarked and made ready for

the Supreme Commander. A special cushion was

procured, to be placed on the floor for the President
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to sit on during any religious ritual, if he chose to

perform any. However, just during previous evening

plans were modified. It was then learnt that the

President was not staying on board the Yacht during

the night but instead a special speed boat would

convey the President, while flying the flag of the

Supreme Commander. Accordingly, on the morning of

the Review, the President’s boat started from one end

and sped past dozens of naval and mercantile marine

ships anchored up to a few miles from the Gateway of

India. Officers and sailors, ceremonially dressed and

lined up on shipside cheered the President who

promptly acknowledged. 

My ship which had been officially earmarked as the

President’s Yacht also joined the Fleet for the Review

and was kept standby for any eventuality. Review

over, most ships moved away from their allocated

anchor berths. 

Early next day a special message was received from

the Western Naval Command addressed to my

Commanding Officer. It read, “do you realize that your

gangway is on”. “Regret to submit that my gangway is

welded to the shipside” was the reply. Nothing more

came from Western Naval Command. The  echo of

this exchange of messages could be heard for many

days after that in the corridors of Western Naval

Command Headquarters! 

2445, Phase-10, Mohali Tel: 0172-2233445
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I attended my first Naval Fleet Review as a Midshipman

on board HMS Indomitable in Spithead (Portsmouth)

while we were training with the Royal Navy. That was

way back in 1953, while marking the coronation of

Queen Elizabeth II-HMPS Tippu Sultan and IN ships

Delhi (Captain Chaterjee), Ranjit (Cdr Nanda) and Tir

(Cdr N Krishnan, DSC) had lined up along with the

Soviet cruiser SVEREDOLOV and many other ships

from the Commonwealth and NATO countries.

But the Review referred to here is the one by

President VV Giri. Because of Dr Zakir Hussain’s

untimely death there was no Review under his

Presidency and the third Fleet Review by the Indian

President was taken by Mr VV Giri. He did the

honours in December 1969 with the Review being

held within six weeks of Kiltan’s commissioning in

Vladivostok. Greatly looking forward to our

participation on arrival in India, we touched Hong

Kong, Singapore, Port Blair and Cochin before joining

the other two Petyas, Kamorta (Captain P 31) and

Kadmat, at the naval anchorage in Bombay for the

Review. One small incident would be of interest-the

NHQ sailing signal received in Vladivostok said, ‘Sail

by the most direct route’. As it would entail transiting

the Formosa (now Taiwan) Straits, possibly drawing

objections from the Chinese, DNO was asked to

confirm and we were ordered to go round Formosa.

We faced a near-typhoon before making the port of

HK. And then on to the home port of Port Blair, with

the C-in-C, East (Adm Jerry Nair) and the NOIC, A&N

(Captain Dhareshwar) coming on board. But the

custom in those times was that the CNS would make

it a point to visit a newly commissioned ship after it

was received in home waters. So Admiral Chatterjee

decided to club his Bombay visit with the President’s

Review programme. And, of course, we were fully

prepared as we received him on the preceeding day.

He came accompanied by Shrimati Phulrenu Guha, a

President’s Review 1969
Commodore MB Kunte (Retd)
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Minister of State in the Finance Ministry. They settled

down in the small space of the Captain’s cabin and

chatted over coffee. Then the Minister suddenly

veered round and asked why the ship needed to be

so comfortably air conditioned-very few, only the new

arrivals from the West, were so fitted then, and in the

Petyas, even sailors enjoyed the facility- so after

humming and hawing, I suggested that for a look

around the ship, we begin with the next door

compartment. And that settled the issue because it

had a lot of electronic and sonar related equipment.

When informed that Soviet designed ships were

armed to the teeth with sophisticated weaponry and

space was cramped because of all the sensitive

gadgetry requiring air conditioning, the point was well

driven. The Admiral looked pleased too as a satisfied

Minister left the ship, noting in the Visitors’ Book,

“Very good to be on board”!

mukundb@hotmail.com

In 1969, the Navy was showcased to

President VV Giri by then CNS, Admiral AK

Chatterjee, on board INS Vikrant in Mumbai

harbour along with the other ships of the fleet.

For the Review 1969, I had the rare honour

and proud privilege of presenting the guard

of honor to President Giri. During the

celebrations ashore which included display

by Vikrant’s air squadrons over Mumbai

harbour, I was given the onerous task of

leading the Flag March from Gateway of

India through the Flora Fountain and the Mumbai Fort

area. Prior to that there was a mass Naval Band

performance at Gateway of India. The fleet ships

were illuminated. Simultaneously there was a

fireworks and pyrotechnic display with the ships

searchlights and sirens putting up a dazzling light and

sound spectacle.

rajromaverma@hotmail.com

Review by President VV Giri
Commander RM Verma (Retd)

28 December 1969, was a red letter in the

history of Indian Navy when the three

dimensional prowess was demonstrated

for the first time to the President of India

and the nation. INS Kalvari, the first

submarine joined the review column of 45

warships, including INS Vikrant and five

merchant ships.



Three ships of the Inshore Minesweeper Squadron

viz. Malvan, Mangrol and Mahe acquired from

USSR were commissioned on the 16th of May

1983 at Cochin. I was the Commanding Officer of

Malvan and also the Senior Officer (M20). In

September, as M20, I was informed that Malvan

and Mangrol will be part of the SNC based ships

participating in PFR to be held at Bombay on 12

Feb 1984. As a Lieutenant in Command it was a

dream come true and I was thrilled.

Detailed orders were received and preliminary

preparations for the same commenced from

October onwards. On going through the orders one

realized that participation in a PFR is not just

remaining at anchorage and honouring the

Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces. It

involved tremendous effort from the Navy as a

whole to make it a grand event. It was decided by

HQ SNC that IMSs will be towed to Bombay to

conserve engine hours. So during the third week of

Jan 1984 we were off to Bombay, my ship under

tow by Trishul. After three days of sailing, Trishul

slipped the tow off Khanderi and I entered Bombay

on 31st Jan. Mangrol followed a day later under

tow by another ship. All the alongside berths in

Naval Dockyard were full of ships. Thanks to our

diminutive size we were given berths alongside the

19 MCMS ships. The ships company started to

earnestly prepare the ship for the Review. To

maintain uniformity, paint schemes were laid down

and strictly adhered to. Ceremonial flags for

dressing lines and illumination garlands were

similarly manufactured centrally according to the

class of ship. 

Since Malvan and Mangrol were visiting Bombay

for the first time after commissioning, Calls on

Senior Officers were arranged. We called on the C-

in-C and invited him to visit the ships. Our ships

were the only ones with GRP hulls in the Navy, and

he evinced keen interest. In spite of his busy

schedule he returned the Call. We were naturally

thrilled. However, this information evoked a strong

Newton’s Third Law reaction from the 19 MCM

ships on which we were berthed. This upset their

well planned routine of getting ready for PFR, by

diversion of scarce manpower to get their upper

decks ship shape for C-in-C to walk across. Both

the COs senior to me and good friends of mine

were suitably convinced to remain cheerful during

C-in-C’s return Call.

For the duration of our stay in Bombay we were

administratively placed under NOIC (B). We paid

our customary respects by calling on him. The

Local Flotilla Ops Officer another good friend of

mine was the sole custodian of Review Charts

signed by the President of India. These signed

copies were limited in number. They were to be

distributed to VIPs, COs of ships, submarines and

air squadrons participating in PFR. I got mine and

in a couple of days he ran out of signed charts.

When I met him later he had a worried look on his

face. The reason was that he was given an

additional list by HQWNC for signed Review Charts

and he didn’t have any. It was too late to get

additional copies signed by the President and also

would have been embarrassing. He thought for a

minute, had a look at the chart and visibly

brightened. Two days later he rang up to tell me

that the required numbers of signed additional

charts were ‘resourcefully’ got ready and

distributed to the satisfaction of all concerned.

The sun was setting in Bombay on 8th Feb 1984
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and the last ship of the Review Fleet had been

anchored. Forming of Review Lines commenced

on 6th Feb and except for minor snafus it was

carried out with clock work precision under the

leadership of Commanding Officer Rana who was

in-charge of this operation. Erring ships were made

to weigh anchor and re-anchor. Malvan and

Mangrol also shifted to the anchorage that

evening, and were part of the second Review Line.

In all there were eight Review Lines. We were the

smallest in the Review Fleet, with crew strength of

two officers and 11 men. 

The harbor was now alive with a number of ship’s

boats moving from ship to shore and back with

liberty men. There was plenty of R/T natter

between the ships and their boats. Except for a

few boats which were using their ship’s ‘Pennant

Numbers & Baby’ as call signs, most of the others

were using ‘Mother & Baby’ as call signs. The air

was therefore full of Mother and Baby and there

was utter confusion in the friendly ranks. One

exasperated voice suddenly piped up on R/T and

asked, “Whose Baby am I? Who is my Mother?”

There was a deathly R/T silence as if a switch

had been thrown. A few minutes later an

authoritative voice from SOPA came on the line

and instructed all the ships to follow the correct

procedure of ‘Pennant Numbers & Baby’ call

signs hence forth. 

On 9th Feb, Yuri Andropov, the President of USSR

died and a 7 days state mourning was declared.

Except for a few unavoidable functions most of

them were cancelled or were at low key. All the

ships flew the flags at half mast. However, the

scheduled rehearsals were carried out to iron out

deficiencies. This included Dressing of ships,

illumination after sunset, firework display etc. The

Presidential Yacht and a standby, two 19 MCM

Squadron ships, specially modified for the purpose

went around the Review Lines as part of the

rehearsal.

The anchoring positions assigned to ships were

marked by white coloured pellet. We anchored

fairly accurately considering the peculiar anchoring

arrangement onboard. There was no provision for

letting go the anchor in the traditional way. One

had to lower it by power using the capstan. To

overcome this we had to flake down the cable like

a rope and knock off the Blake slip at the time of

letting go to anchor in correct position. The first day

at anchorage, around 1900hours my XO informed

me “Sir the anchor is dragging”. The ship swung

into action and all efforts to remain in position

without weighing anchor proved futile. I had to

perforce weigh anchor and re-anchor. The

remaining days too around the same time the

anchor dragged. So every evening like a harbor

cruise I used to get underway and re-anchor.

Fortunately, it was ebbing and I used to sail up to

Sunk Rock Light and return to the berth. During

those days the ships anchored astern of me in the

Review Line got used to my evening outings. All

these were done on the quiet. My sister ship

Mangrol fortunately didn’t face this problem. Later I

learnt that some of the anchor berths were bad

holding grounds.

On 12th Feb in-spite of foggy weather the Review

got underway and went like clock work. Not only

was the Navy honouring the President of India, it

was also show-casing its armada of ships to the

Nation and the world. It must have been a grand

spectacle for anyone watching Bombay Harbour for

those four to five days from Gateway of India to

Sasoon Dock and beyond. There was a great

sense of satisfaction for having participated in

PFR-84. Five years later on 15 Feb 1989, I got the

opportunity to participate in PFR-89 as a Fleet Staff

of Eastern Fleet.

nvs53@rediffmail.com
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President’s Review 1984 with Admiral Stan Dawson

as CNS was conceived to be a unique event. Initial

plans overly centralised at the South Block carried

direct approval of none less than the Chief. Finalised

contours were sent to the Western Naval Command

for executing the Review. The then C-in-C, Vice

Admiral Ram Tahiliani, ably assisted by his dynamic

Chief of Staff, Rear Admiral Suren Govil, in their

characteristic efficient, calm and collected demeanour,

infused rare pride and zeal, across the rank and file.

Much uniqueness was infused into the standard sets

of drills, activities and events as preparations gathered

momentum.  

COMBRAX was made reponseble for kitting up (Dress

No. 2s) the Presidential Guard and the crew of the

Presidential Yacht, as well as conduct of the Guard of

Honour. As Cdr (S), the kitting up responsibilities fell in

my lap. To inject the first difference, I recommended

introduction of terry-gabardine material for Dress No.

2s to be fabricated, on made-to-measurement basis

for each person. This was to be a pioneering

departure from the standard baggy and ill-fitting

uniform of cotton material supplied by the Ordnance

Factories. Commodore NN Anand (later Rear

Admiral), a highly action-oriented, hard core

communicator, immediately pounced upon the idea!

To his entire credit, I must admit that my project, which

appeared to be quite ambitious in those times and

circumstances, breezed through numerous glitches,

hurdles, etc. mostly arising from stringent/lethargic

procedures and fixed mind-sets. Ultimate results

were-specially selected terry-gabardine material

batch-manufactured by Bombay Dyeing for all

members of the Presidential Guard, two crew of the

Presidential Yachts, the entire lot of Stewards serving

at the Presidential Luncheon, etc. Measurements,

trials and final fitting-out, along with specially

produced uniform caps for each individual was

organised and efficiently monitored and executed at

Angre. All of it was ‘Free Issue’. 

Second difference. The venue for the Presidential

Luncheon. INS Vikrant the traditional venue was found

unsuitable for President Giani Zail Singh to climb

several steps of ladders due to his health. The venue

was shifted to the Western Naval Command Officers’

Mess. This task, in addition to the elaborate

arrangements for accommodation and hospitality

services for a large number of VIPs and senior officials

at WNC Officers’ Mess, also became my ‘baby’.

Commodore Anand always believed in affixing single

point accountability and responsibility, and on the spot

hire-&-fire! I was asked to retrieve dilapidated teak-

wood furniture of old Vasant Sagar Mess, stored in the

dungeons, to be re-furbished/re-upholstered, polished

and positioned on the VIP floors. This was to curtail

additional expenditure. I shifted my ‘action station’ to

WNC Officers’ Mess. Civil works for constructing a
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helipad for the President to land on for the Luncheon

also landed on my plate. Nerves were fraying and

tension mounting, by the hour! Explanations that

construction and curing times cannot be curtailed,

would cut no ice with COMBRAX! Nearer the time,

what I had apprehended most happened. COMBRAX

thundered his final threat, “Cdr (S), by tomorrow

morning if I don’t find this mess cleaned and spruced

up, I will move Commander Barracks in to relieve

you.” With all hands on deck, we worked tirelessly

throughout the night, to earn a rare compliment, “Cdr

(S), you have beaten Commander Barracks to it, well

done!” All of my team members, present in rapt

attention, could not believe their ears!

In between all these shemozzles, on 9th February

1984, came the news of the passing away of the

former Soviet Union Premier, Yuri Andropov. The

Government declared State mourning for seven days.

Consequently, the Banquet which was to take place in

the evening of 12th February 1984 was cancelled. The

news indeed gave us some respite and we breathed

easy to concentrate on the Presidential Luncheon.

Now the flip side of the Luncheon was the menu which

had been decided by CNS himself and DCV was

asked to arrange all crockery and cutlery for it. On

ground, this arrangement became a major source of

avoidable anxiety.

The first hurdle was deciphering the menu. This could

not be accompolished by all the expertise within the

Command and the Catering specialists at INS Hamla,

since the menu had been made up by the top Chefs of

The Oberoi, New Delhi. Mrs Ragini Chopra, who was

fortunately at The Oberoi, Nariman Point, came to our

rescue. While corporate policy did not permit divulging

the recipes, she arranged for a demonstration of

cooking for a few hand-picked officers’ cooks to

observe and make mental notes of the finer aspects of

the exotic menu. Many practise rounds, made our

naval chefs master that exquisite cuisine. The most

sophisticated dish was ‘Black Forest Gateau’,

introduced in the Navy for the first time! Ultimately,

everything worked out with clockwork precision. The

Luncheon was a roaring success.  Our Cooks and

Stewards were inundated with glowing compliments.

Another nerve-racking story related to the Seating

Plan. As mentioned earlier, the State was in mourning,

and therefore the invitee list had to be drastically

reduced. Yet, telephonic instruction kept pouring in

through the night, on additions and deletions. I thought

we had coped well with the dynamic situtation. But,

just before the arrival the VIPs, as I was explaining the

seating plan to the Chief of Staff, I noticed the arrival

of Chief Minister of Maharashtra. He was not an

invitee! While my mind raced at tackling the

‘emergency’, Admiral Govil relieved me of my anxiety

with a calm assurance that the CM was there only to

meet the Prime Minister, and would leave soon

thereafter. What a huge relief that was!

I returned home after a prolonged ‘action stations’ at

WNC Officers’ Mess and hit the sack hard to wake up

around 1930h. The first thing I did was to call MCPO

Steward Durga Prasad to check if all was well. I was

shaken up when he informed that around 1600h, the

President’s Khansama arrived from Raj Bhawan with

a request for a dish of ‘Black Forest Gateau’ for the

President’s family. Knowing fully well that the

preparation was time consuming, I enquired, how was

it organised? His response, “You have raised our

morale so high that without delay we produced the

dish and have received appreciation from Raj

Bhawan.” I cannot ever forget that expression of joy

on the face of Commodore Anand when I narrated the

episode to him the next day!

In hindsight, I am intrigued whether the pioneering

initiative of Review 1984 left a trail for the organisers

of IFR 2001 to issue diktat on wearing Dress No. 2s

and 4s made of especially selected cloth only.

sushilramsay@yahoo.co.in
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The world had just ushered in the new millennium amid

hope for a brighter and better future for the human

race. 9/11 had not taken place, and the twin towers of

the World Trade Centre stood tall in lower Manhattan.

The world was relatively a more peaceful place than it

is today. All around the globe, events were being held

to mark and celebrate the year 2000 or Y2K as it was

being fashionably alluded to. The International Naval

Review (INR) on July 4, 2000 at New York Harbour

was one such mega event

where President Bill Clinton

was to review a

conglomeration of ships

from 13 major seafaring

nations. 

INS Mysore under the

command of Captain Rajiv

Dhamdhere was selected to

represent the Indian Navy.

The crew of the newly

commissioned ship worked feverishly to complete the

Part IV Trials in record time lest they be denied the

honour of standing on parade on the Hudson River.

Things fell in place with clockwork precision, which

included running the gauntlet of an abridged work up

by FOST.

On May 27, 2000 INS Mysore and her crew proudly

glided out of South Breakwater, and it was Westward

Ho! One month and 8,543 nautical miles later and

having called at Cadiz, Spain en route, the ship entered

Norfolk on the East Coast of USA, the assembly point

for warships arriving for the INR. 

Norfolk enjoys the reputation of being the world’s

largest naval base, and the channel leading into it is

indeed busy. Entering ahead of the Mysore was an

Ohio Class SSBN and astern was the carrier USS

John F. Kennedy. What a trio! But the cynosure of all

eyes was the Mysore. US Navy personnel were

amazed that the ship had crossed the Atlantic Ocean

without refuelling. To them it was a revelation that

shipbuilding in India had reached levels of

sophistication to amalgamate weapons, sensors,

machinery and equipment from diverse sources and

come out with a muscular and yet good looking

destroyer. In fact,

CINCLANT came on board

without warning to

experience first-hand the

superlative reports he had

received on the Mysore-and

indeed he went back

reassured of their veracity!

After a series of briefings, it

was hoped that the 25-ship

armada setting sail from

Norfolk on June 30, 2000 had come to a common

understanding on operational procedures at sea. No

one envied the OTC, USS McFaul his job as he tried to

herd the motley collection of ships towards New York.

Three competitions were conducted at sea in which

Mysore acquitted herself creditably by winning two and

coming a close second in the third. The US Navy

Liaison Officer embarked on board was not the only

one impressed by how Mysore’s Ops Team cracked it;

we got to hear a lot more of it at New York.

On July 3, 2000 a column of warships from across the

globe entered New York in what was billed as the

Grand Parade of Ships. The harbour was alive with

15,000 pleasure craft of every size and description

criss-crossing the ships and the sky abounded with

helicopters and blimps as every TV network
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manoeuvred to get the best slice of the action. The

entire city seemed to be in a festive mood. As Mysore

went under the Verrazano-Narrows Bridge, the Statue

of Liberty loomed large. This was the Big Apple!

Fourth of July was the first US Independence Day in

the new millennium. President Bill Clinton’s main

engagement for the day was to review the International

Fleet at anchor on the Hudson Bay. This clearly

demonstrated the importance that the nation pays to its

armed forces. 

While we had prepared white ceremonial Dress No. 2’s

for the occasion, we were informed the previous day

that due to warm weather conditions the rig has been

changed to Dress No. 8A’s. The temperature had hit

the low thirties! To ensure that the crew looked smart,

the liberty of the dhobies had to stopped for

‘operational’ reasons, and No. 8A’s brought up to

inspection standard overnight. A good job they did and

the ship’s company looked crisp as they manned the

side the next day and lustily cheered the passing

dignitary. In keeping with the warm weather theme,

President Clinton too had shed his jacket and tie, and

was just in shirt sleeves. The informality of dress

somewhat belied the otherwise meticulously planned

and flawlessly executed operational procedures and

administrative arrangements. 

That evening the Consul General hosted cocktails in

honour of Mysore’s visit. At the consulate we were

handed over four passes that allowed access to the

viewing deck of the Empire State Building, offering the

best panoramic view of the Fourth of July fireworks. On

reaching the base of the building we were initially

disappointed to see civilians with similar passes being

turned away as these were not considered valid for

special occasions. Seeing us in uniform, we were

especially welcomed in, and were soon racing

upwards in an express elevator. Standing high above

the ground with a select few, it was indeed awesome to

watch the fireworks synchronised with millisecond

accuracy from six barges encircling Manhattan Island.

The only disenchantment was that there was neither

King Kong nor any distressed squealing damsels

clinging onto the pinnacle of the building!

Next day the Mysore shifted to Brooklyn Pier, and to a

nonstop five days of official engagements and private

entertainment. There was enough and more to keep

the entire crew busy and entertained. New York was

indeed a beguiling place. Walking through the

Manhattan streets was an experience with skyscrapers

like icons to the modern age. The twin towers were

easily the most potent and evocative symbols, and it

was especially disappointing to see them coming down

a year later.

It became immediately apparent that it was not just the

US Navy that was hosting the INR, the City of New York

and its citizens were even more eager to play host to
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the visiting ships. There were tickets for the asking to

Broadway shows, ball games, museums, street parties,

and a host of other entertainment. Personnel were

warmly welcomed by total strangers and treated open

heartedly to food and drink. Officers, who traditionally

proceed ashore in civvies, were seen scurrying back to

change into uniform so that they could partake better of

New York’s hospitality. Everyone seemed to have had

their share of fun and at the same time projected a

positive image of the Indian Navy. It was to the credit of

Mysore’s ship’s company that a section of the Conduct

Report prepared by the New York Police Department

read: “.... the crew of the Mysore are the best disciplined

and least troublesome ....”

The success of the visit was gauged by the amount of

time it took the ship’s company to recover after the ship

cast off and headed towards Boston to participate in

Sail Boston 2000. Boston wore a festive look with tall

ships from across the globe lending an old world charm

to the harbour. The Tall Ship’s Parade, led by the 300

year old and still in commission USS Constellation,

was a grand spectacle. The pomp, pageantry, and

costumes of the performers gave the proceedings a

colonial atmosphere. After the razzle-dazzle of New

York, the historic city of Boston gave the impression of

intellectual calm, and there was a lot to see and do.

It was now time to start heading homewards. After

showing the flag at Portsmouth, Bremerhaven, and

Toulon, Mysore returned to Mumbai after 97 days and

having covered 20,416 nautical miles. The ship’s wake

had cut across latitudes 12N to 52N and longitudes 73E

to 76W, traversing across 19 time zones and reinforcing

bridges of friendship across the seas. For the crew of

Mysore it was a most memorable overseas deployment.

sunil.edwin@gmail.com
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It is more than a decade when IFR 2001 was hosted

by Western Naval Command, wherein 29 delegations

from different countries and 24 foreign naval ships

took part in addition to Indian Naval ships,

submarines and aircrafts.

The event scheduled from 15 to 19 Feb, 2011 was a

grand success. Chiefs of the Naval Staff, Heads of

Delegations from different

countries declared the event to

be a resounding success and

comments such as splendid,

very well organized, never seen

such a show put up by any other

navy etc. etc. The event was

well planned and equally well

executed. CNS in his message

said …………… IFR 2001 now

remains indelibly etched as a

defining moment in history and a

standing tribute to this

generation of the Navy who

made it happen.

As Flag Officer Commanding,

Maharashtra Naval Area, I was

closely associated with the co-

ordination and conduct of the

Fleet Review. The success of the event was a result

of each and everyone associated with the event

playing his part, some of the contributions behind the

scenes are highlighted here.

I invited the Leader of Fisherman Association of

Mumbai and briefed him on the International Fleet

Review, importance of the Review for the Nation as

well as the Maharashtra State and the Indian Navy

and above all the requirement of security for hosting

such an event. He asked me, “Saheb Hume Kya

Karna Hai”. I told him that from Gateway of India to

the Naval Dockyard where all warships will be

anchored, there should be no fishing boats during the

Fleet Review. He asked me from when to when and

requested that the duration should be kept to the

minimum. I told him that by the morning of 13th Feb

there should not be any fishing boat till the event is

over on 19th Feb. He said,

“Theek hai”. On the 13th

morning there was not a

single fishing boat and I

invited the Commander-

in-Chief to the top of the

Fleet Office building and

he was surprised that

there was not a single

fishing boat in the area,

where generally more

than hundreds of fishing

boats, dhows, tourists

boats are anchored. This

effort by the fishermen

community contributed to

a large extent, in addition

to many other measures

adopted to ensure no

untoward incident took

place during the Fleet Review.

I also invited the Leader of Taxi Drivers Association of

Mumbai and briefed him on the Fleet Review and

requested him for the following:

• All taxies moving in South Mumbai should be

cleaned up, spick and span and if required, to be

painted also. 
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• As this event was of great importance, where

the image of the Country is also involved, to

ensure that if any guests from the foreign countries

forget any of the belongings in the taxi, these items

should be deposited with the Hospitality Centre for

eventual return to the owner. 

He agreed to the request and it was nice to see all

taxis shining during those days and also as a result

many of the visiting guests who had by mistake

forgotten any item in the taxi, were returned to the

rightful owner and this also helped in projecting the

image of the country, where honesty of the people

was given tremendous credit. 

Yet another feature where the public of Mumbai

contributed in a big way was when we were to host

City Parade on the Marine Drive, the buildings along

the road needed white wash/painting. Accordingly,

letters were written to the Societies/Residential

Associations and it was encouraging to see most of

the buildings gave facelift before the event took place.

Thereby, adding to the overall success of the City

Parade where the entire Marine Drive from Nariman

Point to Chowpaty was over-crowded. 

As the event was coming closer and every one was

working late night at the office, the small Canteen at

the basement of Maharasta Naval

Area Headquarters Office would

continue to supply “Tea and

Samosa” till the last man was

working in the office.

In 2001 the cell phones had just

about arrived on the scene and still

not so popular as it is today but for

IFR, then “Orange”, provided us with

300 mobile phones and these were

given to all the Liaison Officers and

other organizing staff, these came in

very handy and equally contributed

towards the success of the conduct of the Fleet

Review. Promptly information was passed to the hotel

staff on arrival details of foreign guests, so they could

all be ready for traditional welcome by Tilak and

garlanding of the guests. 

During the event, yet another feature, an in-house IT

team was got together who developed software with

all the tourist information available centrally. All

foreign ships were provided with a CD and anyone of

the foreign guests if they wanted to visit any place of

interest, sight-seeing, shopping, availability of taxi

etc. was available to them on the press of the button. 

I remember during the final briefing to all Liaison

Officers and other officials just before the event, I

concluded my briefing by saying that “on 20th Feb,

2001, International Fleet Review will be history and it

is up to us how we want to write history”.

The message from CNS (quoted in the beginning)

says it all. The credit goes to the entire team which I

had the privilege to be associated with and indeed

have always felt proud to have been be a part of this

mega event.

rvck3@rediffmail.com
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In Feb 1999 the Chief, Admiral Sushil Kumar, informed

us of his decision to hold an International Fleet Review

and selected Mumbai as the venue and the WNC to

conduct it. So, the “buck” landed at my table as I was

fortunate to be the FO C-in-C, West at the time.

The Navy frequently sends its personnel abroad for

training courses, seminars, inter-action, etc. and

invariably the “Finance” will ask why? “Can this not be

done in India?” Perhaps it can, but foreign

courses/deputations have a larger purpose besides

educating our personnel-to keep an eye on what is

happening around the world, to benchmark ourselves,

our training, our operational practices and indeed our

ships and aircraft. Looking back, I think many of the

ideas that made the IFR a success came from the

Atlanta Olympics which I was fortunate to attend in

1996. There I witnessed from beginning to the end a

major world class event, meticulously planned and

flawlessly executed.

So when the CNS said the WNC is to conduct the IFR,

conceptualising the event was easy because I took the

Atlanta Olympics as the benchmark and broadly

planned events. Thereafter fine-tuned them to meet

our requirements and improved on what one had

witnessed at Atlanta. But it was the detailed planning

and execution that was difficult, largely because of the

magnitude of the event, the numbers of people, ships,

aircraft and submarines involved and our dependence

on organizations and authorities outside the Navy! 

We had full support from the NHQ which had set up the

IFR cell under a Flag Officer Fleet Review, first headed

by V Adm Bansal and later by R Adm Bangara. They

sent us a planning directive, selected a very apt theme

“Bridges of Friendship” and designed the IFR

stationery. The IFR Logo was designed under the

guidance of V Adm Krishnan who selected “The

Sailboat from Mohenjo Daro for its basic simplicity and

neutrality as a subject” and then stylized it using

computer graphics. NHQ also handled all the

International affairs till participating countries and ships

were identified after which foreign ships were in direct

touch with the WNC, IFR Cell.

Planning and Preparation

Since it was the first International Fleet Review, and

ships and personnel would come from far and wide, it

would not be enough to just hold a Fleet review-there
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had to be other events that would showcase the Navy

and the country and make a voyage across the oceans

worth while. Besides, as far as the Navy was concerned,

it was also the final event of the country’s year long

celebrations of 50th year as a Republic. So we included

other events like the Maritime Seminar (there had to be

some intellectual inputs!), Band Concerts, Beating

Retreat, City Parade and Flying Demonstration and a

Mega multi-starrer Cultural Show at Chowpatty.

An IFR Center was set up under FOMA, first R Adm Ajit

Tewari and later R Adm Kochhar. Captain Rajender

Singh was appointed as the Captain IFR. In the field

were stalwarts like R Adms Sangram Singh Byce,

(FOCWF), Peshi Jetley (ASD), Mohanrao (FODAG),

Mohanan (FOGA/FONA) and Cmde Joshi (Angre).

Responsibilities for all major events were farmed out to

units of WNC. I had a magnificent team at HQ WNC

with R Adms Jaggi Bedi, COS, Krishnan as CSO

(Tech) and Suren Rao as the CSO (P & A). We have a

saying in Rajasthan which, when translated, means “If

you have a good horse, don’t ever rein it in-point him in

the right direction and let him run free and he will take

you places”. I was fortunate to have an outstanding

team, both at HQs and in the field and once we were

agreed on what was to be done they were allowed to

“Run free” and everyone worked wonders. 

A large number of personnel would be required for the

conduct of the event. So we made a detailed

presentation to all naval families outlining the

importance of IFR and requesting them to volunteer

their services. And presto! Overnight we had a few

hundred navy wives and grown up children who

volunteered to help. It literally had to be “All Hands on

Deck” and every one willingly gave off their best. 

But the Navy could not do it on its own so in Aug 2000

we requested the CM of Maharashtra to call a meeting

under his chairmanship with representatives of the

BMC, PWD, Police, Railways, Port et al, so that the

Navy could brief everyone and be assured of their

support. A detailed presentation was given, specifically

highlighting what the IFR meant for Mumbai, and our

day was made when, at the end of the meeting the CM,

Mr Vilas Rao Deshmukh, informed all present that

“From now on the IFR is not just the Navy’s event-

it is Our event”. Thereafter, every department of the

State gave its full support.

Publicity

An event of this magnitude needed adequate publicity

so that the nation at large could enjoy the event. The

first newspaper ad, published a year in advance,

proclaimed “Once in a lifetime comes an

unforgettable date with history”. An IFR booklet

giving all details was printed and widely distributed

specially to all foreign participants. An IFR website

gave all details of the event and was updated at regular

intervals. A film called “Jaya He” was made for

television viewers with music composed by AR

Rahman and narration by Big B Bachchan.

Hospitality Center

When planning the Hospitality Center we looked back

to our earlier days when the boat pools at Mumbai and

Trincomalee were beehives of activity, of bonhomie, as

also of drunken brawls-partly because there were no

facilities for hundreds of waiting sailors. ASD built a

huge, world class air-conditioned facility with reception

desks, NWWA handicrafts store, souvenir shop,

officers’ and sailors’ lounges, communication center,

first aid post, ferry control room and a 5-star cafeteria. 

Clean Air Campaign

Mumbai is known for its smog and haze. But events

like the Review and the Flying Demonstration needed

to be seen by people and so good visibility was

essential. So the Navy organized/publicised a Clean

Air Campaign which was coordinated by Captain

Bhadana. H.E. the Governor of Maharashtra lent his

support-16 and 17 Feb were declared public holidays

to reduce vehicular traffic, industries were requested to

close for maintenance during the period and all citizens
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were asked to use public transport. It worked and we

had good visibility for all events.

Memorabilia

It was an event to remember and so souvenirs and

memorabilia had to do justice to the event. Watches,

scarves, caps, T-shirts, ties, cut glass and ceramic

vases with the IFR Logo were designed and produced

under the watchful eye of Rusi Contractor. (The

Japanese Ships bought all the T Shirts available at one

go!). Tarun Tahiliani, the famous fashion Guru kindly

agreed to design (Gratis!) a special Saree for the Lady

volunteers of NWWA-a Saree with striking marine hues

and motifs. It was the painstaking efforts of the late Mr

Nandi Chawla which translated Tarun’s ideas into a

Saree in record time. The gentlemen volunteers were

all dressed in Blazers with the IFR Logo. Cdr Noronha

wrote the lyrics and KPN Nath, PO Musician

composed the song “Bridges of Friendship Spanning

Across the Seas”.

The Gujarat Earthquake

As we entered the final weeks of our preparations a

disastrous earthquake struck Gujarat on 26 Jan. The

Navy swung into action and immediately sent hospital

and relief ships and supplied food, water and clothing

to the effected areas. Naturally we could not be

celebrating when our countrymen were suffering so we

cancelled the Cultural show at Chowpatty but it was

decided to continue with the military activities while the

Navy continued to provide relief throughout. In fact

many of the foreign ships that arrived for the IFR were

also carrying relief supplies which were sent to Gujarat. 

The Countdown

On 13 Feb, I made my final signal to the command

stating that “Our Unforgettable date with history

has arrived -------- We have planned, prepared and

practiced ------but if things do not go as planned,

the Man on the Spot must decide what is the best

course of action”. Having done so, I did what I

normally do when the team is working feverishly to put

the finishing touches in place-I retired to Navy House

and kept out of everyone’s hair!

Curtain Raisers

As a prelude to the Review we started the Heritage

Walks in the Naval Dockyard on 3 Feb and the Sea

India Exhibition on 9 Feb. On 14 Feb we had a formal

function to inaugurate the Statue of Kanhoji Angre and

the restored Bombay Castle. (The World Ship Trust,

London awarded the WNC the Maritime Heritage

Award for 2001 for Restoration of the Bombay Castle).

The Governor’s At Home was held on the 15 Feb. On

the 16 Feb we had the Maritime Seminar and in the

evening the International Band Concert with the theme

“Navies of the World in Harmony”. Bands of 6

countries enthralled the audience and the show

culminated with everyone joining in the chorus of the

song “It’s a Small World after All” as children carried

the Flags of participating nations on stage.

The Review

On 17 Feb the first thing I did on waking up was to look

out of the window and was horrified to see that the

morning haze made the visibility poor. Jaggi Bedi, the

COS, called to say that it would be better in a few hours

but in any case our pilots from Santa Cruz had said

“Visibility or no Visibility we will Fly Past”. This was

the spirit that prevailed and made the IFR a success.

From the moment the first guest arrived, followed by

VIPs and the President, till the President disembarked,

everything went with clockwork precision-the Guard of

Honour, the Gun Salute, casting off the Presidential

Yacht and Column, the Review, the Mobile Review, the

Fly-past, the President’s Address. 

A total of 97 ships participated, of which 69 were on the

static Review line. After taking into account the wind, tide

and current they had been anchored precisely to ensure

a perfect line during the Review with adequate spacing

between lines to ensure that the Presidential yacht (for

the first time a frigate sized OPV) could turn within the

restricted space. The Navigators were busy with their
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calculations, adjusting speed to ensure that the

Presidential Yacht arrived at designated spots on the dot.

For the first time we allowed families on board, during

the Review. After all they had pitched in to make the

Review a success and are such an important part of our

lives that they too must live the moment. The only rider

was that they must all be assembled at one place on

the ship and dressed in a theme colour to be decided

by each Captain. It did add colour to the occasion!

Another new concept was to have the President also

Review a mobile column of missile boats-partly

because it took lesser time but also because missile

boats look their terrifying best with an impressive bow

wave and frothy wake.

The Review Fly-past was unique in concept too.

Usually Naval Fly-pasts at sea are done along the

column of ships with the aircraft approaching the

column either from astern or from ahead and flying

past the column on the designated side. Time, space

and the geographic conformation of Mumbai harbour

did not permit this. We certainly did not want the planes

to be roaring overhead when ships on the Review line

were honouring their President with “Three Jais”. So it

was decided that the Fly-past would be done at right

angles to the columns direction of advance, on

completion of the Fleet Review, with the planes flying

past a few cables ahead of the President’s yacht. 54

aircrafts of the Navy and Coast Guard, of ten different

types, from the giant TU 142s to the tiny Chetak, all

with different speeds and maneuverability

characteristics, taking off from four different locations

flew past at right angles to a moving column in 15

formations led by FONA, R Adm Mohanan- perfectly

timed, with different throw offs but at the correct height

and distance from the President.

In the evening was an International Beating Retreat at

the Gateway of India, where Naval Bands from 6

nations took part. Both for this event, as also the Band

concert, all coordination and indeed “Practice” was

done over the net so that only one rehearsal was

required prior to each event. 

The City Parade

The City Parade was to be the highlight of the show

and was specifically meant for the citizens of Mumbai.

It was a “City Parade” with a difference and to

accommodate the citizenry we had to use India’s

Largest Viewing gallery-the “Queen’s Necklace”, as

Marine Drive is called. Naturally it had to be spruced up

and a request to the Municipal authorities and the

residents associations gave Marine drive a face lift that

made it look better than ever before.

Cadets of the Sea Cadet Corp led the Parade holding

aloft the Flags of participating countries. The Air Force

joined the Fly Past and sent their Surya Kiran

Aerobatics team and the newly inducted Sukhoi SU 30

both of which were “Show Stoppers”. The Army too

showed their solidarity by sending marching

contingents but it was the cadets of the NDA, whose

marching and smartness swelled everyone’s hearts

with pride.

The results were there for all to see-the first

International Fleet Review conducted by IN, the largest

Fleet Review ever with 97 Ships, 54 aircraft, a City

Parade and Flying Demo never before seen by

Mumbai, the largest ever crowd assembled on Marine

Drive. From VVIPs, to ships and aircraft, to marching

contingents-everyone moved with clockwork precision

with not a single event that did not start and finish as

scheduled.

Not a single untoward incident occurred throughout the

four day event, and thousands of “Bridges of

Friendship” were built across the oceans. When I look

back on the event, I thank the Good Lord for being with

us those days.

madhvendarsingh@hotmail.com
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The President’s Fleet Reviews or PFRs as they are

commonly called are showpiece occasions for the

Navy-a chance to display their wares to the Supreme

Commander and thereby to the nation. Considering

that Navies usually operate beyond the gaze of the

people they serve, the Fleet reviews give them a

chance to connect with their countrymen albeit in a

military ceremonial framework. This being the case,

it would be the dream of every navyman to be

associated with the PFR in some way. Quite

obviously some would be more in the thick of things

than others and they would carry memories for a

lifetime after the event is over. My own tryst with

PFRs have been rather curious in that barring one

occasion, I have missed all other in fortuitous

circumstances and the one in which I was able to

take part was a last minute miracle. Thus, echoing

the lines of a Bollywood movie, I describe my

relationship with PFRs as luck by chance.

The first PFR in my commissioned service was in

Feb 1989 by Shri R Venkataraman. I had been

appointed in Dec ’88 to INS Alleppey as the

Navigating Officer. But in Feb 89 I was still

undergoing the PCT. As luck would have it Alleppey

was nominated as the standby President’s yacht. In

that role she would doubtless be spruced up and

host several high dignitaries. I narrowly missed a

chance to take part and have a bird’s eye view of

how the PFR takes place. When I reported in April, I

was the only non-PFR type and other officers

including the subalterns used to treat me like a non-

initiate outsider. The point is that the PFR while being

a merry ceremonial occasion also led to everyone in

the ship feeling a sense of achievement. The precise

navigation, for example, in reaching the anchor berth

or staying in column stay long after the event and are

particularly valuable training lessons for the junior

officers. 

The next review happened in Mar 1997 for President

Shanker Dayal Sharma and coincided with the

presentation of Colours to the Western Fleet. Earlier

in Jun 96, I was appointed as the SCO of Viraat.

Three months later, it was cancelled and I was to

become the commissioning SCO of INS Delhi. While

I would trade nothing in life for the Delhi experience,

missing on the Carrier seva was indeed agonizing.

Thus, it came to pass that during the PFR while we

on Delhi were busy getting the ship ready for

Commissioning, Viraat as the Flagship became the

centerpiece of the event. If I remember right, the

officer I was to replace on Viraat had an important

role to play-he was perhaps the Parade Commander

or OOG or received the Colours. For me, it was a

classic case of so near, yet so far.

The next edition was the mother of all reviews-the

International Fleet Review (IFR) in Mumbai in Feb

2001 for President KR Narayanan. In May 2000, I

had finished my Staff Course and been posted to

INTEG. One of the reasons for transferring me to

Mumbai, as told to me by the powers that be, was

that I would be a key member of the IFR cell. That did

not come to pass because at INTEG, I got involved in

a new project which was undermanned to begin with.

Nonetheless, I was frequently called to contribute my

mite and finally the then Chief of Staff, R Adm Jaggi

Bedi, tasked me to bring out a special IFR edition of

‘Hands Call’, the WNC journal apart from helping in

editing and proofing the special Coffee Table books

that were being brought out for the occasion.

Fortunately, both these objectives were achieved in

good time. Alas and alack, with the IFR just a

fortnight away I was pulled to Bangalore on

temporary duty and I missed all the action, landing
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back only on the night before the Review and

resigning myself to watching the show on TV. I felt

heavily cheated after all the hard work done and after

being involved in numerous endeavours at the

planning stage. 

I write this from Nairobi in Kenya, contemplating this

year’s PFR. In the normal course of events, I should

have been back by now and, with luck, in Command

of a ship participating in the Review. But, wishes are

not horses and while I may return home sometime

tantalizingly close to the Review any chances of

meaningful participation are very slim. I, therefore,

console myself that this article in QD will be my

contribution to the PFR. 

But I also remember in wonderment my participation

in the PFR in Feb 2006 in Visakhapatnam, a PFR I

ought not to have been involved in. By Jul 2005, I

had finished my Command tenure, the ship had just

entered refit, I was appointed to DSSC and PFR

seemed a distant horizon not just for me but also the

ship. But fate had other plans-my successor the NA

in Islamabad was delayed a great deal, I continued in

command, the lovely ship Vindhyagiri, met all refit

milestones in time and when we went out for the post

refit trials she also clocked record speeds indicating

fine health. At this time, Dunagiri scheduled to go for

the PFR had to drop out due to an engine problem.

The Fleet Commander, R Adm Rusi Contractor

decided that we should go instead. The die was cast

and our first post refit sortie was to Vizag through

Colombo. The ship proudly took part in the Review

and the ceremonial chart signed by President Kalam

with the name of the ship (and my name) proudly

hangs over me in my study as I write this piece. In

fact, my friend Cdr Kumawat, who was in-charge of

producing the chart told me that even if I had delayed

by a day my name would not have been on the chart.

Many wonderful things happened during that

deployment but I would need to write about it another

time. 

So, it has just so happened

that the Fleet Reviews and

I have kind of played a cat

and mouse game. If it is

any consolation, since

PFR 97, I have been

involved in writing or

proofing or even advising

on the books and

brochures that have been

published on such

occasions. These

publications may not carry

always my name; they

need not because one

seeks no glory in such labours of love but I believe

that the written word, the records and archives will

remain long after the memories fade. Thus, even

though I have been a back bencher in all PFRs bar

one, I cherish my association with the event. As the

Navy gets ready for the first ever PFR with Madame

President, a toast shall be raised in a distant African

outpost.

srikantkesnur@gmail.com
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The Indian Navy conducted the Tenth President’s

Fleet Review at Mumbai on 20 Dec 11 when the

warships of the Indian Navy were reviewed by Her

Excellency, Mrs Pratibha Devisingh Patil, the

President of India. The ships and aircraft from the

Southern, Eastern and the Andaman & Nicobar

Commands conjoined the hosts, the Western Naval

Command units to present the combined fleets to the

Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces. The

Coast Guard, Merchant Marine and Sea Cadet Corps

ship Jaanu along with the Sailing Vessel Mhadei - the

first Indian sailing vessel to circumnavigate the world

- also formed up for the review. 

Fleet Review History

Reviews are believed to have originated in the West.

Historically, they were

either a precursor to

setting sail for war or

conducted on

special occasions

like the coronation

of a new monarch.

They served as an

occasion for the

monarch to review the

fleet and reaffirm faith in its readiness. A similar

practice was also in vogue in the US. The ‘Great

White Fleet’, meant to project American power, was

reviewed by President Theodore Roosevelt in 1907,

prior to departure and once again in 1909 on its return

to the United States. However, in recent times,

assembling of warships for a review has taken a more

celebratory tone, free of belligerent intentions. Of late,

reviews have also taken on a multinational hue, with

friendly nations sending their warships to participate

as a measure of friendship and maritime

camaraderie. The International Fleet Review held in

Mumbai in 2001 is a fine example of this new

dimension, which saw the participation of 97 ships

and 29 foreign navies. 

Records of Fleet Reviews in India before

independence are limited. There are some references

to a review of the Maratha Fleet off Ratnagiri in the

18th Century. After independence, Presidents,

Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces have

traditionally reviewed the Fleet once during their

tenure as a manner of reaffirming their faith in the

readiness of the Fleet to safeguard India’s maritime

interests. During the Review, a 21-gun salute is fired

following which the President, onboard the

presidential yacht, steams past an armada of

anchored ships from all Commands of the Indian
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Navy along with ships of the Indian Coast Guard and

Merchant Navy, proudly avowing their allegiance to

the Supreme Commander. The ships are manned by

the crew, lined up in full dress regalia, to salute the

Supreme Commander as the presidential yacht

passes each ship. India has witnessed nine Fleet

Reviews to date, with the last one held on 13

February 2006. 

Logo and Theme

The logo of the

PFR was

designed to

highlight the

t h r e e

d imens iona l

capability of

the Indian

Navy. The

blue waves

are the

embodiment

of the blue water capability

of the Indian Navy. A submarine, a ship and an aircraft

with the Indian Tri-colour truly represent the three

dimensions of the vibrant and dynamic force that the

navy has truly become. The ship’s forepeak with the

aircraft’s tricolour plume denote the letter “P”, while

the conning tower of the submarine with the trailing

smoke plume portray the letter “F” and the ships

sloping grey hull structure integrate to form the leg of

the letter “R”. The basic objective of holding PFR

2011 at Mumbai was to highlight the role of Western

Naval Command and the Western Seaboard in

keeping with the theme of “Indian Navy: Safe Seas

and Secure Coasts for a Strong Nation”. As many as

72 naval warships from the four commands including

four Coast Guard ships, three ships from SCI, SCCS

Jaanu from the Sea Cadet Corps and the Sailing

Vessel Mhadei took part in this event showcasing all

facets of our Maritime Power. 

The PFR comprised a number of events spread

across two days on 19th and 20th December. A

Knowledge Management Seminar was conducted on

14 Dec 11 at the Mulla Auditorium soon after all the

ships from other Commands arrived at Mumbai. This

was attended by a number of high ranking foreign and

Indian service officers apart from experts from the

industry. The Naval Symphonic Orchestra

Performance was the first event attended by the

President at the Mulla Auditorium on 19 Dec 11,

which was also the President’s birthday. The
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performance included Indian as well as western

classical scores enthralling the large audience. After

the Orchestra Performance, the President released a

set of four stamps, commemorating the PFR 2011.

The Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral Nirmal Verma,

then released the Coffee Table Book on the Indian

Navy, titled ‘A Nautical Tryst’ and presented the first

copy to the President. The invitees then moved on to

the Western Naval Command Officers’ Mess for the

Presidential Banquet, which was an elaborate event

conducted for 960 guests simultaneously. The

traditional loyal toast to the President and the ensuing

speeches by the Chief of the Naval Staff and the

President elucidated the Navy’s role in the future of

the Nation. 

Review of the Fleet by the Supreme

Commander was on 20 Dec 11. Ships were

dressed overall and manned by men in

their crisp ceremonial attire. Her Excellency

Smt Pratibha Devisingh Patil, the President

of India embarked INS Subhadra, the

Presidential Yacht after the Guard of

Honour at 0900h and the traditional 21 gun

salute. A total of 57 ships were anchored in

Mumbai harbour. INS Subhadra, the

Presidential yacht followed by INS Sharda

and INS Suvarna in the Presidential

column with XFAC T81 and T82 in the

vanguard, set sail to review the fleet. The

ships arrayed in five columns were

reviewed by the President with the ‘Teen Jais’

reverberating across the harbour in the hazy

morning. On one leg of the two hour review, nine

missile boats steamed smartly past the Presidential

Column followed by a fly past of 46 aircraft including

the TU, IL38, Mig 29 Ks, Sea Harriers, Kirans,

Dorniers, Seakings and Chetaks of Indian Navy and

the Coast Guard. After the impressive and exciting

Fleet Review, the President proceeded to the

Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Vastu Sangrahalaya to

inaugurate the 40 day Maritime Heritage Exhibition

coordinated by the Navy across various maritime

agencies which remained open for the general public

till 29 Jan 12.

Success of these fast paced and diverse events

choreographed by the Western Naval Command as

the hosts showcased intricate planning, meticulous

attention to detail and harmonized co-ordination

amongst various agencies. The visiting ships and

their crew, the distinguished guests and the general

public all took back memories of a crisp well

conducted event that demonstrated the

professionalism, élan and ethos of the Indian Navy.

methala88@yahoo.co.in
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A Fleet Review is a magnificent sight and parade by

any standards.

Lean and mean looking warships lined up in symmetry

at an anchorage, while can send a chill down one’s

spine, it can also stir up pride in one’s heart!

Review by whom, is relatively unimportant! More

often than not, the VIP reviewing (unless there was

salt in his or her veins) happens to be a mere figure

head, and performing what was told, yet actually

more pre-occupied with the implications of the event-

political or otherwise!

Fleet Review is an opportunity for men of war to dress

up ‘ship shape’ permitting the men who man them to

swell with pride. It is an occasion for the silent Service

to showcase itself for a grateful nation to see.

A Fleet Review for us of course means having to

mobilise both our Fleets to a common anchorage,

means days and weeks of rehearsals, curtailment of

movement of sea trade in and around it, means

setting up stringent security restrictions before and

after the event. One could of course conduct it in a

less busy harbour like Karwar, however, logistics and

security measures will be that much more difficult to

ensure at such a venue.

To an average trader, or to a common man, having to

take detours for long periods because of cordoned off

or closed areas and approaches can be a source of

frustration.

Apart from the foregoing, there is today, most

unfortunately, the real risk of a terrorist attack at a

‘sitting duck’. In terrorism, the element of surprise is

often with the aggressor. It is for this reason that

security against a terrorist attack can never be totally

fool proof. A good, quick response can be possible,

yes, but wouldn’t it be too late?

We now need to ask ourselves-is it worth lining up our

precious assets for the lurking terrorist? All eggs in

one basket! Do we not stand to lose more than we

stand to gain? Should we not consider Fleet Reviews

as glorious events of the past, somewhat irrelevant

and advisedly avoidable in the present?

admiraldas@hotmail.com
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The late Admiral Katari would have completed 100 years

of age on Oct 8th, 2011. To commemorate this event

and the year ahead, the family and the Navy, together

with a few other organizations, have planned a series of

events within and outside the Navy. The celebrations

were kicked off on his 100th birthday by FO C-in-C,

Eastern Naval Command, Vice Admiral Anup Singh,

who inaugurated the Katari Heritage Hall at the late

Admiral’s old home, the “Quarter Deck”, in Sainik Puri,

Secunderabad. He made a thoughtful and scintillating

speech recalling the late Admiral Katari’s unique career

profile and his contribution to the building up of the

Indian Navy. He was hopeful that this small personal

initiative by Admiral Katari’s family, would lead to a wider

recognition of the need to find different ways to

understand the richness of our traditions and our history. 

We know that the magazine, Quarterdeck,

coincidentally this is what the late Admiral named his

home as far back as 1974, is read by a growing

fraternity of former and present naval personnel-

some of whom might remember Ram Dass Katari, but

a majority of whom would have only a hazy

recollection. We hope the brief extract from the

pamphlet we prepared for the inauguration will

provide a bit of the background as to why we

undertook this project and what we hope the space

will encourage within the community-especially the

younger generation.

Why a Heritage Hall-Who was Ram Dass Katari?

Ever since RDK died at the relatively young age of 71

in 1983, his wife Dhanam Katari, would from time to

time, talk about creating a suitable memorial to RDK

and his unusual career. Typically neither of her

children took this seriously enough during her

lifetime, preoccupied as we were with our own lives

and families. 

It was only after her passing in 2009, that I was

actually able to spend the time required to sift and sort

through trunks, boxes, cupboards and cloth bundles

which were a veritable treasure house of living history. 

What you will see in the Heritage Hall is essentially a

potpourri of images, objects, and themes which

crisscross somewhat randomly across the space we

have created in the home my parents built after a

lifetime of roaming-purchased from his savings as a

diplomat in Burma!
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We take you for a walk through his life as he recalls

in his memoirs `A Sailor Remembers’-an interesting

saga of a significant period in our history which

captures glimpses of the extraordinary transition to

freedom, and experiment with democracy which was

being played out on the global and national canvas as

the colonial powers withdrew reluctantly from the

many lands and people's over whom they ruled. At

the same time, it tells a story of a simple, middle class

family from small town in India [Chinglepet in the

former Madras Presidency] in the early twentieth

century-who found their fortunes caught up in the

freedom struggle; and the new worlds and

opportunities opening for those who dared to take a

stand for justice and freedom, who also had the

courage and imagination to dream and follow their

aspirations.......

The display attempts to capture some glimpses of the

ancient maritime traditions and environment of this

country and the region through paintings, crests,

charts, whilst following the individual’s own journeys,

struggles and successes of how a land lubber made

the sea his career and rose to the top!

The hall will also make available a valuable library of

books to the local community for reading and

reference-whilst also offering a space for talks,

lectures, discussions, meetings and music recitals-all

of which were very dear to RDK’s heart.

Throughout this centenary year there will be events in

different locations which will mark different aspects of

the life, values and unique trajectory of the first Indian

to make it to the highest post in our Navy. 

On Nov 5th the IMF, Pune organized a lecture by

former CNS, Admiral VB Bhagwat, who spoke on,

“Admiral Katari-a Legacy “. 

On Nov 19th in Delhi, the CAG, Shri Vinod Rai

delivered the annual Admiral Katari Memorial Lecture,

entitled, “Good Governance-Accountability and

Probity in the Armed Forces”. 

This was followed by the release of the reprint of `A

Sailor Remembers’-Admiral Katari’s memoirs, for

which a fresh foreword and afterword were especially

written by the serving CNS, Admiral Nirmal Verma,

and by Ms Lalita Ramdas, respectively. 

In addition to above, both the Western and Southern

Naval Commands have plans to commemorate the

Birth Centenary of the first Naval Chief, between now

and Oct 8, 2012.

Despite efforts by many, we were not able to have a

stamp issued in the late Admiral’s memory, but are

reproducing below the extract from a letter to Shri

Anthony, Hon. Min of Defence, by Mrs Parvathi

Krishnan, age 92, veteran Trade Unionist and MP

who held RDK in high regard.

“On assuming command of independent India’s

Navy, at the relatively young age of forty seven

years, Ram Dass Katari had to address many

challenges-not least among them being how best to

deal with the hangovers and influences of British

Imperial rule in India. It is to his credit that he laid the

ground work for a strong value based ethic in the

fledgling service, and paid special attention to the all

important task of nation building and self reliance. He

was able not only to instill values of patriotism and

national pride, but was to leave a lasting legacy of
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integrity and quality leadership on which he laid

special stress. At the same time he brought to bear

qualities of mature and sound leadership which

enabled him to integrate the best of the British

Navy’s professional experience towards the creation

of a highly dedicated, efficient and independent

fighting force to serve the multifarious needs of the

young Republic.

I am perhaps one of the few people alive today who has

been privileged to know Admiral Katari and observe his

contribution and leadership in those early years as we

strove to demonstrate that we were indeed capable of

dismantling the colonial legacy and shaping the new

India. Our young people and future generations need to

learn about the contributions of our early pioneers too. I

therefore feel that it would be fitting indeed for our

Government to honour him by releasing a stamp on this

occasion. I could think of no better person than yourself

to take the lead on this as Defence Minister on behalf of

the Government of India ..”

Whether or not the stamp project goes forward-we

hope very much that many of our readers will visit the

Heritage Hall when they visit Secunderabad-and also

take the opportunity to learn more about the early

days of our wonderful service…….

lramdas@gmail.com
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He wrote about his entry into the Navy as “a strange

quirk of fate that projected me into a career that none

of us knew existed.” Yet, in a trajectory that spanned

over three decades, Admiral R D Katari created history

in his chosen Service: not only as the first Indian Chief

of Naval Staff, a distinction he achieved in 1958 at the

age of 47, but also as a far-sighted visionary planning

for a self-sufficient and disciplined defence force. 

This year, 2011, marks the birth centenary of Admiral

Katari. To honour the memory of one of the founding

fathers of the modern Indian Navy, the Delhi Charter of

the Navy Foundation held a Memorial Lecture on 19

November. The evening was graced by the presence

of the Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral Nirmal Verma,

and by members of the Katari family: his son-in-law

and daughter, former CNS Admiral Ramdas and Smt

Lalita Ramdas; and son Shri Ravi Katari. 

The Lecture was delivered by Shri Vinod Rai, the

Comptroller and Auditor General of India-the man, you

might say, of the moment. Shri Rai’s Lecture was on the



topic ‘Good Governance-Accountability and Probity in

the Armed Forces’. As a former Joint Secretary (Navy)

in the Ministry of Defence, Shri Rai’s own dealings and

experience with the Senior Service no doubt shaped

many of the premises and expectations that he put

forward with such clarity and persuasiveness. 

His Lecture began with a reminder of the high public

regard in which the Armed Forces continue to be held,

despite recent events; then began an analysis of the

overall procedures to be followed in matters such as

purchases, projects and acquisitions. Briefly, two main

principles emerged: first, the need for utmost

transparency at every stage of the transaction or

negotiation; second, the need for self-belief and

convictions that enable a strong and credible

presentation of the case at hand. The session was

conducted with some witty repartee which was

appreciated by the audience.

A memorable ending to the evening was the re-release

of the book, ‘A Sailor Remembers’, Admiral Katari’s

autobiography, which was first published in 1982. The

book recalls his years in service and the many

challenges he faced as leader; equally it has a

fascinating account of his time in Burma (now

Myanmar) as Indian Ambassador. The re-issued

publication has an Afterword by his daughter Lalita who

writes of ‘the man and his message in the ... vastly

altered context of 2011’. But the last word must remain

with Admiral Katari himself, who made this fervent plea

in his Epilogue: ‘Do let the single stabilising factor

remain as such in the larger interest of the stability of

this country. Do not upset that sensitive mechanism

that constitutes the defence services.’ 

asharani.mathur@gmail.com
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Hand in hand, matching the stride

We march ahead, heads held up in pride.

Brethren in arms, harbingers of Peace

By day and night, defending the High Seas.

The stories of our friendship spreading far and wide

Together we stem the strongest tide.

History has witnessed and Future shall see

We’ll stand beside each other whenever need be.

We’ve achieved a few Milestones and will get many more

Long live the friendship between India and Singapore.

Brethren in Arms
Lt Cdr H Kalra, INS Dega



When on 26 January 1950, India proclaimed itself a

Sovereign Republic, it became incumbent on all

regiments of the Indian Army, the Indian Navy and the

Indian Air Force in possession of the King’s Colours

to lay it up. This was done soon after the first Republic

Day. The Sovereign’s Colours had to be replaced,

and quickly. In the armed forces the Colours

is the ultimate symbol of a regiment’s, a

Service’s focus of pride, loyalty and

raison d’etre. A sailor, a soldier, an

airman deems it an honour to guard

what the Colours symbolizes, when

necessary with his life. The King’s

Colours had to be replaced by the

President’s Colours without ado.

In 1950 the Navy was still the

senior service in accordance with

the legacy left by the erstwhile

rulers. The conundrum in the

South Block was who would the

first President of India, the

Commander-in-Chief of the three

armed services in pursuance of the new

Constitution, honour with his Colours, first.

The race was really between the Navy and the

Army. It was no secret among naval circles in New

Delhi that the redoubtable General KM Cariappa

wished one of his famous Cavalry regiments to be the

first. But he was not about to displace the Navy from

its prime position in seniority. Eventually that would

happen, but not yet. The naval Commander-in-Chief,

the title of Chief of the Naval Staff was still in the

future, Admiral Sir Edward Parry who had succeeded

Admiral Sir Geoffrey Miles in late 1948, was very

much aware that ‘Kipper` Cariappa had approached

the Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, to promote the

Army to the prime rank among the three services in

India. His argument was that the Army, direct

successor of the British Indian Army from which

the Army of the new Republic drew and

claimed its primacy, had grown out of the

Presidency Native Infantry formations

raised in the mid eighteenth century

by the East India Company. History

fully supported his argument.

Nevertheless, it was a specious

argument, said the Navy. The

Indian Navy could legitimately

claim descent from the first

British naval squadron which

arrived off Swally Roads of Surat

in 1612. That squadron when it

arrived in Bombay became the

progenitor of the Bombay Marine

when it was formed in mid

seventeenth century, preceeding the

raising of the various Presidency Infantry

regiments by about a century. The Indian

Navy at the proclamation of the Republic in 1950,

was the direct descendant of that long ago Bombay

Marine. Parry planned that his service should be the

first to receive the President’s Colours. The fat was

now in the fire, Kipper Cariappa versus Ted Parry. It

remained a friendly tug o’ war throughout. It never

became public, the Press, as it was then, never got

hold of it. I would hate to think what would happen to

a similar friendly inter service rivalry in the hands of
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Quarterdeck salutes Vice Admiral MP Awati who holds a singular distinction of being the first of the veteran

officers to start his innings with the QD, beginning from 1988, and carrying on with his fairly regular

contributions, his last brilliant articulation being on his dream come true project, “Sagarparikrama-First Solo

Circumnavigation by an Indian on Mhadei”.



today’s editors of newspapers! They would claim a

sort of do or die between CNS and COAS!! with the

Minister of Defence as the referee. 

God forbid.

Cariappa had the Prime Minister’s ear, beholden as

the latter was to the Army for its magnificent

performance of duty during the immediate post

independence turmoil and carnage. He, the Prime

Minister, seemed agreeable to Cariappa’s claim.

Cariappa had been commanding the Army since

January 1949. The other two services were still

British led, the Air Force commanded by Air Marshal

Sir Thomas Elmhirst. Parry was’nt having any of this,

inspite of the rumblings in the South Block. He was

determined, ever since the laying up of all regimental

King’s Colours at the Indian Military Academy, that the

Navy shall be the first to receive the President’s

Colours, as the reigning senior service. And so it

happened through his diplomacy and persuasion.

‘Kipper` readily conceded to the still senior service in

the assurance that the Army would soon replace the

Navy in the prime position. The Navy made history at

the historic Brabourne Stadium on Sunday, 27th May

1951 when it received the President’s Colours from

our first President, Dr Rajendra Prasad. I had the

singular honour to be the Colours Officer. The

memory of that Sunday is deeply etched in my

memory. I had sort of become a part of the history of

the Navy at a very early stage in my naval career.

Looking back I can say with some confidence that the

occasion ‘egged me` on. Fate had dealt me an ace. 

A couple months earlier, I had been sent for by my

commanding officer, Commander GS Kapoor, ‘Raj

Pramukh` to his friends and admirers, to be told that

I was to be the Colours Officer on 27 May. I had little

idea what that meant. I soon knew through a most

rigorous regime of drill, drill, and drill by an exacting

Chief Gunnery Instructor whose main thrust was

upon how the Colours was to be dipped in salute to

the President. It was grueling handling the heavy staff

and flag made to the exact specifications and weight

of the Colours and its staff. It went on and on, every

day for a month, until I had it absolutely picture

perfect. The Colours Party was selected from among

several aspirants, all of them about my height, all of

them gunnery sailors, naturally. The Indian Navy was

expected to put up a show of the century for the

crowd that would occupy the stands of the stadium

and for the President of India. 

We did not disappoint them. Admiral Parry told me so

in person later at a lunch, on board INS Ranjit before

the Indian Naval Squadron, as it was then

constituted, sailed on its Summer Cruise to East

Africa with the flag of Rear Admiral Geoffrey Barnard

on board INS Delhi. The President’s Colours lay in

the wardroom of INS Angre, safely encased. It would

be uncased only for parading before a Head of State,

non else. 

The Colours is of white silk with a St.George’s Cross

in red dividing it into four cantons. The cross signifies

the Navy’s long association with Great Britain’s Royal

Navy, not an insignificant influence on Navy’s

traditions, methods and practices. The upper canton

at the hoist contains the national flag, the lower

canton the Navy’s crest, now emblazoned with the

new legend Shano Varuna, taken from the Rig Veda

the most ancient scripture in the sub-continent. Shri C

Rajagopalachari, the last Governor General of India

offered it to the Navy when approached by Admiral

Parry a few months earlier for an appropriate legend

for the naval crest in keeping with the Navy’s new

circumstances. The upper fly had the President’s

cipher Ra Pra in gold, the lower, an elephant rampant,

also in gold. The Colours is an impressively beautiful

device, evocative, made by the zari workers of Agra

and Delhi. With its heavy teak staff it must weigh

twenty kilograms, perhaps more. 

manoharawatip@yahoo.co.in
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Actually, I am not sufficiently qualified to talk about

Quarterdeck having become a ‘veteran’ only fourteen

years ago. I first wrote for this journal in 1998 and

have been writing ever since. While in service,

retirement was far from one’s thoughts but when it

became time to hang up uniform, little things about

the life one had lived began to matter. And, the most

important of these, the nostalgia and the tales of

times past, came through the few sheets put together

and very aptly given the name (I can not say by

whom) Quarterdeck. It is no longer just a few pages,

it is glossier and a well presented journal in which the

retired Indian Navy community, not just those resident

in India, share their memories. Above all, the

Quarterdeck is a magazine ‘of the retired’ and ‘for the

retired’ and hats off to its successive editors, for

keeping it this way which has made it a much awaited

publication, year after year, for 25 years, no less. So,

it is a pleasure to write for it once again. 

The theme for this year is the Presidential Fleet

Review (PFR) which would have taken place in

December, before this issue comes out. In our

country, the PFR is held every five years to salute a

new President. It is not just India that hosts such

reviews, so do other naval powers like the USA, UK,

China to name some and smaller countries are also

joining this list. For example, Malaysia held a very

successful pageant in 1990 with representation from

many navies, ours being one; Indonesia has also held

such a review some years ago. But very few do this

as often as we do. Maybe this is more frequent than

is necessary but then, Presidents who have reviewed

the Fleet may feel superior to those who have not and

in India we try to ensure that no one feels left out!

That having been said, there can be little doubt that

such reviews generate a ‘feel good’ factor, both in the

Navy and in the country, generally. 

My memories of such reviews are mixed. In May

1990, I took the ships Ganga and Khukri to Penang to

take part in the Malaysian Fleet Review. They did not

belong to the Eastern Fleet, which I commanded at

that time, but were attached to it temporarily. The

hosts went all out to make the event a memorable

one. All major hotels in the city were commandeered

for accommodating us and as can be expected, just

about the entire Malaysian Navy, ships, officers and

sailors were brought to undertake the myriad duties

that such a gathering (there were 67 warships and

nearly three dozen flag officers present) involves. The

King reviewed the ships lined up for him in pouring

rain, wearing naval uniform, standing in the open and

just as exposed to the weather as the ships crews

that cheered him as his royal barge passed. Later, he

hosted a lavish reception at which the Prime Minister

and senior ministers were present. All ships tried to

do something special trying to be one up. At our

reception on Ganga, we delayed the Sunset

ceremony by half an hour for it to become dark and,

along with the traditional Retreat, the Navy Band,

embarked specially for this cruise, played the

haunting Abide with Me, echoing trumpets et al. Firing

of rocket flares, without any sanction or authority,

added to the scenery and the Indian Navy stole the

show. In the Dragon Race held the next day, we fared

poorly succumbing to the much more versatile crews

from South East Asian navies. A Trishaw (rickshaw

pedaled from the rear) race through the main streets

of Penang saw us doing better but not enough to get

to the podium. When we sailed two days later, we

took away memories that are still fresh.

The PFR conducted in what was then Bombay, in

1984, was confined to our own ships and without

much glamour or kitsch. I was commanding Rajput

which stood in line astern of Vikrant in the outermost
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line of warships. Every ship was assigned some

guests to be embarked. Ours came on board a good

two hours before the review began after a pretty

arduous trip from the Boat Pool and, despite every

effort to keep them entertained and well fed, had

become quite bored by the time the Presidential

Yacht slipped its berth. The next 90 minutes were

quite uneventful and I, myself, pondered over ways

and means to shorten this part of the pageant, alas,

without solution. The crew was alerted when the

Yacht approached and a few minutes and three jais

later, it was all over. It took another hour for the

guests to be disembarked and frankly, there was not

much to shout about. Later in the evening, there was

Retreat at the Gateway of India. Looking back, I can

not remember anything extraordinary other than the

splendid fireworks executed by Morani Brothers

following the ceremony at the Gateway.

But what the Navy hosted, for the first time, in

February 2001, was quite different. This was an

international gathering (IFR) and the program

stretched over three days, not just the review of ships

but a parade down the beautiful Marine Drive cleared

for the occasion with hundreds of thousands of

people jammed tight on both sides and on the roof

tops, as also a seminar and the final dinner. I had

retired three years earlier but got to be invited thanks

to the seminar at which I was asked to speak. The

hours during the actual review were spent quite

pleasantly in the company of many like me and some

interesting guests including Mukesh and Nita Ambani

who turned out to be both modest and self effacing. I

told them how, two decades earlier, when at HQ

WNC, I had met their ‘old man’ at a reception at Navy

House where he had told many ladies present, my

wife being one, to get their husbands to buy as many

debentures of Reliance Series E as they could, since

the issue was closing soon. After a serious quarrel on

the drive back home and several wifely tears shed all

too easily, I emptied my cupboards of all that I had

and the Staff Officer (Movements) an avid but not

entirely successful stock market enthusiast, helped

me buy Rs 5000 of Reliance E the next day. The

spouse had the last laugh when, three years and

several bonuses later I sold the stock for Rs 45,000

and with this treasure, bought myself our first new car,

a Maruti 800! The presence of so many ships from

different countries and their crews on the streets of

Bombay added to the festive scene in which the State

Government and local authorities participated fully.

The fly past off the Marine Drive, coinciding with the

end of the parade, was a fitting climax. The Navy

basked in the adulation that it received from the

public.

Yet another PFR was held in 2006, this time at

Visakhapatnam on the East Coast. I could not attend

it but have heard glowing accounts, in particular, of

the missile and air power demonstrations, the

Retreat, and, of course, the hospitality extended to

those of the retired community. Here too, the local

authorities went all out to make the event a success

and huge crowds assembled at the Ramakrishna

Beach, no less impressive an arena than the Marine

Drive. PFR 2011 brings the pageant back to Mumbai.

There is no reason why it should not be as successful

and bring as many laurels to the Service as its

predecessors. So, it is time to say to the Navy:

Anchors Aweigh!

premvirdas@hotmail.com
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It was November 1988 and the Indian Armed

Forces were in the midst of operation Cactus-the

military intervention at the request of President

Gayoom of the Maldives. After the swift landing

of an Army Para Brigade at Hulule airport the

rebel group who were Sri Lankan mercenaries,

ran for cover and hi-jacked a merchant vessel

Progress Light. Grabbing seven hostages from

ashore the rebel ship slipped out of Male

harbour but unknown to rebel leader Luthfee a

high speed Indian Navy Task Force led by INS

Godavari was fast closing in.

As the drama unfolded at sea the Navy War

Room at South Block got top heavy with Prime

Minister Rajiv Gandhi keenly following the

action. Also present and deeply concerned was

the Swiss Ambassador to India, since the only

lady amongst the seven hostages happened to

be his mother-in-law.

Capturing the rebel ship was the least of the

problems but the safety of the hostages, which

included the Swiss Ambassador’s mother-in-law,

made operation Cactus a very thorny problem.

And so the mission to Captain Gopalachari was

of incalculable difficulty-rescue the hostages and

capture the rebels. 

With the rebels on board Progress Light being

hell bent on taking the vessel to Sri Lanka the

Indian Navy War Room received a terse

message from the Sri Lankan Navy-‘the SLN had

been directed by its Government to destroy the

rebel ship if it approached within 100 miles of the

Sri Lankan coast’. This was a strange new twist

that could seriously endanger the hostages.

The IN operational staff went into a huddle to re-

appreciate the changed situation and as the

Director of Naval Operations, I was given the

task of convincing my counterpart in the SLN to

avoid a needless naval confrontation.

Fortunately, the DNO of the SLN, Commodore

Clancy Fernando was an old friend who had also

been my student at the Staff College. And so

having ensured more sea room for manoeuvre

our Task Force Commander on INS Godavari

was given an immediate aim-stop Progress

Light. 

After a tense hour came the message from

Captain Gopalachari on board INS Godavari-All

hostages rescued safely and rebels captured.

In the Navy War Room at Delhi there was visible

relief and an elated Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi

strolled across to Navy Chief, Admiral Nadkarni

and gave him a pat on the back, adding in good

humour-Damn good job Admiral but I doubt if the

Swiss Ambassador will forgive the Indian Navy

for rescuing his mother-in-law!

admsushil@gmail.com
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Having always been weak in Math and Science, it

was no wonder that I was seconded to the erstwhile

Supply & Secretariat Branch at the end of my final

term in NDA in mid-60. Not a very encouraging

prospect for a young man who had dreamt of

commanding warships. No amount of pleading

could make the OI/C Naval Training Team change

his mind.

All my subsequent attempts to have my branch

changed to Executive on INS Kistna, the cadet

training ship and on board INS Mysore as a

Mid were unsuccessful. However, it was

on board INS Talwar, during my small

ship’s time as a Mid that fortune favoured

me in a most unusual and controversial

way. There were two incidents, both on

board Talwar that changed my life in the

Navy.

The first incident was, when our ship

received a cheque from the INBA in

favour of a sailor who had applied for a

loan. The Supply Officer, Lt Cdr

Ramachandran, requested me to

personally hand over the cheque to the sailor.

Unfortunately I could not locate the sailor so I

instructed his Divisional Petty Officer to send him to

me as soon as he gets on board. In the meanwhile

I kept the cheque in “safe custody”, duly folded in

my shirt’s pocket. The sailor never showed up but I

got my shirt back from the laundry the next day, with

the cheque still in the pocket, duely washed. The

Supply Officer, the gentle soul that he was,

admonished me for this irresponsible act but took

no further action.

The second incident was in Cochin, when the

Western Fleet was in harbour with Trishul and

Talwar secured at the trots off the B&D jetty. Just

after lunch the Supply Officer sent for me and

handed over the ship’s safe keys as he was going

ashore for a few hours, with specific instructions

that I must always have them tied round my waist

with the lanyard. Later whilst I was lounging in the

wardroom listening to Mantowani in the company of

Sub Lt Soli Contractor, my colleague Akeel came

across from Trishul to ask me for a game of squash.

Wanting an excuse to leave the ship, I

changed into my sports rig not forgetting to

tie the lanyard with the safe keys around

my waist and caught the next boat ashore.

Later that evening whilst I was sitting in

the wardroom, all spruced up in my red-

sea rig, the Supply Officer got back on

board and asked me for the keys-------------

and that’s when the cookie crumpled!

I made some excuse and rushed to the

chest-flats, not finding the keys there I

rushed across the gangway to my

friend Akeel on board Trishul, who

reminded me that I had placed the keys

in the front right hand corner of the squash court

before we started our game and had forgotten to

collect them. The Panic-Button had been pressed

and it was now time for “action stations”. Akeel and

I went ashore by the first available boat only to find

that the squash courts were locked and the coach

had gone home with the keys. We located the

coach who fortunately had sighted the keys and

had kept them in his safe custody. It was now time

to revert to “Defense Stations”, defense against

whatever awaited me on board. We got back to the

ship fairly late and I, very sheepishly handed over

the keys to the Supply Officer who, not finding me
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on board, was pacing the deck awaiting my return.

And that’s when his gentleness came into sharp

focus. Naye a word was said but I think the look in

his eyes did betray his feelings. Like saying, “I pity

the supply branch”.

A few days later he comes to me, unlike earlier

instances when he used to send for me, with the

signal pack in his hand and very joyfully shows me

the IG received from NHQ asking for volunteers for

the aviation branch. I could read from his

expressions that he was practically pleading with

me to say “yes”. My joy knew no bounds until I read

the second para in the signal-“Those who have

failed in the Pilot Apptitude Battery Test earlier need

not apply”. In early ’56, I was sent along with the

other successful candidates straight from SSB

Bangalore to Clement Town, Dehradun for our

PABT, which I failed. My ‘thinking cap” helped me to

believe that it was more than four years that I had

first appeared for the PABT so the chances of

anybody becoming wise to my earlier attempt was

remote. I took the chance and informed my HOD

that I would like to volunteer. Nobody on board

bothered to ask if I had appeared for the PABT

earlier and the signal was sent.

Soon I, along with the other naval volunteers was

sent to Dehradun for the test and was one of the

few declared successful. I was not questioned

about my earlier attempt and hence I had no

occasion to make a false statement. Anyway, that’s

how I consoled myself.

A few weeks later all the Mids were sent to their

respective schools to appear for the Midshipmen’s

Board. The Supply Mids reported to INS Hamla,

however just a few days prior to the Board, the

establishment received a signal from NHQ directing

all successful volunteers to report to the Air Force

Flying College at Jodhpur by 1st Nov ’61. So no

midshipmen’s Board for me. The signal further

directed that “Midshipman M Bhada to ‘ship’ his

Sub-Lt stripe on reporting, however his date of

commission will be recorded as 1st Jan ’62”.

Apparently, this was done to avoid any confusion

for my accommodation in the Air Force Officers

Mess at Jodhpur if I reported there as a

midshipman. 

And so there I stood on the threshold of my

emancipation but I still had the sword of Democles

hanging over my head. If I did not qualify as a pilot

I would be back to where I had started from, but that

was not to be so. I finally earned those coveted

“wings” and the Supply Officer was now a complete

Executive Officer. 

I got my watch-keeping ticket by keeping watches

on Vikrant’s bridge after finishing the day’s flying. I

think I must be one of the only two Executive

officers who had their Watch-Keeping certificates

signed by the Captain on the Ship’s Ward Room

Bar, just before the Squadron disembarked from the

carrier. 

And so it was that an ex-Supply Officer who had not

done his midshipman’s board nor his executive

sub’s courses, passed his Command Exam and

commanded two frontline warships and was the

Fleet Operations Officer of the Eastern Fleet,

serving under two Admirals, one of whom went on

to become the CNS. And one who had failed in his

PABT in his first attempt, earned his coveted wings,

qualified as a front-line carrier-borne fighter pilot by

day and by night, was a flying instructor at the Air

Force flying College, commanded a Naval Air

Squadron, two Naval Air Stations and was the

Director, Naval Air Staff at NHQ! I finally retired from

the glorious service on superannuation with elan

and éclat. What more could I have asked for? Long

live the Indian Navy.

mrbhada@hotmail.com
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This year the nation is celebrating the 150th birth

anniversary of the poet Rabindranath Tagore. That

he was renowned worldwide was brought home to

me in a night-club in Casablanca over 42 years

ago!

After commissioning INS Amba in Odessa on 28

Dec 1968, and workup thereafter, we were bringing

the ship back to India. As the Suez Canal was

closed, we were returning through the

Mediterranean and the Atlantic Ocean around the

Cape of Good Hope. En-route, we visited

Casablanca.

We entered Casablanca harbour on the morning of

01 Apr 1969. As the city’s skyline came into view, I

was reminded of stories of Beau Geste and the

French Foreign Legion which I had read as a

school boy. Casablanca also conjured up scenes

from the famous and award winning film of the

same name with Humphrey Bogart at a smoky bar,

hat pulled low over one eye, a cigarette dangling

sideways from his lips and, Ingrid Bergman uttering

that unforgettable line, “Play it again, Sam”. And of

course, visions also of sinuous belly-dancers. After

almost four months of Russian winter, and a very

rough three days passage from Toulon through a

turbulent Mediterranean during which 40 degree of

roll was recorded, I was looking forward to an

evening out in town. 

As is the tradition of the Indian Navy, the ship

hosted a reception on board that evening for the

Moroccan civil and military dignitaries and

members of the Indian Embassy from Rabat. As

the reception was coming to an end, I asked a

Moroccan naval officer, “Which night-club should

we visit to see authentic belly-dancing?” “Go to the

Rissani. It has an all-night floor show”, he replied.

After the reception was over, three of us, Laxman

(Lt Cdr LS Negi), Minna ( Lt NS Achreja) and I had

a quick dinner, changed into plain clothes, obtained

the Captain’s (Capt MR Schunker) permission to

proceed ashore, and were dropped off by one of

the Indian Embassy officials at the Rissani. He told

us that the night-club was a favourite watering-hole

of the jet-set of the northern Mediterranean regions

who came over during the winter months. He also

informed us that it was the most expensive night-

club in Casablanca. We soon found out how right

he was- $30 for a whisky or a Coke, whichever one

ordered.

At the Rissani we were ushered to a floor-side

table. For about an hour we sat watching a sword

dance by Berber tribesmen, a sword-swallowing

act and various other performances as we nursed

our first drink. Around midnight, the lights dimmed,

a spotlight came on and to the beat of Arabian

music (some may remember the song, “Ya

Mustafa”) a belly-dancer in a diaphanous dress

took the floor. We ordered another round of drinks,

pulled our chairs closer to the floor and watched

fascinated. She danced around the tables, teasing

the men, particularly those who had ladies with

them. She must have seen the three of us watching

goggle-eyed, for soon she was dancing at our

table. Much to Laxman’s and my amusement, and

to the discomfiture of Minna, she suddenly plonked

herself on his lap and started teasing him, playing

with his tie and nibbling at his ears. As Minna

turned red in the face, I burst out laughing. When

she got up from his lap, I hastily pulled my chair

back to the table, not wanting a close encounter

with her. With a glance and a smile at me, she
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moved away and I heaved a sigh of relief!

A little later, I sensed that the belly-dancer was

dancing behind my chair. As I turned to look

around, she deliberately bumped me with her

swaying hips and I found myself and the chair

flying to the middle of the floor. As I was getting up

sheepishly from the floor to a roar of laughter from

the crowd, she came over to give me a hand and

enquired if I was hurt. Assuring her that I was not,

I invited her over for a drink with us. Sure enough,

after her show was over she came and sat at our

table. “Which country you from?” she asked. “We

are from India”, I replied. “India big country, no?”

she asked again. “We are from the north”, replied

Laxman and Minna. “And you?” she asked me.

“From Calcutta in Bengal to the east”, I replied.

“Ah, Kalkoota, Bengaal! Rabindranath Tagore, no?”

she exclaimed.

Hearing Tagore’s name from the lips of a belly-

dancer in a Casablanca night-club, I was floored

for the second time!

subratabose@airtelmail.in
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Fifty years back, Commandant of the Army Medical

Centre, Lucknow, Col SN Chatterjee, introduced me to

Admiral RD Katari-saying, “Sir, he is the only naval

doctor here”. In 1961 a group of fresh doctors were

undergoing initial training, when three Service Chiefs

namely Admiral Katari, General Thimmaya and Air

Chief Marshal Engineer were invited at our mess. I was

excited to meet the first Naval Officer in my life that too

CNS! The conversation went on for quite sometimes,

and without any inhibition, even though I was talking to

none other than the first Indian Naval Chief after a few

days of my joining the Navy!

I never met Admiral AK Chatterjee when he was in

service. In 1990 while I was at Sena Bhawan, I came

down to the ground floor to hand over some medicine

to him. I suggested that hence forth he need not come

here for the medicine which will be handed over

whenever he came to canteen at Kota House, as I was

staying there. He used to park his Fiat in between 44,

Kota House and the canteen, often sat down in that

not-so-comfortable sofa! which was subsequently

replaced along with a new Cooler, courtesy the MCPO-

in-charge, maintenance.

I was surprised to see his simplicity and vigour to drive

all the way from Vasant Kunj to Kota House. Our

relationship became closer when we discovered that

we were both from Calcutta Presidency. When Mrs.

Chatterjee fell ill he used to send for me. Such was the

confidence he and his wife developed. It was a

pleasure to know this brilliant and distinguished CNS

so closely during my stay in Delhi.

It was probably 1975, INHS Dhanvantari was just

commissioned a few weeks earlier, when Admiral SN

Kohli accompanied the President of India, Shri

Fhakaruddin Ali Ahmed with Begum Abida, on a visit to

Port Blair. After the President left, CNS was to visit, INS

Jarawa and INHS Dhanvantri with a Barakhana in the

hospital.

In the absence of Surg Cdr OP Chawla, Commanding

Officer, the whole responsibility fell on three of us, me,

supply officer and one medical officer. I was wondering

how to hold the Barakhana in that three storied hired

wooden structure. However, with the whole hearted

cooperation of Captain Amrik Singh, CO INS Jarawa

both the events went well as revealed by the

encouraging signal from CNS after his departure.

It was late 1989, when I was the Adviser in Medicine at

INHS Asvini. Admiral Jal Curesetji was in Officers’

Ward at INHS Asvini where I was the treating

physician. During his stay I used to go straight to

Officers’ Ward before I started my ICU rounds in the

mornings. My second visit was during his lunch time

when very often I met Mrs. Cursetji. My stay during

evening round used to be longer. During this period I

came closer to him and as he improved, he often talked

for a longer period in his soft voice. When my transfer

order came I visited him in his house. When I was

leaving he said, ‘I wish you were here at Bombay as

you understood my case well. However, I wish you

best of luck in your new posting as an administrator at

Naval Headquarters.’ That was the last time I met him! 
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A pet dog bite was responsible for my chance meeting

with this most beloved and popular CNS. Admiral RL

Pereira was staying with Vice Admiral G Hiranandani

for a few days at Cochin, when I was the Senior

Advisor in medicine at INHS Sanjivini. The pet dog

accidentally snapped at one of the fingers of the

Admiral. In the evening I was called to give a verdict

regarding administration of ARV as a precaution. This

lovely pet dog who was merrily loitering around us

used to protest with loud barks, whenever I used to

examine C-in-C in his bed. I knew this dog was

vaccinated and hence declared to their great relief that

after a meticulous soap water cleaning and no blood

ooze there was no need for ARV. 

I spent some time with Admiral RL Pereira and it was a

pleasure to talk to him and I never thought that I was

talking to a legendary CNS. I realised that why he was

renowned as the most beloved and popular CNS with

a simple life style during his service. I feel satisfied and

extremely fortunate that I came close to those stalwarts

who were famous and legendary when they were at

the helm of service. I am grateful to my luck that I did

opt for the Navy on the first day of my entry in the

medical service.

Ashirbad, BD297, Bidan Nagar-1, Salt Lake City,

Kolkata-700064
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Philips was different. Not like the usual orderly, an

outright mercenary, who is sloppy, ill turned out, and lazy.

They tried out a simple uniform for the civilian bearers

in the North Wardroom Mess in Cochin. Philips took

great pride in his uniform, would wash it regularly with

“Tinopol” and iron it (with my iron, of course) and be

always trimly dressed. He was very punctual be it the

morning tea or the evening snacks. He was

scrupulously clean and so kept my bachelor cabin

spick and span. I can never remember even one day

myself arranging my clothes in the cupboard or tidying

up my room or doing my bed or mosquito-net. He knew

his job very well, which meant he knew the Navy’s

dress regulations-what I should wear for Captain’s

Division, sports field or for a cocktail party on board.

He was very resourceful too. Sometimes, late at night

when unreasonable pangs of hunger would demand

‘Masala Dosas’, my man Jeeves would, in a trice,

produce them from the Woodlands Hotel along with

coffee and cigarettes-not unlike an “Arabian Nights’

genie! He was honest-a deduction because I never

missed any of my items or cash that I left carelessly

in the table drawer. He took real good care of my

belongings.

He took care of me also which I came to know when I

was placed sick-in-quarters. He brought me all the

meals and even ran up to the Sick Bay to collect my

medicines. On late nights, supper would be placed by

my bedside, not to forget hot coffee in a thermos! On

Sundays, he would do up my buttons, stitch my torn

socks/stockings, carry out ‘Make and Mend’ and give a

thorough wash to my scooter as well. For all this, I

should let him off in the afternoon one day in the month

(which I would oblige magnanimously) because, he had

a motherless daughter staying with her aunt in nearby

Alwaye and he must spend some time with her. He was

very fond of her-I have seen her photograph in his

My Man Jeeves! 
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wallet. All this led to a soft corner in my heart for him.

But others saw Philips in quite a different light. My

wife was one. I got married and set up my house in

Cochin. For Captain’s Divisions I was searching for

my ceremonial ribbons and for a stag party I could not

find my cummerbund. When my wife saw my plight,

she shouted, “All this because of your wonderful

Philips. You left everything in his hands-even your

cash and purse and now you don’t know where your

things are. You call yourself a Naval Officer!” Nor

some others who knew Philips had a good word for

him. But I reposed faith and trust in him which

he matched with his excellent behaviour!

Philips was a jovial person and in my

opinion, a man of good stock. Of course,

he liked his liquor and I gave him a

bottle of rum now and then. I was

surprised to find that he enjoyed

Carnatic music and could spot

ragas like Kalyani and

Mohanam whenever I relaxed

with my radio. I should

narrate this incident to

prove the point. Philips

was also serving a

young Lieutenant staying in the cabin adjacent to mine.

He had a big Philip Maestro Radio set that he handled

very carefully and used it only to hear BBC and AIR

News bulletins. After the officer went to office, Philips

used to tune the Radio and listen to his favourite

Carnatic music. This was happening everyday and the

Lieutenant suspected his bearer and so planned to

catch him. So, one morning, before leaving for work, the

officer locked the cabin from inside, carefully made a

note of the tuning dial in his diary but not before Philips

had watched the proceedings in the reflection on the

horizontal glass fanlight ventilator above the door!

Philips in his turn, made a note of the tuning dial, and

used the radio to hear his favourite progrmmes. When

he finished with it, he was very careful to bring the radio

back to the old settings. Thus the officer’s effort to trap

the offender was thwarted! Narrating this episode in

broken Tamil, Philips would go into a paroxysm of

laughter, which I also joined whole-heartedly! But the

young officer was truly stumped.

On another occasion, he was serving a Squadron

Leader who had come on Ty. Duty, with a reputation

of being ‘kanjoos’-not a match for Philip though! On

his departure, when the officer was packing his things

he had forgotten his ID card. Philips had noticed this

and he quietly pocketed it. After the officer

left, Philips took a cycle and pedaled away to

the next station, and waited on the

platform. When the train

arrived, he located the officer, handed over

the card ‘admonishing’ him for his carelessness

and gently advised him to be more careful,

all the time panting (more than

necessary I would think!) for his

breath. The officer was quite

overcome with emotion

and tipped him liberally.

When I was leaving Cochin

on transfer, Philips was sick

and could not help me

pack or even see me off at Cochin Harbour Terminus

station. However, at Ernakulam South he did turn up

with a muffler round his neck and looking sick. The Air

Force Officer’s experience flashed through my mind

and I stealthily put my hands in my pocket to check if

my ID card was intact. “Saar”, he said, “I didn’t pinch

your ID card, but this, sir, I am not returning to you” It

was a snap of mine, which the blighter must have

pinched from my album!

A nice soul, Philips was and I am sure God must have

given him happiness by providing his darling

daughter a bright future!

ganapathi 1929@gmail.com
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Ramjit and Crunch were two war vessels of ‘a certain

navy’. While Ramjit, a destroyer, was getting over the

hill after an illustrious life-span that began during the

Second World War, Crunch, a submarine, was very

new in Service.

Crunch was still in the process of being evaluated

operationally and tactically so that her capabilities

could be exploited fully when the time came. On this

particular occasion, an assisting ship was required

and Ramjit was selected to assist in the evaluation

process. As proper equipment was not available,

portable, make-shift equipment was used. Very

briefly, Ramjit was required to be stopped with a piece

of this equipment dangling from her bows. Crunch

was required to pass up and down at right angles a

number of times and as close as possible to Ramjit,

propelling in various regimes, so that readings could

be taken each time. The portable equipment was

rudimentary in nature and not the ideal piece. So

Crunch was required to pass within half a cable of

Ramjit’s bows at the closest point during each run.

And so the love affair began!

Ramjit had no problems in remaining stopped for the

duration of this exercise except for one requirement;

she had to turn her main engines ever so slowly,

periodically, so as to ensure that her turbine blades

did not get distorted with steam falling on one spot for

long durations. Ordinarily, this would not propel her

forward as the gear box would remain disengaged

and the shaft de-clutched. So, periodically, she would

“turn main engines as required”.

The razzmatazz was well past the halfway stage

when Crunch kissed Ramjit or Ramjit kissed Crunch.

One is not sure who kissed who, but the reaction on

Crunch’s part was very uncharacteristic indeed. With

a rasp like action she went through a keel-hauling

process, dangerously lifting Ramjit on her back a

number of times. Crunch got even more passionate

and violent. One of her periscopes ripped Ramjit’s

canvas Bridge awning and took it away, while her fin

and casing ripped the destroyer’s underwater tanks.

The inevitable happened. Furnace Fuel Oil from

Ramjit’s ruptured tanks-about 8 to 12 tons of it-

gushed into Crunch’s innards through the damaged

snort mast and periscope trunkings. The two finally

moved apart after this torrid, passionate clinch-

bruised, gasping, and hurting. Crunch came away

with Ramjit’s main sonar transducer shining brightly

on her upper deck-which she reluctantly returned

after two days.

Ramjit was shipping water and was in trouble. She

had to get to harbour very fast or sink. Fortunately,

this whole exercise was being conducted not far away

from harbor. She was moved under tow, with a

steadily increasing list-a dead give away of the

excitement she had just gone through. She managed

to tie up alongside the nearest commercial berth

available. While divers were called to work frantically

and temporarily patch up her underwater holes as

best as they could, hundreds of men from the naval

base formed a human chain with buckets, to bail

water out of Ramjit even while she was using all her

pumps endlessly to prevent compartments from

getting flooded further. It took two days of non-stop

efforts to control the flooding so that she could be

moved into dry docks for repairs.

Meanwhile Crunch was not without problems of her

own. Her pressure hull was intact and no water

leaked through any of her hull glands. The sea water

and FFO that came in was mostly through her snort

induction mast and through both her damaged
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periscope shafts, and now that she was on the

surface, there were no more leaks into her hull. But

none of her hatches would open, and no one could

come out by opening any of her three hatches. Her

forward casing had crumpled over the forward hatch,

preventing its opening. The fin had collapsed

preventing opening of the fin hatch. Her aft casing

was partially submerged and the aft hatch could not

be opened.

A decision was taken to conserve the air stored

onboard and not use it to blow air into the aft tanks.

The forward hatch was to be forced open by whatever

means possible. Just a crack open would be enough

to get some fresh air in. That fresh air would be

enough to start her diesel engines. The exhaust from

the diesel engines could then be blown into the aft

ballast tanks to get the aft hatch clear of water. It

could then be opened. This was done eventually, and

the Command team was able to come up to take her

back to harbour. The entire forward casing and the fin

was a crushed mass of metal and a terrible sight. She

managed to enter harbor under own power, and tie up

alongside the naval jetty. 

Inside Crunch, even while the incident occurred, the

behaviour of some of the men was worth noting.

Apart from the regular crew, Crunch had embarked

officers undergoing a Specialist Course ashore, for

experience onboard a submarine. One of them was

on one of the two periscopes when the ‘passionate

embrace’ took place. Covered with Furnace Fuel Oil

from head to toe, in two steps, he was out of the

Conning Tower and outside the Officer’s Wardroom,

a distance which involved climbing down a ladder

into the Control Room, opening the hatch leading

from the Control Room to the next compartment

where the Wardroom was located, and stepping

through. The speed with which that movement was

executed was a record which stands to this day. In

his black ‘avatar’ it took awhile to make out who he

was.

Another officer from this shore group, who was sitting

in the Wardroom felt the first jerk and announced:

“We have run aground!” He then ran to the

refrigerator in the Wardroom, opened it and took out

the can of condensed milk he was eyeing all along,

and drank it all up.

The wardroom steward was at that time drinking his

third jug-yes, jug-of water, and showed no signs of let

up. After his fifth jug or thereabouts, he began forcing

others to drink jugs of water.

The Education Officer undergoing the Specialist

Course jumped into the Correspondence Officer’s

bunk and prepared to meet his Maker in a supine

position. In the process, he swept aside all the files

the Correspondence Officer normally leveled on his

bunk, and flung them down on the deck.

The Torpedo officer got the ‘runs’ and was

incapacitated. He was the Forward Casing Officer

who was expected to supervise handling ropes in

the forward portion of the submarine when going

alongside or casting off. He wasn’t available when

Crunch tied up alongside, and had to be

substituted.

Another officer pulled out his camera to take priceless

shots of ‘black Sambos’ trying to wipe the Furnace

Fuel Oil off their bodies. There were other strange

actions also-too many to recite here.

After entering harbor and tying up alongside, some of

the officers from Crunch decided to go and watch a

movie in the naval base to keep their minds off the

incident. Ironically, the movie showing was ‘Ice

Station Zebra’!

Both the vessels were repaired and restored to their

original state in a matter of months, but Ramjit was

smarting from that embrace and could not forget it.

Coming out of her next refit in her home-port a few
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months later, and while carrying out basin trials

alongside, she decided to part her ropes that tied her

to the shore and, carrying another ship tied on her

other side along with her, headed for an unsuspecting

Fleet Tanker, tied up at right angles on the jetty

ahead. Smack! What a kiss! 

PS: Both lived their full lives before being finally de-

commissioned. After this encounter, they were never

given the opportunity to be in each other’s company

ever again.

jalvayu@hotmail.com
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First time I met Adm Karmarkar was in 1959. That

time I was posted in NAD, Trombay as a Medical

Officer. Admiral had come to NAD for an inspection.

He was inquiring about some MES works. He asked

the person in charge as to when that particular work

would be finished. The Supervisor gave the usual

answer that “it will be done soon”. Admiral asked

him in chaste Puneri Marathi “Aare ##@^# chya

pan kewhan?” (Translated in English it simply

means “But when?” of course minus “Aare ##@^#

chya”)

His demeanor was menacing. His light eyes and

hanging jowl used to strike terror in the minds of the

beholder. To me his personality was every inch what

one imagined an Admiral should be. For those who

know my city Pune, he used to carry himself in the

true manner of his clan Chitpavan of Shaniwar-

Sadashiv-Narayan Peth vintage. (This is described

by a clan friend as “Bermuda Triangle’ for clan

Chitpavan”)

I never served directly under him, as I was too junior

while he was in Service. Later in life I came in close

association with him on the Golf course. He had

retired by then. For a number of years, late Bapu

Mudholkar, Admiral and I played together regularly-

almost daily- at US Club. I used to pick him up from

Dolphin in my car and drop him home after the

game. For the services rendered I used to be

rewarded with fresh lime and soda with a tot of Rum.

One day while Bapu was addressing the ball Admiral

whispered in my ears, “Look at that swing, Bapu has

a loop at the top of his swing”, Bapu was a bit

disturbed. After driving the ball a great distance as

usual he asked me as to what the Admiral was

whispering. “You have loop in your swing he says”,

replied. “What loop?” Bapu inquired. Admiral gave

him a demonstration of an imaginary or so called

‘loop’ which frankly no one had ever noted in Bapu’s

game. But that was the end of Bapu’s game for a

couple of days till he realized the prank played on

him.

Admiral had tremendous self-pride-a characteristic

of the clan. (I know it; my grandfather asserted that

one should always praise oneself; for the chances of

someone else doing so are mostly slim!) He had

every reason to be. He belonged to the first batch of

Dufferin and he had many firsts to his credit such as

an Indian Naval officer promoted to the rank of

Commander, and commanding a ship etc. “I have

never been 2nd in Command in my life”, he would

often say.

He used to relate his achievements at Bombay

Presidency Golf Course at Chembur where he used

to be the Golf Captain. He carried in his wallet a

cutting from ‘The Times of India’ reporting how a

Unforgettable Admiral
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particular tournament started with a ‘fairway splitting

drive by the Golf Captain’. His favorite story was

about the legendary golfer Arnold Palmer who had

designed that course. During his Captainship, one

day he was accompanying Arnold Palmer on a

round. Faced with a tree right in front of him, Arnold

faded the ball, the shot virtually wrapping it around

the tree. “Mr Palmer, how on earth you could do

that?”, Admiral asked. “Call me Arnie, Admiral. I took

this 3 iron and -------” The rest of what “Arnie” said

was inconsequential. The emphasis was on the

mutually agreed form of address-“Arnie” and

“Admiral”! 

He used to tell me about how as a schoolboy

cricketer playing for New English School, Pune he

used to clobber Prof. DB Deodhar (a great doyen of

Indian cricket) all over the park. Never mind if the

Professor was known for his legendary batting and

only occasionally bowled donkey drops.

He was fearless. He used to relate how he had

received phone calls from NHQ while on the Golf

course. “As long as the job is done it makes no

difference, if I am in my office or on the Golf course”,

he would reply the caller.

Being a patient of diabetes he used to visit Asvini

quite often. He was aware that the disease could be

precipitated by a sudden severe stress. He told me,

“I know exactly what caused my diabetes”. This

incident of course he never revealed to me, but must

be quite serious to upset a man of his temperament.

On his visits to the hospital he would come to my

office and drag me out to accompany him to the

laboratory or dispensary or whatever. One day he

took me to a ship in harbour for a pre-lunch beer. “I

will tell your CO”, he reassured me!

During one such foray between my ward and the old

OT block in Asvini he stopped in his tracks. He put

his hand on my shoulder and looking up at a tall

majestic Cassia tree overhead he said, “Bal (my

nickname), you see this tree? There was a

companion tree like this over there diametrically

opposite. You remember that #@#@(another choice

Marathi expletive) “so and so’ who was the CO

here? He got that tree chopped off. In fact half a

dozen other trees in Asvini compound which made

even the malies cry. I got him transferred overnight

by signal.” The punishment was for the ‘sin’ of

having chopped off a tree.

After I retired from the Service I left Mumbai. I

went abroad for employment for a number of

years. During this period I hardly ever visited

Mumbai. But during these rare visits of mine I

never missed visiting my favourite US Club Golf

course. On one such visit I met the Admiral. I

wished him as usual. “You are a persona non grata

to me (a favourite expression of his)”. I was

aghast. I thought he was joking because honestly

I was meeting him after years. “Kay zale Sir

(what’s the matter Sir)”, I asked him. “You seem to

have no time for me these days. While in Service

you used to come up to me to plead for you with

your COs when in trouble. Get lost. Go away” I did

as I was ordered to do. I never had an opportunity

to see him again.

Later on I learnt how he got operated on both his

knees for replacement at one go. If my memory

serves me right the operation was carried out by Dr.

Ranawat. This was the first time he was doing a

bilateral TKR in India. Who knows; the Admiral

wanted to be the first in this respect too. Diabetes

and age did not allow this. He died in a day or two

after surgery.

He got a cremation with full Service honours in

Pune. He kept his pride right till the end.

bjog@vsnl.com
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Rear Admiral KR “Jerry” Nair belonged to a

vintage, when Admirals could be counted on the

fingers of one hand. Despite his diminutive

physical stature (is that why he was nicknamed

“Jerry”? I never dared ask), his tremendous

intellect gave him an aura that was towering. I

recall calling on Admiral and Mrs. Nair in the

1960’s, and being bowled over by their gentleness

and simplicity. His twinkling eyes and sense of

humour were evident, as were the interest he

showed in lesser mortals as us. 

30 years later, I tapped into that rich vein of

humour, hoping for anecdotes and articles to bring

an era alive. In a pre-computer time (only 20 years

ago!), hand written letters flew between Editor and

many Contributors, seeking participation,

suggesting themes, laughing out loud over well-

loved incidents. He switched rapidly into the new

world of Computers and the Internet, encouraging

my early mistake-ridden emails, and opening up a

new and easy way of editing.

Just how observant Admiral Nair was, became

evident in the many articles he wrote for

Quarterdeck. Often times, snippets from his letters

would be featured in Letters to the Editor. Admiral

Nair was a Cartoonist’s dream inspiration. Ganesh

Mahadevan and the Admiral were soul mates,

expressing themselves-the one in words and the

other in sketches; they brought their world to vivid

life, each with a few strokes of pen.

Admiral Nair’s contribution is immense-his sharp

memory stored away many historical moments that

his generation participated in. Well into his

eighties, the Admiral recalled memories of over a

half century ago; his endless fund of stories was

carefully crafted into individual tributes. The

Partition of India is something today’s young

officers only read about in ‘boring’ history books!

Imagine a generation of equally young men tasked

with the division of assets of the then Royal Indian

Navy. Imagine interviewing every officer and sailor

to ascertain their preferred Nation. Imagine bidding

goodbye to old colleagues as the curtain came

down between India and Pakistan. One can write

an “official” history, but the detail of human spirit

shines through personal accounts that Quarterdeck

has sought to document, which I believe brings that

history to life.

I count myself very fortunate to have been the

conduit which recorded living history in light-

hearted and often underestimated fashion.

jgovil@gmail.com
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Admiral “Jerry” Nair 
Mrs. Jyotsna Govil (Editor 1991 to 98 & 2004 to 2005)

Quarterdeck was enriched with regular

contributions from an eminent Veteran, Rear

Admiral Jerry Nair, beginning from 1995 until

1999, then 2004 and 2005. This endearing

personality received glowing tributes in

Quaterdeck 2007, the year of his passing away.

Tail piece of the tribute by Mrs Jyotsna Govil had

the following Verses:

“And may there be no sadness of farewell when I

embark;

For tho’ from out our bourne of time and place

The flood may bear me far,

I hope to see my Pilot face to face

When I have crossed the Bar”

The Quarterdeck 2008 carried the last of

contributions by late Rear Admiral KR Nair.



Quarterdeck’s 25 years, marking its glorious Silver

year with Shirley at the helm, made me reflect back

because successive issues of QD have brought out

nostalgic memories from the past. 

I have a collage here, depicting some of my earlier

naval life which may be of general interest, even

though marginal for the gen-next. So, starting

clockwise, from the top left: 

(a) In early 1954, Acting Sub Lieutenant Kunte’s

guests Midshipmen Quereshi and Beg of then RPN,

onboard my frigate HMS Peacock. Memory fails and

I don’t know why ships were dressed over all but I

distinctly recall the destroyer Tippu Sultan which had

been sent to Malta for dry docking and refit. A hockey

match was arranged between the two ships and

midway I had to go off the field when I got a direct hit

from the stick of the XO Lt Cdr Mungavin, playing at

full back. In 1947 some of the RINVR officers had

opted for Pakistan and he was one amongst them,

Anglo-Indian/Christians. He later reached Flag rank

and headed the National Shipping Corporation of

Pakistan but before that he was their Naval Attache in

London. Chaman Sachdeva will certainly remember

him because he was our NA at that time. An outcome

of the mishap was that I was invited to a most

welcome ‘hindustani’ lunch to the ‘Tippu’.

(b) In 1953 there was a severe earthquake in

Argostoli Islands of the Aegean Sea in the eastern

Mediterranean which devastated the area resulting

in many casualties. So, King Paul and Queen
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Fredrika of the Hellenese (Greece) visited them and

are seen, accompanied by the ships Commander,

RMP Williamson OBE,DSC,RN at the temporary

medical centre erected by the ship’s company of

the submarine Depot ship HMS Forth in which I was

doing my Midshipman’s time. Nissan huts were

erected for relief of the islanders and the medical

team did excellent work to help the many Greek

casualties. We should be proud that the Indian

Navy was represented with a small tent under the

charge of then Surgeon Lt Grover and his staff of

one SBA. They were deputed at the initiative of the

Capt (D), SN Kohli who was bringing the newly

commissioned Hunt class 22nd Destroyer

Squadron from the UK . The ships were berthed in

Malta when the distress call had come. Of course it

made a difference in the decision process since the

C-in-C was an old India hand, Admiral Lord Louis

Mountbatten.

(c) Next, the impressive structure, 300 years old, is of

the R.N. College Greenwich, (only half of it is seen in

the picture) standing on the Thames and where many

of us did the Junior Officers’ War course stretching

over eight months.

(d) Then there is the ‘Midshipman of the Watch’ on

the after gun deck of HMS Forth. Please note the

midshipman’s ‘dirk’, a long forgotten piece of naval

uniform!

(e) Next is a cadets’ dormitory in the Britannia Royal

Naval College Dartmouth-an unforgettable part of our

training, so forcefully described by Noel Lobo in the

QD as well as in Times of India ‘Middles’ which have

been reproduced in the book “Nautical Nostalgia-

fathoms deep.” Night rounds by the OOD before ‘pipe

down’ used to be carried out to the accompaniment of

a bosun’s pipe of course, but also a good-old oil-

burning lantern! 

Traditions maintained by the British are quite

something. I was in the UK when the centenary of the

College was observed in 2005. And the Brits

connected the event as special to Admiral Nelson to

celebrate two events as symbolic of Britain’s naval

superiority. It was a century earlier in 1805 that, at the

Battle of Trafalgar, there was his famous signal

…’England expects’…

Quite incidentally what was making waves in the UK

200 years later, was a special Lord Nelson’s Spiced

Rum Liqueur. It was advertised as ‘A clear golden

smooth liqueur, not too sweet, not too sticky, with a

touch of spice evocative of trade with distant

mysterious exotic lands. Unique as a rum liqueur

with just enough alcohol to allow a second glass

without causing too much instability or foundering.

(Not inviting suspicion of New Delhi’s policemen?

and their penchant for ‘breath tests’!) Vice Admiral

Sir Robert Hill has described the Liqueur in flowery

language-A generous dash in a champagne flute,

then filled with iced champagne or sparkling wine

creates a wonderful welcoming drink. The caramel

and spices take the edge off the acidity and the

glass becomes an amber glow of rising bubbles.

The toast is “England expects” and you can imagine

how that put a smile on every face and a sparkle in

the eyes.

(g) The last picture, but not the least insignificant: In

1965, the ‘Poona & Khadakvasla Hounds’. I was then

the Foxtrot Squadron Commander. Fox hunting

developed in Britain in the late 18th century and has

been described by Oscar Wilde as “the unspeakable

in full chase of the uneatable” We did get the fox on

that occasion and the brush (that is how the

‘gentlemen’ of Hunt Clubs referred to the dead fox’s

tail) was presented to my wife, she being the only

woman rider that morning. That ‘Hunt Club’ under

NDA Commandant, General Ranbir Bakshi, MC must

be the last of its kind in India!

mukund5@hotmail.com
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He was short, rotund and dark. Hardly the

qualifications for a leader! Yet when he spoke, one

instantly fell under his spell and before long was won

over by him. He was indeed one of the greatest

leaders in the Indian Navy and I was fortunate to

serve under him on two occasions. 

The first time on the old “Delhi” where

I was his navigating officer for

nearly three years, and second

time on the Vikrant. Recently Vice

Admiral N Krishnan’s son, Arjun,

brought out his autobiography, nearly

36 years after his death. It brought back

a flood of memories.

Nilkanth Krishnan had a brilliant career.

He was a product of the Training Ship

“Dufferin”, from where he graduated

with honours and was the Runner

Up for the Viceroy’s Gold Medal.

His term-mate on the Dufferin and

lifelong friend and later CNS was

Admiral Jal Cursetji. Both joined the

Indian Navy together in 1938 and

proceeded for further training to the UK. Due to his

dark complexion Krishnan won the nickname

“Midnight” and obviously Cursetji became “Ten minutes

to”. On completion of training both returned to India by

which time the Second World War had broken out. 

By the time he took command of the Delhi, Krishnan’s

name was already a legend. As a Sub-Lieutenant,

and serving in the Persian Gulf he had led a boarding

party to take over an Iranian gunboat. By the time

Krishnan and a sailor had boarded, the boat

separated from the gunboat and Krishnan found

himself alone on the enemy ship. Yet undaunted and

with a pistol in his hand, he managed to overawe the

Iranians and brought about their surrender. For this

act of daring and bravery Krishnan was awarded the

DSC, one of the only two officers in the Indian Navy

to win it. 

One had also heard about his initiative and guile

when he averted a mutiny on INS Shamsher,

which he was commanding as a

Lieutenant, during the uprising in the

Indian Navy in 1946. Krishnan’s

ship was at sea and when he got

the signal about the mutiny he

contrived to get a signal sent

about a fictitious aircraft crashing at

sea. He altered course, charged

towards the site and made a big show of

searching the area. The crew forgot about

the mutiny. As expected, the search was

futile. By the time this was finished the

mutiny was over and he returned to

harbour. 

I first laid eyes on Admiral Krishnan

when as a young Lieutenant and an ND specialist I was

appointed as navigating officer of INS Delhi. I served for

a year under Captain (later R Adm) Peter Mahindroo.

Peter was relieved by Krishnan by end of 1958. Very

graciously he accepted me as his “pilot”, a young officer

with just five years of service. We instantly established

a bond which was to last throughout my naval career.

Within a few days he had cleared lower decks, his

favourite method of addressing the ship’s company.

There on the quarter deck he would jump on the

capstan grating and make a blood and thunder speech.

That was the first time we heard him. I was to hear him

on many occasions. At the end of that first talk he had

the ship’s company eating out of his hands.
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Krishnan had many qualities. He was patriotic, clear

headed and dynamic. But above all he was a

supreme man manager. He genuinely cared about his

men. He was a great actor. I remember once when

the ship had not done particularly well in some

exercise, he lined the officers in No. 10s on the

quarter deck and chewed them out. “I want to run this

ship with your support if I can, but I will run it without

you if I must.” he thundered. By the time he finished,

the officers were quaking. I was on duty and by the

gangway platform. As he passed me he gave me a

smile and a wink and said in a low voice, “How was

that?” If he was not my Captain, I would probably

have applauded his performance.

He had a great sense of drama. In 1960, during the

national strike by government servants, the Delhi was

stationed at Calcutta in the Hooghly. He used to dress

himself in boots and gaiters with a belt and pistol

round his waist. Then he would sit in the ship’s jeep

and with a vehicle escort in the front and back ride to

the Writer’s Building in the city for meetings.

The executive officer of the ship was Chandy

Kuruvilla. And what a team they made. Chandy was

his right hand man. In those days one of the principal

events used to be the pulling regatta in Cochin.

Krishnan and Chandy decided to win the regatta from

our arch rival and flagship “Mysore”. Just before our

trip to Cochin we carried out the JET exercises in

Trincomalee. There, Chandy established friendship

with a Sri Lankan ship which had an ash whaler. In

the dead of the night we exchanged our heavy teak

whaler with the light Sri Lankan boat. Armed with that

whaler we had no difficulty in winning the regatta. 

Krishnan had a great command over the English

language. The letters he wrote to his family whilst

under training in the UK are written in beautiful

English. They are full of patriotic fervour and highly

readable. As the ship’s Captain he never declined to

do anything for anyone he liked. In his cabin, his desk

had a ready supply of inland letters. Whenever

someone requested him for some favour,

immediately he would pick up one of those forms and

in his meticulous handwriting write immediately to the

authority concerned.

Krishnan could also be acerbic and curt to anyone he

disliked. Once when he was going ashore the officer-

of-the-watch timidly asked him, “Sir, when may I

expect you back?” “When you see me,” was the

Captain’s rude reply. He was also a shrewd judge of

men. He was never fooled by flattery or sycophancy.

He knew the worth of every man. I later came to see

many of the annual reports written by him. “This man

should go far. As far from me as possible.” was one of

his comments. “This officer has served to his entire

satisfaction” was another! I found out that his reports

were masterpieces of concise and pithy writing. He

brought out clearly both the strengths and the

weaknesses of every officer. At the same time he was

very fair and just. 

Krishnan was a great family man. When the ship was

in Bombay each Sunday the family Krishnan used to

arrive on board. It consisted of wife Sita (his own

sister’s daughter) and his two young children Chitra

and Arjun (known to everyone as Babu). They used to

have lunch on board and leave. Alas, another tragedy

befell the family soon after the Admiral’s death in

1982. His daughter Chitra developed a heart problem

and died on the operating table. 

In 1961 after three years in command Krishnan left

Delhi to take command of INS “Shivaji”. I too left the

Delhi for Cochin. Fate decreed that we should be

back together again. In November in preparation for

the Goa operation both of us were recalled. At the

time Delhi, which was due for a major refit, was

defueled, de-ammunitioned and de-stored. Under

Krishnan’s dynamism and leadership the ship was

brought back to life and service in a record period of

ten days. Our first task was to take back some of the
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crew of Vikrant which was off Cochin. As soon as we

cleared Bombay Floating Light we cranked up to 28

knots. We made Cochin in 24 hours. After

transferring Vikrant’s crew we rushed back to

Bombay, once more at 28 knots and made it in a day.

Amazing for a ship which was more of floating hulk

just ten days before.

I was again to serve Captain Krishnan on the Vikrant

as the First Lieutenant. He once more showered me

with his kindness and consideration. I did not serve

under him after that but our paths kept on crossing

from time to time. Every time he had a kind word for

me. Krishnan went on to greater things. The apex of

his career was as the Commander-in-Chief of the

Eastern Naval Command during the 1971 war. His

exploits there and his conduct of the war leading to

the liberation of Bangladesh are well brought in his

book “No way but surrender”. 

When I commanded Delhi in 1975 we were stationed

at Cochin. By that time Krishnan had retired and had

taken over as the Managing Director of Cochin

Shipyard, just across from where we were tied up. He

visited the ship often and we spent pleasant evenings

on board reminiscing about old times.

My last view of Krishnan was in 1982. I was the Fleet

Commander and had heard that he was suffering

from cancer and gravely ill. I flew to Hyderabad and

visited him in his house on Banjara Hills. He was bed-

ridden and very feeble. But even at that stage he had

not lost his sense of humour. He told me a lewd joke.

Tears came out of my eyes when I bid, what I knew

would be the final goodbye. Two months later he had

passed away, one of the great officers of the Indian

Navy. We shall not see his like again. 

jnadkarni@hotmail.com
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Colleagues of my generation and our elders will

remember Vice Admiral N Krishnan our Flag Officer

Commanding-in-Chief during the ’71 war. He was a

colourful personality with a ready wit and sense of

humour. At a personal level, I remember an occasion

when he was ACNS (Air). He came for a meeting with

CNS from his office in ‘A’ Block hutments. I was Flag

Lt to CNS. As I saw the Admiral arrive, I moved

instantly to open the door to CNS’s room; after all it

was not right for the ACNS to have to wait. He

stopped me and said, “Flags, take my advice. Never

face your boss when you are out of breath. Let me get

my breath back.” 

Another instance which comes to mind is when

President Zakir Hussain passed away in May ’69 and

it was decided to bury his mortal remains in the

compound of Jamia Milia Islamia, the university he had

founded. The funeral procession, with the coffin in a

gun carriage in the lead, had to march from Rashtrapati

Bhavan to the burial site in the sweltering heat of Delhi.

Admiral Krishnan, then VCNS, was marching along

with his peers, right behind the gun carriage. Wearing

Dress No. 2s and marching the considerable distance

under the hot sun was not easy even for the young.

Advisedly, the parade had a short break half way;

stand easy, water. VCNS walked back to the naval

contingent, soaking wet with sweat and remarked,

“Boys, for the moment, I am envying the grand old

man. Look how serenely he is lying there and does

not have to march in this heat.”

avinash.bhatia36@gmail.com

Vice Admiral N Krishnan 
Vice Admiral AC Bhatia (Retd)



By the time I joined the Navy in 1958-Admiral Daya

Shankar was already at the peak of his career. He had

already crossed the following important milestones in

his career with dignity and great distinction:

a) Seen action during the WW II.

b) Had the traumatic experience of witnessing

the after-effects of the atomic bomb on

Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

c) Director of Naval Engineering at NHQ.

d) Commanding Officer, INS Shivaji. 

e) Industrial Manager, Naval Dockyard,

Bombay.

I knew him as an icon for the Engineers. My first

personal exposure of him was when I was ACOM

(D&R) and he used to visit COM on and off. He

always talked on uplifting the technological base of

the Navy specially emphasising upon the areas of

ship design, building and enhancing indigenous

production capability through CAD/CAM and other

technological innovations. He was responsible for the

initiation of the Naval Constructor Cadre. He would be

proud to see how the cadre has developed over the
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years. The Navy has graduated to designing and

building nuclear powered submarines and aircraft

carrier. In the computerization field he would have

been pleased to observe that DND is now dealing

with digitized design drawings which are being

exchanged with the shipyards on a real-time basis.

Thereafter, I came to know him better during my visits

to him at home. He was a soft spoken, modest and

caring person. He was always courteous, kind and

considerate. He was a voracious reader–who was

fond of Hindi classical and popular music and

became a keen enthusiast of western classical music

too. He was also a very sensitive person. This aspect

of his character may be epitomized by the example-

when he seriously considered declining his

appointment as the DGOF. His argument was that

being an outsider, he would be depriving other more

deserving internal candidates. His father ultimately

convinced him that since he had not canvassed for

the appointment his conscience should be clear. He

took up the appointment and performed exceedingly

well. Thereafter, in 1960 – he became the Controller

General of Defence Production, with status of an

Additional Secretary.

Tracing his career profile was greatly enlightening. He

had many firsts. He was the first cadet entry engineer

officer to be deputed for training to UK. He was

accompanied by Cadet Lele. At the time of his

selection in 1930–he was a Physics Honours student

at the Allahabad University. In those days, the

engineer cadets from India were put through a

rigorous four year apprenticeship. At the same time,

the cadets were required to attend night school to

attain the Higher National Certificate.

Cadet Daya Shankar was put through the entire

works on the shop floors of an ongoing operational

workshop. He was selected for his premium

apprenticeship to a highly reputed Engineering

Enterprise. The conglomerate had a very broad base.

It was built around a shipyard which included a large

engineering factory for building turbines and large

diesel engines. A locomotive plant was also attached

to it. At the time, UK was going through a period of

deep depression in the ship building industry and

retrenchment was the order of the day. This served as

a God sent opportunity for Cadet Daya Shankar. He

was put through the grill in quick time and given shop

floor responsibilities much earlier than otherwise. He

was given hands on shop floor experience on all

fronts inclusive of the Main Design Office. Since two

ships were building in the yard for the Royal Indian

Marines, he was assigned to participate in the

acceptance trials of HMIS Hindustan. Later, for HMIS

Indus he was again put through the full drill including

basin trials, sea trials culminating in the full range of

yard trials and finally participated in the acceptance

trial with the customer. It is rare for anyone to have

been put through all this during one’s apprenticeship

period itself. Normally, it would take a professional life

time to go through all of that experience. From his

subsequent performance in his career, it is clear that

he imbibed all that was offered to him and more.

While serving on board HMIS Lawrence in the

Persian Gulf, he was awarded the Distinguished

Service Cross. As far as I know, other than Admiral

Krishnan no other Indian naval officer has been

bestowed with such a high honour. He also had

many other firsts to his credit including being the first

Indian:

a) Cadet entry engineer officer to be sent to UK.

b) Director of Naval Engineering at NHQ.

c) Commanding Officer, INS Shivaji.

d) Chief of Material.

e) Naval officer as DGOF.

f) Naval officer as the Controller General of

Defence Production with the status of

Additional Secretary.

ap.revi@gmail.com
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Quarterdeck is mostly about nostalgia and a silver

jubilee edition even more so. What better than to go

back in time and remember one’s own golden days.

It was in July 1958 when we, the naval cadets of the

14th NDA course, embarked INS Kistna at Madras for

Trincomalee where we were to join our training ship,

Tir. It was the first time we proudly put on naval

uniform provided by the leading Bombay naval

outfitters of those days, M/s FX Fernandes. We were

provided with 2 caps, one to be preserved for

ceremonials and one for daily wear. On the very first

morning at sea, I was violently seasick and rushed to

the shipside to let it all out. Flying into the sea went

my new cap leaving me with only one all-purpose cap

till we got back to Bombay two months later.

Seasickness aside, Trincomalee was extremely

welcome as by landing there, I proved an astrologer’s

prediction that I would never go abroad, wrong. We

were transferred to Tir and sailed across the Bay of

Bengal on a cruise to Singapore, still a part of Malaya

(later Malaysia), other Malayan ports and Saigon

(now Ho Chi Minh City). The seas were very rough

and quite a few of us were seasick. How much I

deeply regretted joining the Navy against the advice

of my mother and grandparents! Many of us would

put our food away. Bobby Bhandoola was sick too but

that did not deter him from grabbing our share of

breakfast and gorge himself! 

This was our first trip to foreign lands and all of us had

novel experiences from being swindled by money

changers, shopkeepers and bar girls to being pick-

pocketed. On the plus side, one highlight was a trip

from Saigon to the Vietnam naval academy at Nha

Trang by air which for most of us was a maiden flying

experience. 

By the time we sailed back to Bombay, we had more

or less found our sea-legs and began to see the

lighter side of sea-life. Magoo Nehra (named after the

cartoon character who was very short-sighted and

wore thick glasses) was the ’Course jester’. At the

time of falling in for entering/leaving harbour, he

would drive our bos’n Mr. Chougale nuts by imitating

the ring of the sound-powered telephone from the

Bridge. Mr. Chougale would shout at us to man the

phone but no one would move and finally he would

angrily pick up the phone himself. Mr. Chougale

couldn’t figure out why the phone kept ringing or why

we wouldn’t attend to it and would punish us in

frustration but no one seemed to mind!

We were also kept amused by the Gunner, Mr.

Nooruddin, who had the habit of adding an ‘s’ to most

words. A titter or two in consequence would also

result in some punishment but we were unrepentant!

There were a few attempts at ‘murder’ but thankfully

none succeeded. On one occasion in harbour, Jai

Misra, cox’n of a motor boat, was having a tough day

with endless trips. Finally, he got a little time off and

was lying down when Magoo, the duty

Quartermaster, gave the call on the bosun’s pipe for

another trip. Jai did not move despite a number of

calls. Finally, Magoo blew the pipe and shouted

“Away motor boat alongside” right into Jai’s ears. This

infuriated Jai who picked up the hand lead and line

lying nearby and started chasing Magoo all over the

ship. The pair made quite a sight with Magoo running

for life being followed by Jai swinging the lead over

his head. The tough man of our course, BB Singh,

caught Jai and managed to calm him down!

On another occasion, PK Roy was teasing Vishnu

Bhagwat with the nickname (which shall remain
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undisclosed) we had given the latter because of his

height, build and serious nature. Eventually, it got

Vishnu’s goat and he grabbed PK by the throat and

started throttling him! BB came to the rescue again by

disengaging Vishnu’s vicelike grip before any

permanent damage to PK.

Vishnu was involved in a few other incidents. In one

of them, he was cleaning the shipside on a stretcher

when Magoo lowered one end without the other being

attended. Vishnu lost his balance and fell into the sea

amid all the muck floating in the water. Then there

was the time when due to miscommunication Vishnu,

the bowman, did not let go the boathook of the FMB

from the shipside while the Cox’n went astern. This

left Vishnu hanging by the boathook till he plunged

into the briny again! Luckily, unlike me, Vishnu is a

good swimmer.

We had a nightly ritual of Jasmel Gill (also called

Jesus Christ because of his looks) and Minna

(sometimes called Machchar because of his tiny size)

Achreja fighting for a sleeping place. Somehow,

Minna would always claim the spot where Jasmel

spread his bedding as his! He would keep pushing

Jasmel till the latter reacted with a violent shove

which would send Minna flying to the bulkhead.

Minna would recover and the ritual would be played

again and again till an arbitrator intervened to pacify

both!

We had two Nigerians with us, Bekele Tilahoun and

Lakew Berhane. The former was fun-loving while the

latter took life very seriously but had a difficulty with

English language. On one occasion, we were being

shown around the ship. Lakew was at the rear and

not catching the name of the compartment, asked Mel

Kendall, “Vath room is this?” to which Mel, never one

to let go of an opportunity to pull someone’s leg,

replied, “This is not ‘bathroom.” Lakew, “I did not say

bathroom. I said ‘Vath’ room is this?” Mel, “I told you

this is not bathroom.”

This exchange went on for sometimes in increasingly

angrier tones till they were at each other’s throat.

Fortunately, both were equally strong and eventually

separated but Lakew never got the answer from Mel!

From such beginnings emanated a future CNS, C-in-

C, ship-owner and other distinguished gentlemen!

ravi.akhila@gmail.com
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Back in the sixties, Navy had acquired a merchant

cargo ship to act as a depot ship for wooden hull

coastal minesweepers, namely Karwar, Kakinada,

Cuddalore, and  Cannanore.

This ship with two fire tube boilers, and a single

screw driven by reciprocating steam engine could

never be sufficiently loaded to keep its large propeller

below water.

To achieve this, ship was loaded with “STONE-

BALLAST” in the holds.

It was always a sight to see a long chain of casual

laborers carrying the stones one by one, in and out of

the ship during the refits for hull repairs, survey, etc.

“Stone Ballast” INS Dharni
Commander Madan Lal Sehmbi



This is a history of the family of Commodore JS Brar,

spread over four generations and belonging to village

Patto Hira Singh in Moga District of Punjab. This

family has the honor and the unique distinction of

having rendered over a century of glorious military

service to our country. It has been well represented in

all the wars that the country has been called upon to

participate in a period of over a hundred years.

The Brar family has earned thirty medals including

those for gallantry and distinguished service awarded

by the President of India. Lt Devinder Singh Brar was

commissioned in Dec 1959 at the age of 20 years in 4

Rajput Regiment, made the supreme sacrifice, while

fighting the enemy during the Indo-China war, 1962.

In his memory, the Brar family has started a trust

called the Shaheed Lt Devinder Singh Brar Memorial

Trust. This trust is meant to finance a scholarship

scheme in the village Government Senior Secondary

School. On an average every year 20 students are

given the scholarship based on their performance in

academics, extracurricular activities, sports, and the

financial condition their parents.

Members of the Brar family took very keen interest in

expediting the case of setting up a private Girls’

College in Arts at their village where more than three

hundred girls have received graduate level education

and have taken up suitable jobs. The Brar family

donated a sum of Rs. 200,000 towards the

construction of a library and setting up a computer

section, within the premises of the Girls’ College.

Over the past 15 years or more, Cmde. JS Brar has

been regularly contributing a significant amount to the

Helpage, India. He then took up the task of arranging

a mobile medical van for the aged in his village. Due

to his efforts Helpage, India has agreed to extend the

services of their medical care unit at Moga District to

his village Patto Hira Singh.

For the past several decades, the members of Brar

family have relentlessly pursued innumerable pension

related matters of the Ex-Servicemen belonging to

their village. Their self-less services have been lauded

by a large number of ex-Servicemen, their dependents

and families not just from their village, but the

neighbouring villages, as well.

The Brar family is now engaged in setting up a Yoga

Centre and an Old Age Home in their village.

mellibrar@yahoo.com
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For quite sometimes, I have wanted to share early

experiences of naval life from my vintage years and to

share with readers the happenings of those times

before the memories fade away.

In late 1949 , 17 of us joined the Navy as cadets under

the Direct Entry scheme after going through the All

India UPSC written exam and facing the SSB in

Meerut. We were the last such entry before the 1st

course of NDA. We were instructed to report to Cochin

on 3rd Nov, 1949. On arrival at the Cochin Station, we

were received by a RN officer Lt Martin.

Venduruthy was then headed by RN Commodore. We

cadets were cattled up in hutments and messed in,

what was called, South Wardroom. The stalwarts of our

term were SM Gadihoke, Ratra, Subir Paul, Vernon

Rebello, Naval Khambatta, Jimmy Martin, Bob

Vajravelu, KM Acharya, Bal Wardekar, Jawahar Gupta,

CSN Raju and others. Our stay in Venduruthy was for

5 weeks duration before proceeding to UK to join

Dartmouth College. During these 5 weeks, we learned

swimming, basic parade training, Morse and

semaphore, naval mess etiquette, etc. The ever

famous Johar Tailors were there to kit us up including

warm civilian clothes for UK. Johars had only two types

of material for us to choose from and so in the months

to come we were invariably dressed alike.

Lt Martin brought us to Bombay by train, and we were

all messed in the historic Vasant Sagar Mess on ‘A’

Road, Churchgate. We set sail to UK on the 17th Dec

1949, on the Polish liner S S Maloja. On reaching the

Tilbury Docks, we were received by a tall and

handsome officer from the Naval Advisor's office, Lt PN

Mathur. He took charge of all of us and grinned at

seeing us all dressed in almost identical clothes. We

were put up somewhere in rented rooms in Bayswater,

London and after a while taken to the famous Geives

Ltd on Old Bond Street to try out our winter uniforms

No. 5s. The next stop was to Lloyds Bank at 39,

Picadilly to open our bank accounts and learn about

cheques etc. After that we were put on a train to

Dartmouth and were seen off by Lt PN Mathur and a

rep of M/s Geives who was dressed in a dark striped

suit with a bowler hat and carrying an umbrella.

On reaching Dartmouth, we for the first time set our

eyes on the imposing naval college, up on the hill. We

were accommodated in a wartime barracks. We soon

faced a RN one thick striped officer Mr D'cruse, who

was to be our guardian jailor in Dartmouth. Mr D'cruse

grilled into us the ground rules and made sure we

didn’t forget. Simultaneously, we met the other cadets

from UK, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa,

Pakistan, Ceylon and Burma. Most cadets were from

the UK. We were all called the BENBOWS. In

Dartmouth, were the other young officers called

DARTS, who had joined Navy at the age of 13 and

stayed for about 3 years. There were, therefore, 2

groups of trainees- the Benbows and the Darts. Of the

17 Indians, 3 were ex-Dufferin and as such were

familiar with the Navy. The rest of us took some time to

adjust to the naval routine and to live an English way of

life with cadets from other countries. Our daily life

started at 5 am and there were dog biscuits and hot

cocoa before marching up to the college area for

physical training and swimming en masse with no

clothes on. We were all fed well, even though there

were shortages caused by aftermath of WW II. The

head caterer was a nice, kindly but a stern-looking tall

lady called Mrs Buttler. To the Indian vegetarians, she

was very particular that they ate well and insisted that

they drink a lot of milk.

The Dartmouth period was followed by two terms of 4
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months each on the training cruiser HMS Devonshire,

a 3-funnelled cruiser. The 8 months training was very

tough and we learnt to do just about everything that a

sailor does including peeling spuds i.e. potatoes.

After Devonshire, we were all promoted to Midshipmen

with a pay of 5 shillings per day and sent to various

ships for sea training. For Engineer midshipmen, the

sea time was limited to 8 months before they went for

their basic Engineer training in Naval Engineering

College at Manadon, Keyham in Plymouth. The

Executive and Supply Officers continued with their sea

training. 

In the RN system of training, 2-3 weeks leave was

given after each term. The Indian group invariably

landed up in London to collect their leave allowance of

funds from the Naval Advisor's office. In London there

were a few popular Bed & Breakfast hotels on

Gloucester Road where most Indians under training

landed up. We would exchange yarns, share tall

stories and escapades, plan holidays etc. 

The training period of X & S officers was about 4 years

and they returned to India. For the ‘E’ officers the

duration was for almost 6 years, including watch-

keeping for one year, before finally returning to India-a

long period at that impressionable age.

In due course, all of us became shipmates in India. The

ex-UK officers, somehow, remained close to each

other as they had a lot in common to talk and laugh

about their earlier days. They soon found girlfriends

who were easily impressed with their stories, fondness

for music, dining and wining habits and with a bit of

accent thrown in. The wardroom life was great fun in

the evenings, and specially the regular Sunday

morning pre-lunch get-together in the wardroom was

always a happy reunion with beer flowing freely.

Such was the life that we grew up in. Ships spent a lot

of time at sea away from Bombay--the main home

base. During visits to foreign countries the naval

officers were accepted as people of high culture and

great polish. But they were always tight with funds and

foreign shopping was mostly out of reach with limited

foreign exchange allowance available.

The induction of Coastal Minesweepers, INS Mysore,

INS Vikrant, Type 12,14 & 41 Frigates, Landing Crafts,

followed by Submarines, INS Amba, Petyas, etc. all in

a matter of 12-16 years made our Navy a force to

reckon with. Upto early 60's , the rank of a Commander

was an elite rank and they were highly respected, and

perhaps feared. Lt Cdrs were the backbone officers. In

Bombay, the senior married officers, both afloat and

ashore lived in Dhanraj Mahal and in A-D blocks of

Naval residential area. The E-H blocks were coming

up. A small number of officers owned cars and

possession of Vespa/Lambretta scooter, costing about

Rs 3000.00 was considered a respectable asset, but

there was a waiting period. Carrying State Express 500

cigarette tin when going ashore was in style. The

balcony ticket in picture houses was Rs 3.00. But many

of us found this expensive and we would sit in upper

stalls in the back row costing Rs 1.50.

Slowly and steadily, the financial crunch began to

surface and hit the officers and their families hard. The

young married officers found it difficult to maintain a

good standard of life and also to make both ends meet.

The custom of wife also working had not yet come. The

naval officers had advantages like availability of Kraft

cheese, imported cocktail sausages, ham tins and

other foreign goods. But we all counted pennies well

before the end of the month. Times were tough.

Notwithstanding all this, considering all pluses and

minuses, our generation had a jovial and splendid time.

There was always a happy homecoming and most of

us walked with broad shoulders and a bounce to every

step. Such was the life that we grew up in & NO

REGRETS. 

gulupushpa@hotmail.com
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Cmde (Retd) Arogyaswami Paulraj, currently a Professor

at Stanford University, USA, recently received the 2011

IEEE Alexander Graham Bell Medal. The Institute of

Electrical and Electronic Engineers, is the world’s largest

and most prestigious technical professional society and is

focused on electronics and electrical engineering. 

The IEEE Alexander Graham Bell Medal is an award

honoring “exceptional contributions to the advancement

of communications sciences and engineering” in the field

of telecommunications. It was instituted in 1976 by the

directors of the world's largest technical professional

society, commemorating the centennial of the invention of

the telephone by Alexander Graham Bell. 

The institute's reasoning for the award was described

thus: “The invention of the telephone by Alexander

Graham Bell in 1876 was a major event in electro

technology. It was instrumental in stimulating the broad

telecommunications industry that has dramatically

improved life throughout the world. As an individual, Bell

himself exemplified the contributions that scientists and

engineers have made to the betterment of mankind.”

Notable past recipients include Harold Rosen and Vinton

Cerf, who were described respectively as the fathers of

geosynchronous satellites and of the Internet. Paulraj’s

development of multiple in-put multiple out-put (MIMO)

antenna technology for wireless communications has

been a key enabler of the “Mobile Internet” and next-

generation wireless standards such as 4G. MIMO

technology has revolutionized local area and mobile

wireless communications, enabling high-speed access to

multimedia services. The success of MIMO is its ability to

provide both higher data rates and wider coverage areas.

MIMO technology involves using multiple antennas at

both the transmit station and the receive station.

Efficiency is increased because parallel streams of data

can be sent between the multiple antennas within the

same channel. MIMO is a key component of wireless

standards such as LTE, WiMAX and other 3G and WiFi

systems.

Paulraj first developed the idea of MIMO in 1992 while at

Stanford University. Paulraj founded Iospan Wireless Inc.

in 1998 to form the first company to incorporate MIMO

technology in a commercial system. Intel Corp. acquired

part of Iospan in 2003 to help launch its own push into

WiMAX, further establishing the importance of MIMO

concept. Paulraj co-founded Beceem Communications in

2003 and the company became a leader in WiMAX

chipsets. Beceem was acquired by Broadcom Corp. in

2010.

Paulraj joined the Navy via the NDA, Kharakvasla in 1961

and retired prematurely in 1990. During his naval career,

he led the development of sonar systems-notably the

APSOH family in the early 80s. He also the founded three

labs in India-Center for Artificial Intelligence and

Robotics, DRDO, Center for Development of Advanced

Computing, Dept. of Electronics, and the Central

Research Labs, Bharat Electronics. After prematurely

retiring from the Indian Navy in 1990, he moved to the

Stanford University.

An IEEE and AAAS Fellow, Paulraj is also a member of

the U.S. National Academy of Engineering and six other

scientific/engineering academies around the world. His

awards include the IEEE Signal Processing Society

Technical Achievement Award and Padma Bhushan from

the President of India, one of the country’s highest civilian

awards. Paulraj is a Professor Emeritus at Stanford

University, Calif, and is also a Senior Advisor to

Broadcom Corp., Irvine, Calif.

svschari@gmail.com
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In the mid and late seventies the T51 series of SDBs

were built at GRSE, Calcutta. Instead of giving them

names as per the normal tradition these boats were

given numbers and a Sea Horse on the crest. In view of

certain problems the T51, T52 and T53 were not

commissioned in the same order. In fact, T51 being the

last to be commissioned in the series. These ships were

fitted with Peilstick main engines and a Kirloskar auxilary

engine. This was to enable the ship to use its hull

mounted version of Seaking 42 sonar 195. The ship to

sprint using the main engines and then drift and carry out

ASW work in drift conditions, when the self-noise level

was minimal. The ship had a complement of two watch-

keeping officers and one engineer officer in addition to

the CO.

On completion of Staff Course, I was appointed in

command of T51 in early Dec 1979. After making

arrangements for my family at Bombay, I proceeded to

Calcutta to join the ship where it was undergoing

guarantee repairs. On completion of the guarantee

repairs, we sailed end Apr 1980 via Vizag for Madras.

From Madras a major ship was to escort us around

Ceylon to Cochin. However, due to non availability of a

suitable ship we were asked to sail alone with extra fuel

in drums on the quarter deck as reserves. The passage

was smooth till the ship started rounding Ceylon, when

the ship was tossing around and it was raining heavily.

The area at Point DeGalle was full of large vessels

making landfall on their long passages and they seemed

daunting and huge from the upper bridge of the ship.

Almost everybody on board was sea sick and the crew

was carrying out their duty with dedication with a bucket

nearby. However, by auto suggestion I was able to

overcome all uneasiness. The seas and weather

continued to be heavy till we were abreast Colombo.

After a few days’ halt at Cochin we reached Bombay via

Goa before the monsoon set in and joined with T52 and

T53.

T52 was commanded by then Lt Cdr CS Charles and

T53 by Lt Cdr Sreenivas. Coincidentally the three

commanding officers were Long ASW. Soon thereafter

we received instructions to prepare for commissioning of

the three ships as a Sqdn. The Squadron was duly

commissioned early Jun 1980 in a simple ceremony by

the then FO C-in-C, West, V Adm Barboza in the

presence of NOIC Bombay, Cmde RK Chaudhry and

Cmde SC Chopra from HQ WNC and other naval

dignitaries as 322 SDB Squadron. I was duly anointed as

the Senior Officer of the Sqdn. DIGs were duly allotted

as 322 SDBS and SDB 322.

The ships sailed together a number of times including

the annual inspection by the NOIC. On one occasion

with SDB 322 on board, T 51 was ordered to sail for

exercises with SDB T52, T53 and ships of the

minesweeper squadron. The total number of ships was

eight. It was very heartening to hear a comment that we

had sailed with more number of ships than the then fleet

commander. As part of the 1980 Navy Day celebrations

the ships of the squadron were detailed to pay a goodwill

visit to minor ports South of Bombay. The response

which we received from the local populace was

heartening and the number of visitors to the small ships

was overwhelming. 

Early Dec 1980, I moved to Cochin on promotion and

then Lt Cdr BK Ray became the next Senior Officer of

the Squadron. The Sqdn. name was often confused with

the air squadrons. In view of the dispersion of the ships

to various stations the Sqdn. was later disbanded. This

series of ships with modifications are now deployed in

the A&N islands and off Tuticorin and other ports. 

ambalall@hotmail.com
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In 1971, I took over as Secretary (nowadays

known as Staff Officer) to Rear Admiral KL

Kulkarni, the Chief of Material (COM). The

material branch those days functioned from RK

Puram. COM and his staff sat on the first floor of

the building.

The room of COM had two old air conditioner(AC).

One was non-functional and the other breathed its

last in January. In Naval Headquarters

the procurement and maintenance of

the ACs was the responsibility of

CPWD. CPWD AC mechanics came

and examined the air conditioners and

said these have to be replaced as they

were Beyond Economical Repair

(BER). COM was present when

the mechanics gave this verdict.

COM told me that he will have to

sweat it out that summer. I told

the Admiral that I will have them

replaced before summer sets in.

He told me that if I could have

them replaced before 31st March,

he will give me two bottles of beer.

He said that is a bet and would I take

it? Though I knew it was an uphill

task, it was a prestige issue for me and I accepted

the bet!

The process of declaring them BER was very

cumbersome. A board had to assess and declare

them BER. I managed to get them declared BER

within one month which was a miracle. When I

met the JE for replacement, he told me that no

funds were available for replacement and funds

would be available only by July. I went and met

one of the senior CPWD officials and explained

my predicament and the bet I had with the

Admiral. He saw my forlorn face and took pity on

me. He said that I am lucky because CPWD had

just procured two air conditioners for a Joint

Secretary who was going on a long leave and

wanted them to be fitted only when he returned

from the vacation. He kindly agreed to divert them

for fitment in the office of COM. I kept this

assurance from CPWD close to my chest as I was

not sure if CPWD will keep up their promise.

On 26th March COM was going on Ty Duty.

Before leaving he asked me as to what is

happening to the air conditioners. I replied,

“Sir, it will come.” He quipped, “So would

X-Mas!” and went away on his tour.

Next two days, I literally spent all my

time with CPWD people and had the

installation completed on 30th

March. When COM returned to his

office on 31st, he was surprised to

see two new gleaming air

conditioners fitted in his office! He

asked me, “How did you do it?”

Next morning when the car of

the Admiral stopped in front of

the portico of Block V, bystanders were surprised

to see the Admiral walking out of his car with two

bottles of beer-one in each hand and went up the

stairs. He walked straight into my office, which

was next to his, placed them on my table and

said, “Sec, here is the two bottles of beer you

have won!” Without much ado he turned around,

walked out of my office into his. 

vinayakvl@dataone.in
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This article is written in lighter vein and is

not intended to hurt any one’s feelings.

During my naval career and even later, I

have been often asked the recipe for

success in the Navy and where success is

only for achieving higher rank and not any

other moral achievement or satisfaction. I

have often deliberated on this and have

even wondered how come some officers who we all

felt were very average have risen to greatness,

whereas some who were considered outstanding

were left by the way side! I am sure that there is

some method in this madness and the issue

becomes even more important since promotion to

Captain (TS) is guaranteed and one now has only

to look forward to Flag Rank and that also of three

star as with two star you may get only pay and

pension of one star!

As Parkinson said in his famous book In-

Laws and Out-Laws, to succeed in life

one must be born into a Royal family

or to a very prominent dynasty. Since

Royalty no longer exists in India and

children of prominent dynasties do not

join Armed Forces any longer, the next

best alternate would be to be the

offsprings of Politicians, Bureaucrats or

Senior Defense officers. Here again Politicians do

not send their children to join the Defense Forces.

The children of Defense officers have an

advantage at times but this can also turn into a

disadvantage as the charge of undue influence

always sticks even if there is none. The best would

be to have someone in the Higher Bureaucracy, as

firstly at the highest level the bureaucrats are well

knit and support each other, and secondly the

service officers are always seeking some service
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or personal favours and quid pro is not very

difficult. Since very few are covered under this

dispensation, it leaves the vast majority to look for

other avenues to advance their careers.

One way to success which was propagated to me

by one of my Seniors was not to take any decision

(and therefore avoid mistakes) and remain

medically fit. For obvious reasons I would not

recommend the decision making aspect as a

Leader has to take decisions and be responsible for

the same, but I fully agree with the medical part as

one’s health is his wealth.

The other important aspect is PR or Public

Relations which means that the naval hierarchy

should feel that you are contributing fully to the

system and the boss, even if it is otherwise. The

saying goes that ‘Na If keejay na But keejay, jo

Boss kahay Jhut keejay’ which translated means,

do not question the Boss with Ifs and Buts and do

what he says Pronto.

When a young officer starts his naval career, he is

too busy with his daily routine and generally has

hardly any time to think of career planning but the

smart ones are already thinking of becoming Flag

Lieutenants as it would surely lead to good

appointments and even benefits in the future. The

key to success lies in getting a good appointment

and especially for sea time and being appointed

to a new operational ship, as generally everything

is in working order and problems are fewer. The

argument that if you are a good officer you have a

better chance of being appointed to a good ship

may not always be correct. Please do not be

taken in by the argument of your superiors that

you have been personally selected for this

important appointment as this is a common ruse

applied by the Personnel branch to fill up difficult

vacancies. 

We joined the Navy to see the world and though

foreign cruises and operational visits are today less

compared to the sixties we do take pride in our

professionalism and our duty to the country and the

Navy. Unfortunately, professional competence

matters little in the Annual Confidential Reports, as

50% is for Officer Like Qualities and out of the total

another 100% is added for Promotional Potential.

Thus professional competence matters very little

and to gain an upper hand in OLQ you need to

develop your PR skills and do not ever rock the

boat. Nothing like throwing lavish parties and your

good lady working hard for the NWWA as this will

surely improve your OLQ.

The date of birth is also an important factor and

though it was possible to change the same

immediately after the Partition, it is impossible now

and our pyramid like structure works to one’s

advantage/disadvantage at different times. I was

once told by a proud mother that her son passed

the Matric exam when he was only 11 years old but

in the long run it did not help his naval career.

Our professionalism sometimes drives us to joining

the sword arms of the Navy namely Fleet Air Arm

and Submarines but if you are thinking of Flag Rank

then you should think seriously of remaining a die

hard surface ship man. The Aviators, after a long

struggle, have done well for themselves as they

have the critical mass of Senior Officers but the

Submarine Arm faces many challenges even now

and I hope they soon have the necessary critical

mass of Senior Officers. 

Thus for those who want to climb the ladder at any

cost, the best solution would be to concentrate on

the OLQ and for those who have pride in their

profession, please press on regardless!

jmssodhi@hotmail.com
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It was a Friday evening and I was in the midst of

preparing my “handing-over” notes, prior to my transfer

from DCPT (now DSR), NHQ to Mumbai, to take over

as Executive Officer, INS Beas, when I received a

phone-call from then Cdr Madhvendra Singh,

DDOP(X), directing me to proceed to Visakhapatnam

to join INS Betwa instead. INS Betwa along with few

other ships was partaking in the International Monsoon

Exercise (MONEX). I reported on board INS Betwa, at

mid-night, on 08 July 1979.

I had never served earlier on board these, Type 41,

Leopard class frigates. On stepping on board, the OOD

informed me that the Executive Officer of the ship had

already ‘signed off’ and the ship would be setting sail

early next morning for the Monex Station. He also

briefed me that the Commanding Officer (then Cdr Keki

Pestonji) had decided to swap a sizeable number of

naval cadets from the training cruiser, INS Mysore at

Mumbai, in lieu of ship’s seamen sailors, so that they

could experience the weathering of rough seas and

stormy conditions. The ship had also embarked

scientists from NSTL, NPOL, Met Department, etc.

who were to measure and collate various parameters

as the ship criss-crossed through various locations in

the Bay of Bengal, following the path of the South-West

monsoons and the cyclones. After a quick walk around

of the ship with the OOD and ‘thumbing through’ the

ship’s book and other important documents, I

‘assumed my duties as the ship’s Executive Officer.’

As I stepped on the ship’s bridge, bleary-eyed, soon

after hand’s call, the Captain who was already there

shook hands and said… “No.1, welcome on board…

all set for weathering the storm?” All I could reply was,

“yes sir” as I had no clue as to what was to follow. As

the ship left harbour and we proceeded seaward the

sea became rougher, the wind speed increased, the

rain intensity grew and the ship’s ‘cork-screw’

movement became more and more pronounced

resulting in the scientists insulating themselves on their

cabins’ bunks, and a number of cadets and ship’s

company ‘heading for the buckets’! By “night rounds”

time I had to tell the Master Chief Bosun Mate and

other senior departmental sailors to physically sight

and ‘account for’ each and every person on board and

this became the routine, thrice a day, as a number of

them were ‘throwing up,’ not taking any food and were

sprawled at various mess decks, alleyways, etc. In

fact, it became an arduous task to even make them

drink “rasam” or lime juice. 

Oh! the parameters and measurements which the

scientists had to take, this responsibility befell on the

ship’s crew, as they just did not leave their bunks! Two

days after we set sail and as we approached the “eye

of the cyclonic storm” the wind speed and the rain

intensity reduced considerably, but the ferocity of the

sea intensified manifold. A ‘wall of sea-water” would

approach from the port side, slam the ship with full fury,

resulting in the ship listing almost 40-45 degrees to the

starboard, the fox’l of the ship would plough into the

sea, the entire wave of the sea would pass over the A-

Gun deck and the bridge wings; then as it passed over,

the ship would, with time, slowly righten itself, before

the next onslaught. Meanwhile we were regularly

sending our ship’s position to all concerned, just in

case we ‘‘landed up in the ‘davy jones’ locker,” as it was

difficult to even maintain a proper heading of the ship! 

The next morning, there was a periodic ‘thud’ near the

starboard hawse pipe of the ship. It was obvious that

the bottle screw of the cable would have ‘loosened’ due

to the battering of the sea, resulting in the anchor’s

fluke ‘slipping down’ the hawse-pipe and hitting against

the ship’s side. This had to be attended to post-haste
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as any crack/damage due to the anchor’s fluke would

be calamitous. At the same time it was hazardous to

step out on the fox’l. A couple of tough and brawny

seamen led by an outstanding Sikh Cadet’s Training

Petty Officer ventured along with me to the A-Gun

deck. We clung to the “life-lines” on the upper deck,

timed the cycle of the “wall of sea-water” enveloping

the upper decks and the roll and pitch of the ship and

after repeated forays from behind the A-Gun mounting

to the fox’l, managed to tighten the bottle screw……the

heart being always in the mouth, as one strong wave

would have swept us over board. No sooner did we

step on the flag deck the ‘Taccan’ aerial on the fore

mast sheared from its base and fell down on the deck,

missing us by inches. Phew!! The ship returned to

Visakhapatnam after about a week with the bulk-heads

and decks some what warped, but the “Betwa’s spirit in

tact”. 

A couple of months later, the new Commanding Officer

of the ship, who was a keen yachtsman, had to

proceed to Mumbai for the Command Regatta, while

the ship was under SMP at Kochi. It was a Saturday

afternoon, when Captain PCB Nair, COPO, came on

board and informed me to get ready to proceed to sea,

ASAP. I informed him that we would be able to sail by

late evening as the ship was under SMP and certain

machinery/equipment which were opened up had to be

boxed-up, we would require fuel, water and provisions

to be embarked. I also told him that the orals of my

Command and Staff College Examination were due on

Monday and if this could be done prior to the ship’s

sailing. Sure enough, in the next few hours, all these

were arranged. In the evening, before the ship was to

cast off, the Chief of Staff asked me if a ‘Port Pilot” was

to be arranged for piloting the ship through the

channel, which I politely declined as my previous

Commanding Officer had built up my confidence in

handling the ship, independently. 

The Mission for us was….. to locate and identify two

Patrol crafts of the Pakistan Navy, on their maiden

voyage from China to Karachi, off Colombo and

shadow till they were west off Goa, from where INS

Nilgiri would do likewise. The ‘catch was’ that the

Islander aircraft and the helicopter which had been

given this task during the day had failed to locate these

ships. Moreover, with our limited speed of 12-13 kts, we

would be off Colombo past midnight and by then the

sea around Colombo would be strewn with “bobbing

lights” of fishing boats, making it difficult to locate these

small ships, more so as our ship’s radar was not

functioning optimally. COPO had also mentioned to me,

prior to casting off that “the C-in-C wants you to locate

these ships, come what may”! On arriving off Colombo,

I realised that locating these ships would be like finding

a pin in a hay stack and if we, “latched on to the wrong

blip on the radar screen” and tailed it then there would

be no way to retrieve the situation, more so because of

our ship’s restricted speed. We took our chance, my

intuition told me that two faint cluster of lights moving

westwards, on the dark horizon could be the ones we

were scouting for. I took a deep breath, remembered

the “Lord above” and directed the Navigating Officer to

tail those contacts. At day break I was glued to my

binoculars hoping to see a tinge of green and white

colour on the ensigns of these contacts and it was like

hitting a jack pot when I sighted the Pakistani ensigns.

We informed the HQ SNC about the same and after

some time we sighted a helicopter approaching us. As

it came overhead, the then C-in-C, V Adm OS Dawson

gave us a “thumbs up”. By the time we completed our

Mission and returned to harbour the Commanding

Officer had returned from Mumbai. The next day, when

he went for de-brief of the Mission, the C-in-C remarked

that he would have liked if the ExO had attended de-

brief, as he had accomplished the Mission!

My one and a half years’ tenure on board INS Betwa,

as the Executive Officer was most eventful and

rewarding and the ship was “lucky for me”, as I

subsequently commanded this very ship. 

vijaythapar15@hotmail.com
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On the northeastern coast of England, in the little

known port of Hartlepool, is the world’s second

oldest, and Britain’s oldest, warship afloat-HMS

Trincomalee. She is now a museum ship, restored to

her pristine looks at the time of commissioning, for

all to see. Built by Jamsetji Bomanji Wadia in

Bombay Docks and completed in 1817, she was one

of two Leda Class Frigates built. The Wadias built

around 14 warships for the British in Bombay those

years. They were built with Malabar teak as

opposed to Oak wood used in building warships in

Britain. A silver nail with etchings was hammered

into the keel by the Wadias in accordance with

Zoroastrian tradition to protect the ships.

HMS Trincomalee had a very colorful life as any

sailing ship that lives so long must have. She went

through many modifications necessitated by

changes in roles during her lifetime, but her Indian-

built hull survived and held the ship together

throughout. After serving as a frontline ship for

years, she became a tender, and a training ship

thereafter. However, she was re-armed, re-

furbished, and re-commissioned in 1873 to serve as

a front line sailing ship once again till 1895 when she

was ‘reduced to reserve’ to serve as a depot ship. 

Two years later, in 1897, she was sold as scrap, but

lady luck intervened and gave her yet another lease

of life. Purchased by George Wheatley Cobb, he

restored and re-named her ‘Foudroyant’ in honor of

HMS Foudroyant, his earlier ship, which had been

wrecked in 1897. A poop deck now covered the

quarterdeck. She was thereafter used as an

accommodation ship, a training ship, and a holiday

ship, based in Falmouth. During World War II she

was requisitioned for war service as a storage ship

with ‘HMS’ in front of her name. From 1949 to 1986,

supported by a Trust, she carried out training roles

as ‘Training Ship Foudroyant’. 

A decision was taken in 1986 to restore her to her

original state, seeing that her hull was still in good

shape. A ten-year restoration program was chalked

out, renaming her ‘HMS Trincomalee’ once again.

Historical information and drawings were exchanged

between Naval Dockyard, Mumbai, and the Trust in

charge of her restoration which resulted in a scaled-

down model of the ship built by our ‘modern’

shipwrights of Naval Dockyard Mumbai, even as the

original ship was being restored in far away

Hartlepool. 

The train eased quietly out of London’s King’s Cross

Station on the morning of 24th March 1999, bound

for Darlington in the north eastern district of Durham

and beyond, with my wife and I onboard. The two

and a half hours’ journey would take us through

Peterborough, Doncaster, and York before we would

alight at Darlington Station. There, a van would be

waiting to take us by road to the northeastern port of

Hartlepool. We were going to attend the re-

commissioning ceremony of HMS Trincomalee.

While we were enjoying the pleasant scenes of the

countryside through the window, I could not help but

notice a very tall, bulky individual with Asian features

amongst the few passengers in the compartment.

He had a mammoth-sized suitcase with him. I

wondered where he was going carrying so much of

baggage? I did not have to wonder for long. He

disembarked along with us at Darlington and

boarded the same van as us. He got off with us next

to the dry dock in Hartlepool, but headed away from

us in another direction with his suitcase. Captain

David T Smith, a retired RN Officer, who had

overseen the entire refit and refurbishment of this
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ship, and with whom I had interacted on a number of

occasions during the refit, met us and escorted us to

the bottom of the dry dock. Chairs were placed in

front of the docked ‘HMS Trincomalee’ for the

commissioning ceremony (her third) to begin. Some

fifty odd people were present on the dock floor.

There was a Christian priest present to lead the

prayers. For awhile nothing happened; they seemed

to be waiting for someone. That someone soon

appeared. It was the same burly Asian, but this time

he was in the flowing robes of a Dasturji (Parsee

priest)! The Zoroastrian prayer ceremony that

precedes the launching of a ship was conducted by

the Parsee priest followed by the English ceremony.

Captain Smith’s wife then produced a long silver nail

complete with hall-mark, and this was hammered

into the keel of the ship and sealed. The simple but

moving ceremony did not take long. It was followed

by a walk around the ship. Use of fibre glass and

carbon composites on the upper decks to replicate

guns, cannon balls, rats, lanterns and other

equipment was hard to discern and came to our

notice only when pointed out.

She had had a very good refit indeed. Most of the

original Malabar teak had remained in good

condition and therefore did not have to be replaced.

The underwater portion of the wood was covered by

copper sheeting hammered into place with

thousands of copper tacks as was done by the

Wadias when they built it. The portion of wood along

the waterline-exposed to wind and water-had to be

replaced. For this, Malabar teak being hard to get

and now, Captain Smith used an African equivalent

which was cheaper and had almost the same

properties. She was subsequently floated, and

remains in Hartlepool as the oldest British warship

afloat and the second oldest ship afloat after the

USS Constellation. (Admiral Nelson’s HMS Victory

is 52 years older but is in dry docks and not afloat).

HMS Trincomalee is a living reminder of what

expertise Indian shipbuilders had in that era, and a

tribute to the Wadias, Malabar teak, and Bombay

Docks. 

jalvayu@hotmail.com
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Anjadip Island’s earlier name was ADI-Dweep

meaning, ancient Island. During the times of the

Seafaring Moplas of Malabar, Anjadip Island was a

place for shelter and replenishment. Vasco da Gama

on his way back to Portugal from Calicut landed on

Anjadip on 29 Aug 1448 to repair his ships and visited

Anjadip again on 1493 AD. In 1500 AD a 2nd

Portuguese contingent led by Gabral arrived on the

Island along with missionaries who converted the

Island residents. The present church was initially built

in 1729 under the Portuguese Flag which flew till 1961.

In 1510 AD Anjadip became the base of the Portuguese

empire in the East when ALPONRISO Albuquerque

failed in his attempt to capture Goa. His fleet and troops

took shelter on the Island. Finally when Goa came

under the domain of the Portuguese, Anjadip was

maintained as a Garrison with about 700 soldiers. 

Anjadip was the first place in India where a colonial

European power arrived and set foot on Indian soil. It

was also the last place from where the Colonial

European was finally thrown out by the Indian Navy on

22 Dec 1961 (Operation Vijay) after 461 years. The

Island was placed under the union territory of Goa. Goa

attained statehood in 1987. Anjadip was finally handed

over to the Indian Navy (Project Sea Bird) in 1986.

A landing party of about 68 sailors and two officers

were landed by boats from INS Trishul and INS

Mysore in the afternoon of 18 Dec 1961 led by then Lt

Arun Auditto (later Rear Admiral). In the battle, seven

sailors were killed and 19 wounded including both

officers. Most casualties occurred when the

Portuguese by deceit raised a white flag, lured the

landing party and opened fire and threw grenades.

The defences were finally overrun by the detachment

and support shelling by the warships. The Island was

finally secured the following day by afternoon. Goa

liberation day is celebrated every 19 Dec. A fine

memorial has been constructed at a hilltop on Anjadip

Island in memory of the seven sailors killed, which

was recently renovated.

During a recent trek by INHS Patanjali personnel a

few ancient Portuguese Cannons were found at a

remote beach lying half buried at the waterline. With

a lot of determined muscle effort, ropes and

Shramdan two of the guns were salvaged by a highly

motivated team from the hospital. The guns were

chipped and painted and one was gifted to the Naval

Ship Repair Yard, Karwar for the Administrative

Block. The 2nd gun was put up in front of the new

Hospital Officers’ Mess located within the campus.

The unit team had a terrific sense of pride having

sweated and contributed to preservation of our

nation’s history and its Military relics.

prabhu_2122@gmail.com
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In 1982, when I was selected to command the 31st

Patrol Vessel Squadron, I was given the usual pep

talk by my superiors that this was the finest command

and for the first time I would have a squadron of 10

fleet ships, since 31 and 32 PVS had been merged

and that being the only Captain in command in the

Eastern Fleet, I would be a defacto Chief of Staff to

the Fleet Commander. Of course, I was not informed

that my ship INS Anjadip was already much overdue

her major refit and therefore in a very poor state and

that rather than writing the ACRs of other

commanding officers of the Squadron, I would in fact

be competing with them!

Submariners have been in command of Fleet ships

since the very beginning and in fact I had also

commanded a small ship before joining the

Submarine Arm, where I was fortunate to command

three operational submarines including

commissioning INS Vela and my new appointment

made me think ahead of the tasks that I would face.

Since submariners have very little experience of

RAS, gunnery firing and station keeping, I decided to

concentrate on these aspects.

The RAS turned out to be a piece of cake as I

concentrated on the course of the ship and my

navigator on the more difficult task of keeping the

speed and therefore this task was always

accomplished with precision due to the superior

maneuvering capabilities of these ships. However, it

was during the PTA shoot that I discovered the real

operational capability of these vessels. The PTA was

launched by a Leander class frigate which was the

last ship in the column and when we were ordered to

open fire, my Gunnery Officer told me that the PTA

was not within the firing arcs of the ship and the Fleet

Commander was not happy that we had wasted a run

without firing. Now I was aware that the ammunition

used by these ships did not leave a trace so I told the

Gunnery Officer that the moment the next run

commences, both the ships guns are to start firing

irrespective of the position of the PTA and I was

successful as I immediately got a BZ though the PTA

was still not in the firing arc. I also learnt the secret of

ASW when the black pendant denoted you were in

contact with a submarine and with all the ships

displaying the black pendant it was confirmed that no

one was in contact.

After completing my NDC in 1985, I was given the

choice appointment of commanding INS Amba, the

submarine depot ship which was also on its last legs

and due for de-commissioning. I was told by none

other than the Big Chief himself that he had decided

that henceforth aircraft carriers would be commanded

by aviators and the submarine depot ship by

submariners. Since there was no comparison

between the two, I took up the issue with the

concerned PSO who explained that Amba was a

capital ship and to command a capital ship was a

singular honour. Since my point of view had few

takers, I proceeded to accomplish my task to the best

of my ability and since the ship was proceeding on a

foreign cruise, all hands on board were in high spirits.
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Ofcourse going to a foreign port in a big ship turned

out to be a nightmare for me as despite all

restrictions, the shopping by the crew was

unprecedented. Fortunately, with liberalisation, this

attraction has since diminished considerably. 

During Brass Tack exercise, I was made the

Commander of the Amphibious Task Force which

usually used to be the Fleet Commander and I learnt

a lot about inter services co-operation or non co-

operation, with the Air Force playing the spoilt sport

and the Navy not far behind.

The Fleet experience was an eye opener and one

learnt several new things which were not available to

submariners who worked in a close environment and

depended more on the submarines captain than

anyone else. However, there were many good things

in the submarine arm which the fleet ships should

also follow but this will require a sea change in

thinking and organisation which is not easy. 

Finally, I am really fond of the proverb that a good

ship means a good CO whereas a bad ship means a

bad XO!

jmssodhi@hotmail.com
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Paddling down memory stream, I pause at the year

1987, ten years after I had retired from the Navy

and, having changed colours, was sailing under the

Red Ensign as Master.

During the summer of that year, our ship, on a

voyage to East African ports, had docked at

Maputo, Mozambique. As was my wont, a throw-

back to my navy days, I used to walk up to the

poop-deck every morning at ‘five minutes to

colours’, giving a cursory once-over of the state of

deck, checking the moorings etc. One morning,

following my self-ordained regimen, I was pacing

the poop-deck and casually glanced at the stern of

the ship, berthed astern, almost canopying over us,

as she was in the ballast. Out of force of habit I

looked at the name, painted on the stern which read

something like ‘Star of the Sea’, or so. It was not

any thing to rivet my attention. On closer scrutiny

the traces spelt the original name of the vessel-‘City

of St. Albans’. I was stunned into momentary

immobility for it harked back to a hoary past of

historic events! Even a spectral apparition of the

legendary ‘Flying Dutchman’ wouldn’t have had

such an effect for reasons, verging on the

metaphysical, that will feature later!

Instantly, I reeled back to the year 1971, upstream.

It brought back a surge of black and white

memories, particularly of the frenetic activities that

culminated in the birth of a nation, later christened

‘Bangladesh’.

The naval wing of the ‘Mukti Bahini’, a partisan

force, constituted of freedom-fighters of the then

East Pakistan, besides carrying out terrifying

Ghost Ahoy!
Commander RVK Rajan (Retd)



sabotage acts. was operating two gun boats,

harbour craft temporarily converted and fitted with

Ack-Ack guns. Named Padma and Palash their

primary mission was interdictory, using stealth and

gun fire to dissuade merchant shipping from using

the Pussar River complex, the ports of Khulna and

Chalna, and the channel in East Pakistan. This had

the most spectacularly crippling effect on shipping-

dependent economy. 

During one such operation, our single-ship force

was tasked to keep a ‘motherly’ eye on the boats

while cruising strictly in international waters. Our

presence was for mere moral support. Around

midnight of the day of our mission we suddenly

heard loud bursts of gun-fire, and saw streams of

tracers, menacing across the shipping channel.

Instantly VHF Ch: 16 came alive with

incomprehensible cackle as a host of nearby

stations, were butting in, mostly out of curiosity.

After the initial din had died down we could copy a

ship, feebly but impregnate with fear and panic. She

identified herself as MV ‘City of St. Albans’, bound

for the port of Khulna, but under heavy gun fire and

navigationally hazarded. After a while she came up

again to radio that she was in distress and

reversing course to divert to Calcutta, seeking safe

haven.

The ship had belonged to the City Line, a British

shipping company. Since Britain was overtly

endorsing our intent and effort during the run-up to

a possible confrontation between India and

Pakistan, most of us on board of our ship were

deeply sympathetic toward the distressed vessel. At

the same time we knew we could do nothing to

alleviate her calamitous plight. The next day, as we

were steaming up the Hoogly River, we sighted the

ravaged City Ship, standing forlorn at her mooring,

stern peppered with shell holes.

Returning to 1987 and the poop-deck at colours

that day, one may wonder why seeing that ship in

her reincarnated avatar should have had such a

jolting impact on me. There indeed, was a reason,

and it had a touch of mystery. The City of St. Albans

had been forgotten with in a few days of her ill-fated

encounter that night in 1971. Well-nigh sixteen

years later, the night previous to confronting the

resurrected ship, I, for no palpable reason, recalled

the long forgotten incident and recounted it to my

Chief Officer, over a nightcap. The morning after,

the veridical vision I experienced, unnerving as it

were, could not be explained in rational terms. It,

however, triggered a reply of the collective,

anguished cry of helplessness, beamed through the

radio operator which could not be responded to by

our ship. While the seafarer’s natural instinct did

dictate succour to the distressed, the mandated

task deterred any such move. Though the resulting

conflict of emotions made one uncomfortable, it had

to be pushed to the labyrinthine recesses of the

subconscious, since it could not be wished away. 

Now, facing the ship astern, I looked at the weld

marks again, and this time I perceived it as

engraving on a head stone. Something that I had

read years ago suddenly flashed in my mind. It was

about the possibility of non-mediated bonding

taking place between animate and inanimate

entities. The entire scene on the poop-deck meta-

morphed into mental imagery of a grave side and,

as the lone representative of the numerous players

of the midnight drama in 1971, I was present there

to witness a requited piece of the past being

exhumed and expiated, The long-lingering wraith of

the ‘City of St. Albans’ seemed finally set free.

‘Requiescat’!

Talk of coincidences! Someone had once sagely

defined, coincidence as ‘God remaining

anonymous’. One would like to believe that!

p_sanam@yahoo.com
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At wee hours on

02 October, 2010

a group of retired

naval officers and

their ladies flew

out of Santa Cruz

I n t e r n a t i o n a l

airport to Istanbul,

Turkey. The group

consisted of V

Adm Radhey

Sharma, Mrs.

Aruna Sharma,

Rear Admiral Keki

Pestonji, Mrs.

Zarine Pestonji, Commodore Loveji Mehta, Mrs.

Nisha Mehta, Commodore Kuldeep Singh, Mrs.

Gauhar, self and wife Nimmi, Mrs. Shashi Bhalla, Mrs

Kiran Jaitly, Mrs. Jeroo Contractor and Ms

Sheherazad Mehta daughter of Cmde LS Mehta. We

arrived at Istanbul at 0915 Hrs. The tour was for four

nights at Turkey and seven nights at Egypt, including

a Nile cruise.

On arrival at Istanbul, we had planned to grab a quick

lunch and take Bhosphorus boat tour in the afternoon.

The traffic was so heavy that it took much longer to

reach the hotel than expected and we had to

postpone the Bhosphorus boat tour to the next day.

That afternoon we visited the SPICE MARKET, where

there were a variety of spices and dry fruits and many

Turkish knickknacks. 

The next day we visited the church of DIVINE

WISDOM-HAGIA SOPHIA (a sixth century church)

and the famous BLUE MOSQUE. These two

memorable ancient landmarks in Istanbul are situated

next to each other. We also visited Topkapi Palace

that morning.

Turkey has

preserved their

ancient relics very

well. In the

evening we took

the Bhosphorus

boat cruise

viewing the beauty

of the European

and Asian

shorelines.

On 4th October,

we flew out of

Istanbul airport to a small little airport called Neva

Sheir situated in central Turkey. From there we drove

to CAPPADOCIA, a historic town. This was the most

interesting part of our tour. CAPPADOCIA owes its

popularity to amazing geological formations such as

rock columns, pyramids, mushroom rocks and the life

style shaped over the millennia which has contoured

the landscape. We were lodged in one of the cave

hotels carved out of rock formation. The inside of the

hotel was ethnically designed and beautiful. 

The next day, very early in the morning, we were

driven to an open area where we undertook a balloon

ride. On arrival at the balloon port, as I would call it,

we had breakfast. We could watch the balloon being

filled with air. We were accommodated in a square

basket of the balloon with four partitions and four

passengers in each. The Captain of the balloon had a

small cubicle in the middle from where he piloted the

balloon. The flight was of one hour duration.

The Pilot was a very skilled operator and flew us very

close to the top of hills within hand reach, so close
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which frightened us. The ending was equally

dramatic-the pilot landing on a trailer guided by three

men dragging the balloon on to a trailer. On landing

we were treated to a glass of champagne and a

photograph of the group was taken, and a Certificate

for the balloon ride was issued to us signed by the

Captain. On completion of the trip we asked the pilot

why did he not move away from the cliff tops of the

hills? He confessed to us that the balloon could move

only vertically and forward and not horizontally, phew!

In CAPPADOCI, during the 11th and the 12th

centuries many Chapels were carved out of the

hillocks. They owe their growth to the Christian

community under the great St. Basil. These Chapels

are a great tourist attraction. We also visited an

underground city where the Christians took shelter

when attacked by the Muslims. Some of the dwellings

were 125 mtrs deep and one had to crouch through

narrow openings to move from one end to the other.

After this exciting visit we flew back to Istanbul and

after a short halt there, we flew to CAIRO.

At CAIRO, on arrival in the evening, we were

scheduled to see the sound and light show at the

famous GIZA PYRAMID. But, alas, the day being 6th

of October (National day of Egypt), the show was

cancelled to our disappointment. Next day, we visited

a Pyramid in SAKKARA which is the oldest

construction of hard rocks made by man. We took a

train that night and reached ASWAN next morning.

River Nile is the gift of God to Egypt. KALAM ABDUL

NASSER one of their great leaders was a visionary.

The hydro-electric power project on the Aswan dam

which was conceived and built by NASSER, by

taming the waters of Nile, generates enough

electricity not only to meet the power needs of

EGYPT, but also that of some other neighboring

countries.

We had a very nice cruise on the river Nile visiting

various Greek temples of ancient Egypt dating back

to some fifty centuries. We cruised along the river

NILE, sailing during the nights and stopping during

the day at places like EDFU, ESNA and LUXOR. We

crossed on to the west bank of NILE and visited the

tombs of the ancient Pharaohs in the Valley of the

Kings. Then we crossed back to the east bank and

saw the 3200 years old LUXOR and KARNAK

temples. From LUXOR we took an overnight train to

CAIRO.

No visit to EGYPT is complete without seeing the

most famous GIZA PYRAMID, the oldest and largest

of the three PYRAMIDS in GIZA NECROPOLIS. It is

the first of the seven wonders of the ancient world

and the only one to remain largely intact. It is believed

that the tallest GIZA PYRAMID was built as a Tomb

for fourth dynasty Egyptian Pharaoh KHUJU. The

tomb took nearly twenty years to build by more than

10,000 workers. The tomb was completed in 2560

BC. When completed it was 146.5 meters (480 ft) tall,

each stone in the PYRAMID weighs more than a ton.

How those heavy marble stones were lifted to that

height when there were no mechanical devices, is

amazing! The Pyramid is to be seen to be believed!

We also visited the famous Egyptian Museum which

houses the treasures of the mysterious young king

TUTANKHAMEN. There we saw mummified animals.

There was a very long queue to see the mummified

body of TUTANKHAMEN. Due to lack of time we had

to miss it.

On the last day of our tour, a boat ride on the river

NILE in CAIRO was a fitting finale! The glittering lights

of the skyline, the beautiful buildings on the shore and

the innumerous well-lit boats plying on the river were

a treat to the eyes. On board we were entertained to

Belly dancing and Tanoura show (Oriental show)

followed by a sumptuous dinner. Next morning we

flew out of CAIRO via ISTANBUL to Mumbai. A very

memorable tour indeed!

vinayakvl@dataone.in
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Some of the most memorable moments in safaris

are those that cannot be captured on camera. I am

a trigger-happy safari traveller but I also like to

absorb the nuances of animal behaviour and

interaction. In fact, I believe that the more

observant and cognizant of wildlife behaviour you

are, the better your pictures. But sometimes, under

exceptional conditions, I do relegate the camera to

the background. Action in the wild is best seen with

our two natural “lenses” lest we miss something

vital in tweaking the telephoto or adjusting the

settings of a camera. 

When we visited Lake Victoria in Western Kenya

recently, we stayed in a tented camp, Kiboko

(Kishwahili for Hippopotamus) Bay, bang on the

lake shores. From my earlier sojourn by another

freshwater lake, I was aware that the hippos come

out of the water at night to graze but residents are

warned and some precautions taken. Hippos are

responsible for the maximum number of deaths in

Kenya and woes betide anyone who comes in the

path of a grazing hippo in dark. So we went to bed

not imagining that the hippo grazing grounds were

right amidst us. As I was just drifting into a daze, I

heard the ominous snort-grunt very close to me.

From my tent window, in the dimly lit environs of

the camp, I saw the dark outline that resembled a

battle tank, no less! Afraid of my own laborious

breathing and wood-creaking movements I sat

transfixed watching the kiboko’s every move. The

Askari (sentry) would nonchalantly shoo them

away; the hippos would scramble to the lake’s

edge only to be back again, shortly and this

continued through the night. 

Kenya’s Maasai Mara is chock-a-block with

mammals and it is easy for tourists to get pictures.

I have got my fair share of cats in repose, and in

fact, all mammals in all manner of poses. But the

real life drama of a lion hunt that I witnessed was

so gripping that not once did I reach out for my

camera. On the first day of our safari, last year, we

had come across a pride of lions-three lionesses,

few juveniles and few cubs just across a row of

wildebeest. The cubs were merrily frolicking about

as the mothers watched over them languidly,

mindless of the herd nearby! On a full stomach, the

wildebeest were not even a blip on their radar. But

the next day as we headed to the lion territory

again, something had changed. Gone was the lazy

demeanour of the previous day; in its place was an

on-the-edge alertness, an intent purposeful gait…

a wait. Even as we were spotting lionesses and

cubs here and there, it dawned on us that the pride

had fanned out, a strategy was being played out,

and a web of deception was being weaved. The

pride was spoiling for a kill. 

A lone wildebeest was grazing on the same side as

the pride-an easy target-away from the rest of the

herd which was across the tourist trail. The lioness

had marked it out, it was just a matter of seconds,

but even as the stage was being set, a swarm of

tourist vehicles trundled towards the theatre of war,

shattering the silence. The startled target hurried to

the safety of the herd; the lioness had lost its

chance. Who would have ever thought that a lion

hunt could have a new dimension of human

hindrance! 

But the lion is not called the king for no reason.

Undeterred, it skirted the vehicles and sneaked

from behind, walking slowly, deliberately towards

the herd perpendicular to it, as the wildebeest

stood watching, rooted to ground. In front of so
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many watchful eyes, the lioness crouched in the

grass and like a Houdini-trick disappeared from

sight! After a while, we lost the lioness’

coordinates, and just then another lioness burst out

from the bushes and the wildebeest took off. The

second lioness was just a red herring; the first

lunged out of hiding and aimed for the one at the

rear end. In a flash, the lioness had its jugular in a

vice-like grip and the poor animal was brought

down thrashing piteously. 

The lioness set about tearing the carcass open as

the cubs milled around jostling each other, rolling

over one another by the trophy. It was a picture of

gaiety-the kids waiting for a piece of chocolate

brownie while the mother carved the cake for a

family feast. On the other side, the wildebeest

stood watching, their tails flicking-no wailing, no

grunts, no moaning, and no chest-beating, not

even panic anymore. Were they silently, in their

own way, mourning the loss of their kin, or simply

feeling relieved, “it was not them today”? And then

they simply moved on unhurried in their everyday

manner. 

Serengeti (meaning the endless plains) in Tanzania

is many times the size of Mara, and as such the

sightings are often from afar. From the stance,

stride or skin, we were able to make out specks of

hyenas and lions and we needed the aid of
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binoculars or telephotos to view them. Therefore,

when we got to witness a Cheetah hunt in this vast

universe, it was a rare experience indeed. A

Cheetah was crouched behind a termite mound,

unknown to four “tommies” (Thomson’s gazelles)

that were grazing unbothered. No clairvoyance

was required on our parts to guess that the end

was near for one of gazelles. In a trice, the

Cheetah was sprinting (as an aside it is the most

beautiful sight in the world) and in the melee that

ensued three Tommies ran in one direction and the

one that blundered in the opposite direction

became the Cheetah’s meal. This episode was so

charged with suspense that I didn’t want to blink,

leave alone prepare to shoot. 

The lodge properties in Tanzania were not fenced

unlike many of the lodges in Kenya. In Serengeti,

we had to be escorted by Askaris to and fro the

dining hall as elephants, buffaloes and even,

leopards were known to prowl within the lodge

premises at night. A pair of dik-diks (smallest

antelope of the savannas) would roam around our

ground floor sit-out and my son would chase them

eager to pet. Imagine our horror, when come

evening, the dik-diks were replaced by a pair of

buffaloes peering into our room accompanied by a

background score of a lion roar warning of its

territory. We hadn’t had our dinner yet and were not

sure if we wanted one now! Interestingly, the

Askaris who accompanied us did not carry a gun

but only a torch, which they flicked about spot-

lighting the surroundings only increasing our

anxiety. 

At Lake Manyara (Tanzania), the hotel staff were

emphatic that no game strayed there as the lodge

was outside the National Park, though we had seen

some bushbuck stroll below our balcony. After the

afternoon game drive where we experienced an

elephant blockade (two elephants had blocked our

path for fifteen minutes), we sauntered into the

lodge chatting away walking up to the room. Fellow

lodgers-a couple-stopped to say hello or so we

thought; instead they greeted us, saying: “Look

there, by the (swimming) pool, elephants…” My

heart stopped beating as I saw two grey hulks

appear over the curve of the hill walking parallel to

us, the lodge rooms dividing our paths. Silently, we

kept walking, praying, and managed to reach our

rooms, safely. From our first floor balcony, just in

time, we caught a herd of three, including a calf,

within whispering distance! 

Who needs a camera when all these episodes are

etched indelibly on my mind’s spool? 

In the aforementioned situations, I had a camera

but refrained from using it. But, I remember an

interesting incident that took place in Mudumalai in

Tamil Nadu more than a decade ago. We had

embarked on a tiger-spotting safari atop an

elephant. I had with me my new and first camera

and was excited at the prospect of seeing a real-

life tiger. Tigers, as you know, are extremely

difficult to spot in the Indian jungles as stealth is

their most powerful attribute. The Mahout had

warned us that they themselves sighted a cat on

few lucky days. Even as we were jerking and

shaking uncontrollably on elephant’s back, the

camera slipped from my hand and fell to ground.

The Mahout got down to retrieve it, but

unfortunately it was now hors de combat. As luck

would have it just a little later we spotted two full-

bodied male tigers. A record event in Madumalai,

the Warden told us later that the last sighting of

one tiger had been more than a month ago, but

alas no photographs to back our testimony! But

what the eyes beheld will remain in memory

forever. Sometimes in-camera proceedings are

better than ‘with camera’ proceedings. 

padmaja_parulkar@hotmail.com
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My first footfall on Victoria Terminus in the western

metropolis was greeted by a tannoy call, announcing

the presence of a one-man reception party in the form

of one Surgeon Sub Lieutenant Bhattacharya.

Somebody up there in the hierarchy must have been

very thoughtful to send a ‘Bong’ to fetch another! The

worthy promptly collected me bag and baggage, and

took me all the way to Vasant Sagar, the exalted

Naval Officers’ Mess overlooking the grandiose

Queen’s Necklace of the Arabian Sea, on ‘A’ Road,

Churchgate, Bombay.

Kind courtesy Lieutenant George, the Mess Sec, I

was lodged in a corner cabin on the second floor with

an attached toilet with a magnum bath tub, a rare

privilege indeed! This dispensation was, of course, to

be withdrawn as soon as the original owner returned

from his temporary duty, and/or an accommodation

suitable to my rank and stature was found! 

Having settled me into my newfound haven, Bhattu

took upon himself the task to initiate me into naval life.

Quite aptly so! After all he had a full four months head

start over me! He took me to the Bar on the sixth floor,

and insisted that as it was a ‘make and mend’ day, we

split a beer. That, it was where, on my very first day

into the Navy, I met the legendary Commander Pedro

Khanna with his trademark “Players No.1 beard”!

The splitting, however, stretched from one to a few

bottles before we climbed down a flight of stairs to the

Wardroom for a unique spread of Biriyani with tiny

wedges of tangy fresh lime interspersed with saffron

rice and brown chunks of not so tender lamb!

Traditions die hard! Even after so many decades, I

am told, the Navy still serves the same fare on

Saturdays, albeit with chicken replacing mutton!

In the next few days I was to discover the “Hamla”

doctrine in naval gastronomy! Whatever fare we

received in the wardroom was prepared in total

conformity with national culinary integration. Almost

all the corners of the sub-continent were represented.

Mutton Madras Curry was cooked in coconut oil

replete with curry leaves, tamarind paste and fiery red

chilies, Goan fish curry in sesame oil and grades of

coconut milk and so on and so forth. For some

strange and unfortunate reason, ‘Sorshe Ilish’ had no

place in the naval catering curriculum! 

Soon such diverse cooking media started playing a

“delhi belly” on the miserable noveau initiate! Search

for alternate sustenance became imperative.

Although ‘Inflation’ was yet a word uncommon, the

option of eating out on a princely salary of INR 640

was still well-nigh impossible! I was almost on my

wit’s end when relief dawned in the angelic form of

Cardoz-my civilian bearer, a man of truly rare

sensibility and instinct, who could smell my plight. In

his inimitably diffident manner Cardoz suggested that

the master might contemplate cooking for himself! I

took a plunge!

Improbable as it might sound, the task of starting a

mess within the then Command Mess, after all, did

not turn out to be impossible! The providential

attached toilet to my cabin converted itself to a part

time galley, complete with a stove, pots, pans and

other requisite implements obtained from unknown

sources with Cardoz’s connivance. Crockery and

cutlery, borrowed from the wardroom, were added to

the inventory. Provisions, fresh and dry, were sourced

from Colaba Market. There had been one snag-rice,

the major ‘Bong’ staple, was not available in the open

market. Once again divine providence appeared in

the shape of Mrs. Joseph, a matronly local MNS
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officer, who gifted me a full five kilos of the precious!

Soon enough, despite the covertness of the

operation, a couple of friends joined up in the

enterprise. Gradually the fare became varied, with the

inclusion of meat, fish and poultry. Some of my unkind

friends even started saying that should I, by some

stroke of luck, happen to lose my license to ‘kill’ my

culinary prowess would still find me an alternate

profession!

A period of absolute bliss followed. A return leg

sojourn from Asvini through Colaba Market produced

choicest victuals. One was spared the daily ordeal of

donning the ‘Red Sea Rig’ for dinner and, above all,

for once, all was quiet on the Digestive front!

Then nemesis struck! The Daily Orders posted the

event that Flag Officer Bombay, would take rounds of

Vasant Sagar Mess. Gossip was that my culinary

(mis)adventure hurt the olfactory sensitivity of some

disgruntled orthodox neighbour, who found the aroma

of frying fish offensive and hence, complained. The

rumour, having reached the FOB’s ears, brought

about an investigative walk round. 

A “sar-e-zameen inspection” precluded disaster! The

next couple of days were sheer agony. Visions of

impending ‘Doomsday’ loomed large in my mind.

Well-wishers advised me to keep my brand new “No.

2s” ready. Surprisingly, Mr. Cardoz, my Jeeves, who

aided and abetted in this alleged misdemeanor, was

totally calm and collected. He asked me not to lose

my cool!

Then the fateful day dawned! The working hours

passed in a haze of apprehension. If the galley setup

in my bathroom was found out I was a condemned

man indeed! I retuned back in anticipation of

impending catastrophe! Cardoz ‘the Poker face’

greeted me at the door of my cabin with a cup of tea.

In reply to my anxious query on the outcome of the

rounds, he coolly suggested that, ‘the Master might

want to take a look into the bathroom himself’, which

I did with a lot of trepidation. And, lo and behold-there

was my toilet, spotlessly clean and shining with a faint

fragrance of phenyl in the air, the bathtub brimming

with crystal clear water! 

The Admiral had come and gone, quite happy at the

state of cleanship of Vasant Sagar. Lt George, the

Mess Sec, told me later in the evening, over a Patiala

tot of Rum, and, fish fried in the selfsame galley-on

the same stove and fry pan that re-appeared from the

innards of the well varnished ‘soiled linen bin’ neatly

stowed in one corner.

All good things must come to an end. Soon I was

posted on board old F 256 and moved out of Vasant

Sagar. Alas! The ‘Cordon bleu’ chef in me died his

natural death. 

That, despite having such superlative culinary

expertise, from day one of conjugal life, the ‘Malkin’

forbade my entry into the household kitchen is, of

course, a fact I do not want the readership to know!

sanjoyganguli@yahoo.com
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LAST WISH
During war, a person in uniform in Armed

Forces was found guilty of running away from

his post. Consequently,he was punished to be

shot to death by a firing squad. As per the

normal system he was asked to state his last

wish before being shot. He just kept

quiet.However,after being reassured that his

last wish would be complied with, he

cheerfully replied, “sir in that case please post

me as one of the members of the firing

squad.”



I joined the Navy in Sep 1971. During the last phase

of Internship, several friends applied for commission

in the Army Medical Corps. All had given Air Force as

their first choice, Army as second and Navy the third.

When I filled the form I wanted to be different and put

Navy as first choice and Air Force last. When I was

allotted Navy, it was rather an accident than an

intention.

From Sep to Nov, I was learning

the service procedures and trying

to understand the diagnoses

“ANP”, “Fits NYD” etc. On 3rd or

4th Dec 1971, six of us were called

to CO’s office at about 2000 hrs.

and told to get ready to embark the

ships after a few hours. Ships were

to set sail as Indo-Pak conflict was a

certainty. 

I joined INS Betwa on temporary duty. Cdr

Chowdhary was the CO. Number of action stations

and boarding Madhumati(?) drills kept us busy. Ship

returned after ceasefire was declared. 

After being alongside for about a week or so, the ship

sailed to Kochi. I forget the name of the island en-

route to Kochi where anger of every CO was satiated

by pounding the uninhabited island by 4.5” guns! I

was trying to see the gunfire and someone said that

squids will be fired, and one was oblivion of the result.

After an hour or so, while in the Sickbay, a messanger

came and told the POMA, “Captain’s compliments for

Medical Officer”. POMA explained to me that I have to

go and meet the CO who is on the bridge. I slowly

made my way to the bridge and wished the CO,

“Good evening Sir”. CO told me to have a look at the

fish which have been collected after the squid firing

and tell the XO whether the fish are “fit for

consumption”. Being a vegetarian and not having

seen the fish which would be cooked for eating, I did

not know what to say. There had been no opportunity

since joining the Navy to declare any eatables as fit

or unfit for consumption! I returned to the Sickbay and

opened the “Yellow Book” in which there was

description on unfit fish!

I reached the galley and asked the

Chief Cook to put the fish in water.

Fish were floating. I declared the

fish “unfit for consumption”. I went

to the bridge and told the CO that

the fish were unfit for consumption. He

was upset, probably because he was

looking forward to fresh fish for

lunch! He told the XO to go in to

the issue! Lt Cdr Sinha, a very

friendly soul, brought me down to

the galley and enquired why I had

declared the fish “unfit for

consumption”. I showed him the “Yellow

Book” where it was mentioned that fish floating on

water is unfit. Lt Cdr Sinha told me that even if the fish

are floating, they are fit because there is no

decomposition. Then I told him that I am seeing the

fish for the first time and being a vegetarian I am

unable to give my views. 

Later in the evening I was told that entire catch of fish

was thrown overboard. Though fish were fit for

consumption, for me “floating fish” were unfit for

consumption. Views of a vegetarian, who was

ignorant of the parameters of food inspection, had

prevailed!

vasantdixit@yahoo.com
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As a seasoned reader of this unseasoned writer you

know it too well-in the Navy there are seasons galore. In

fact, the Navy is a service of all seasons. Let us try to

recount some of them. When you were in your Navy

Blue shorts and black stockings, with the seaman’s knife

fastened around your waist, you were an expert at

untying the knots of the daunting Exam season. Then,

as you moved on and became a snotty, you notched up

to face the Board season, twice over in six months-

phew! Just as you managed to get over these seasonal

variations and earned your Commission, you had to go

through umpteen bouts of Exam seasons every

weekend, which you (mistakenly) thought were long

over. Truths of life are learnt the hard way-like the Indian

summer teaches an unseasoned firangi landing at

Mumbai in the middle of May (ask Gregory David

Roberts aka Shantaram). Exam seasons never say

goodbye and keep appearing now and then, like the

unavoidable PT Ustaad whom you have to encounter in

every PET season. In Navy life, there is indeed a season

for every occasion. How can we forget the mother of all

seasons-the Transfer season, which appears

predominantly in the summers, just as the heat and

humid naval stations start becoming increasingly

uncomfortable? The Transfer season usually begins

with spring and like the numerous hues of colour that

appear on trees in this time of the year, we get to see a

bevy of activities all around in the Transfer season.

Trunks come out for a fresh coat of paint and new

wooden boxes appear from no-where. Even as you

wonder why all fauji trunks are painted only black in

colour, you realise that you also have no answer for how

the new locks you bought on the last occasion could

vanish in thin air or why there is no car loading ramp in

your neighbourhood despite the fact that the residential

area had existed for decades! As you mull over these

difficult questions, a team of opportune ‘packers’ moves

from house to house in various residential colonies,

trading their skills of ‘packing and loading’ for profitable

returns of cash and kind. Trucks, usually with a ‘HR’

registration number plate, come and go discreetly out of

the gates at night, carrying yet another transfer load of a

navy household. Perhaps only the gutsy Texans from

the land of Kurukshetra are game enough to manage

the typically intimidating naval consignments. Though

the enduring image of a naval packing is the ubiquitous

‘black trunk’, you are often reminded of its link with an

activity called ‘cabin-cupboard’ that you performed over

and over at the Academy, whilst under training. Ever

appreciated the utility of this experience in your

preparation for the Annual Inspection? That brings us to

the Annual Inspection season, which usually sends

everyone into a tizzy, from the CO to the orderly. I for one

can vouch to have seen some of my superiors literally

on their fours, trying to detect dust or muck in some

obscure corner of a compartment onboard. Such is the

humbling magic of this season. Chake de!

After the summer heat comes the Monsoon season,

which brings the weatherman in great demand.

Unseasonal rains are now a thing of the past. For

those at sea, the Monsoon season is a season of

‘consolidation’-less sailing and more training. The

passing showers of Monsoon series lectures and the

annual seminar of the Maritime History Society (MHS)

are experienced in this season. Those standing on

duty at the gangway try to figure out the direction the

Elephantas are supposed to come from. The relative

calm of the Monsoon is followed by the storm of the

Campaign season, which brings out the sea warriors

to their playing fields. It is common to catch a glimpse

of an otherwise clean shaven bloke sporting an

unkempt beard and moustache, complemented by a

weary look. Blame it on the ‘Op deployment’- the man

was away afield. Saat Khoon Maaf! Just as the

Campaign season rises to a crescendo at sea, the

Navy Week season puts things in a top gear ashore

too, only to be drawn down by the conclusion of the
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Regatta season. Hang on! don’t ship your oars yet!

On the personal front one has to encounter much more

seasonal turbulence. Two seasons that escape none are

the Medical season and the ACR season. Both have one

thing in common-much sweating occurs before both come

to a logical conclusion. While for the seasoned lot this may

seem business-as-usual, let not undermine the effort of our

comrades by forgetting the travails of the PET season,

which is a subset of both. In these seasons, is the turn of

the doctor and the PT Ustaad to assume a larger-than-life

image. As they say, every seadog has his day! Then you

have the PCT season-the colloquial ‘harvest season’ which

most ‘aspiring types’ eagerly await. The harvest results

usually come via a FAX message on a Friday night and the

weekend is left for celebrations or sulking, depending on

how good or bad it got for you. For Navy’s training

institutions there are special and shorter seasons like start-

of-the term season, mid-term season, end-of the-year or the

Passing-out-Parade (POP) season. You invariably go

through all of these-whether a trainee or a trainer, you could

predict your fair share of weather, looking at the Training

Calendar. At Headquarters, we have Conference seasons,

when serious business transacts in acclimatised

conference halls but why should it make us gloss over the

travails of Promotion season? Promotion season has many

things in common with the PCT season; not in the least

because both take a lion’s share of the most happening

‘harvest season’. One usually tends to be a little dismissive

of the ‘Admission’ season, which matters only for those with

school-going children but let it not be lost upon us that it has

a definite link with the Block-Transfer (BT) season, which is

arguably the season that affects the largest numbers in the

Navy. Talking of seasons, did it ever strike you that the

Holiday season ceased to exist after the school days? It

looks like this incessant downpour of seasons has

drenched you to the bone so may I take my leave with a

fond hope that the trans-continental divide will not deprive

me of my copy of Quarterdeck, this Navy Week season?

yogiat007@yahoo.com
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The young sailor arrived 

near a distant star,

The Sixth Pay Commission 

had carried him far.

“What brings you so early 

young man in white?

Did you crash your car? 

Or missed your flight?”

“Not I” said the youth 

with a charming smile

“I learnt to be punctual 

and careful the while.”

His eyes gazed gently 

on angels floating by,

He loved golden hair 

and the soothing blue eyes.

He waved but they nodded; 

His whistles not fruitful,

The young man concluded 

their gender was neutral.

St. Peter suggested 

a change of scene,

The other place may not 

be as bad as it seemed.

“ Not I”, said the lad, 

“I am much too proud, 

My CO‘s there 

and the ward room crowd.”

Instead I will sing 

Alleluias all day,

I’ll bow my head 

and for course mates pray.

dulciesuresh@rediffmail.com
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JET held in the

1950s was

something we

always looked

forward to. Ships

from the Royal

Navy, Royal

Australian Navy, Royal New Zealand Navy, Sri Lankan

Navy, Pakistan Navy, and Indian Navy; were the

regular participants. As midshipmen, it was for us a

learning experience both professionally and in the

wider sense, getting to know and meet with other

navies of the world. Of course, the thought of visiting a

foreign port, Trincomallee was an added attraction.

As we the eighth course were doing our fleet time, we

were appointed to the Fleet ships. I was fortunate to be

appointed to INS Cauvery, which was the Flag Ship at

the time, with Rear Admiral Sir John Tyrwhitt flying his

flag on Cauvery. Capt. B A Samson was the Flag Capt.

(INS Delhi at that time was not available for JET and

hence INS Cauvery was designated as the Flag Ship).

It was thrilling for us to see and exercise with almost 30

ships and submarines of different navies. The RNS

Newfoundland was at her majestic best and a delight

to watch.

The understanding between the various navies was

remarkable and of course the enthusiasm to compete

and ‘show off’ was always there. I remember we were

doing an astern fuelling from an RN Tanker, when we

saw a destroyer ‘whizz’ past us to take up a fuelling

station alongside the Tanker. Unfortunately, the

‘destroyer’ had misjudged the speed, and in trying to

adjust speed, collided with the Tanker. For us,

emergency breakaway procedure was ordered and in

the bargain, though pumping was stopped, we were

sprayed with fuel from the Tanker hoses.

Inter navy games were the highlights of our stay in

harbor. With teams vying for the cup for their country.

In hockey, India and Pakistan were always in the finals

and rivalry sometimes resulted in fisticuffs, but

ultimately ending in a ‘handshake’.

It was fun being at the jetty waiting for the last boat to

take us back on board. There was merriment all around

and as sailors were in ‘high spirits’ much song and

dance, with intermingling of navies. The Bhangra and

Scottish Fling were the most popular dances. Often

latecomers who had literally missed the boat were

given a lift by another country’s boat crew. Generally

there was ‘bonhomie’ in the air. Replenishment at sea

was almost always a serial on the exercise programme.

Being alongside and doing fuelling or jackstay brought

sailors of different navies closer together. Apart from

exchanging pleasantries, gift packages of sumptuous

food special to the respective countries were

exchanged. Commanding Officers liked to show their

skills when coming alongside and casting off.

We learnt a lot during these Exercise. Relationships

between the navies were at a high and differences

which were there at the political level, were never

visible. Regrettably

these exercises

were terminated in

the early 60s and

never resumed

thereafter. Good

old JET was

literally jettisoned!!

carneirojohn@hotmail.com
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1971 was a momentous year for the country, the

Indian Navy and 310 Squadron. The year started

with a detachment of the Squadron being based at

Bombay, Santa Cruz in early Jan for defence of

Bombay and North. INS Vikrant was under refit at

this time. Armed Recce sorties were flown for

about two months generally in the afternoon. A lot

of old Cobras including then Captain RH Tahliani

flew sorties during this period. The detachment

was called off after about two months and returned

to Cochin.

The authorities at NHQ in their wisdom decided to

shift base of the 310 Squadron. The Squadron

which had been based at Cochin since its

commissioning in 1961 was to shift to Dabolim,

Goa to make place for 330 Squadron. The

movement of the Squadron started in Apr with

ground equipment, records etc. moving by road,

train and ship. Most of the married personnel

moved by road or train and the aircraft were flown

by the bachelors. The movement was well timed to

enable the Squadron Officers to attend the

inauguration of the then USO Club at its new

location in Katari Bagh, where it stands now, on 18

Apr. This was also a farewell party for the

Squadron on behalf of the Club.

The first two aircraft were flown on 20th Apr, the

crew of Az 212 being S Lt K Mohanan and Lt RK

Dass. At Goa the Squadron shared hangar with

321 flt. Under the leadership of the then Squadron

Commander, Lt Cdr RD Dhir the movement was

conducted very smoothly with support from the

then Snr O, Lt Cdr SP Ghosh and Staff Officer Lt

BB Bhagwat. At Goa the Squadron received full

support from all corners of INS Hansa. The

Squadron quickly settled down in its new abode.

The healthy rivalry to excel each other between

the only two front line squadrons of the Indian

Fleet Arm the White Tigers and the Cobras came

to fore ashore also, since both were now co-

located. Hockey and Football matches were

regularly played with loud cheering from both

sides.

The married officers were accommodated in the

newly built NOFRA. The bachelor officers were in

for an unsettled situation. There was no Hansa

Mess in 1971 and the only Mess was the Goa Area

Mess at INS Gomantak. The Mess was

overflowing and had no rooms for the 310

Squadron bachelor/forced bachelor officers. 310

officers consisting of BB Bhagwat, JCV Tamahne

(forced bachelor), SC Dewan, JP Gupta, RK Dass,

KS Vijendra, RK Kapahi, K Mohanan, KR Chopra

(AEO), MV Paul (ALO ), B K Soni, SD (AL) etc.

were put up in a hired accommodation on the First

Floor of a place called Rebello’s flats, located

nearby. The officers used to have breakfast in the

Squadron on working days and Lunch, Dinner in

the Mess. On Sundays and holidays three trips

had to be made to the Mess about 4 Km each way.

This was really demanding besides the

accommodation being cramped and common

toilets.

With the joining of some more bachelor officers

there arose a need for additional accommodation.

Battery house also called the Headland office was

offered to the Squadron with a cook and steward

to enable setting up a small kitchen. KS Panwar,

RK Dass, KS Vijendra, VC Pandey and VK Verma

initially shifted and set up a small bachelors’ den.

Towards end of Jun 1971, the Squadron started
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preparing for embarkation and part of the crew

shifted to Cochin to do MADDLS. This was

followed by embarkation on mother in Aug off

Madras. The non DLQ pilots and some of the new

observers stayed back and were later part of the

Bombay Det. for 71 ops this consisted of KV

Bharathan, H G Mishra, Suraj Taneja, Rajesh

Sharma, Navin Govil, VC Pandey, VK Verma.

Unfortunately we lost a crew and one aircraft from

this det. in 1971 war.

The Squadron carried all tasks allotted well during

the ops and disembarked to Goa in Jan 1972. The

bachelors were now accommodated in NOFRA in

two married flats for about two months. Dias Flats

Bldg ‘A’ was hired and the bachelors were shifted

to this place on Mangor Hill which remained their

abode till the commissioning of Hansa Mess. One

flat on the GF of the bldg was converted into a

make shift ward room with a dining hall, kitchen,

pantry etc. with a cook and steward plus civilian

bearers. RK Dass, KV Bharthan, HG Mishra, VC

Pandey , VK Verma, SC Baptista, were some of

the first occupants and were later joined in by Luke

Mathews, Pradeep Kumar, RK Singh etc. The

Building became very popular and most of the 310

get-togethers and farewell parties were held on

the terrace. There were the usual weekend

bachelors’ get-togethers with one of the senior

Cobras like Mohan Verghese and Vera, Richard

Clarke and Marlene being present. The King

Cobra, Lt Cdr Dhir with his good lady often joined

up for the parties and stayed back till the wee

hours. 

Number of Cobras including KV Bharathan, Navin

Govil, HG Mishra, SC Baptista etc. began their

courtships here. On commissioning of the INS

Hansa Mess the officers shifted and the Dias Flats

Mess Annexe was decommissioned.

ambalall@hotmail.com
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One of the best things that happened to me was

my promotion to branch list officer after having

been radar plotter for many years. This elevation

enabled me to become a Dredger Master after

retirement. Since then I am indebted to the power

of the sea, the providence of God and my learning

from a wonderful teacher, the Indian Navy.

It was in the middle of December 2004 out at sea,

off the Kochi channel on board a shallow water

dredger "KAMAL" owned by Jaisu Shipping

Company. India was hit by the tsunami only ten

days ago. Little did I imagine that a routine

uneventful day was going to be a real life drama

at sea!

Dredgers by design are reliable with adequate

power and strong hulls that can withstand the

rigors of being at sea and silt. KAMAL, though old,

we all were comfortable with her performance and

sea keeping. Operating in the Kochi channel is

always a challenge as would be known to all who

have visited this harbour!

DREDGER DRAMA

We set sail the previous day for dredging as per

schedule. Next morning at 5 am, the duty dredger

Master Chief Officer, Riaz telephoned me that the

pump room had developed a leak and was rapidly

flooding. They suspected the hull in the pump

room had a hole. Attempts to arrest flooding and

My Dredger Drama
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plugging the hole were unsuccessful. We were in

the dumping ground very close to south of the

channel. 

In moments like this one feels alone and so did I!

But as the Master one had to take decisions and

this is where my naval experience as a sailor and

an officer came into play. Naturally, I felt that the

men, the ship had to be saved no matter what. At

the same time I also did not want the ship to sink

and block the channel. All these thoughts flashed

in my mind in rapid succession. 

I then decided that the best action was to ground

the dredger on the Fort Cochin beach. The Port

Trust pilot on board was woken up and apprised

of the situation and my intentions. He did not

waste any time and informed Port Control of

KAMAL dredger being in distress and the Master's

intention.

The entire crew was informed and emergency

actions commenced. The course was set towards

the beach for intentional grounding! In all my life,

I would have never imagined that I would have to

deliberately run my ship aground! 

As they say in navy “carry on Chief" so did we!

The intention was to reach solid ground in the

fastest time. Maximum speed was ordered,

damage control procedures were initiated and all

pumps were put in action to pump out water. Both

Life boats were lowered and made ready. I must

say that the crew response was good and made

me proud. At the same time I was also very

worried that if the flooding continued, KAMAL's

propeller would be out of water and she would

perhaps nose dive. The Master in me made me

keep quiet and pray silently. Suddenly, the engine

room reported ingress of water from the pipe

carrying a cable from the pump room. This was

perhaps a blessing in disguise as this enabled the

trim to be good enough to keep the propellers at

least half in the water. Meanwhile the gritty

engineers managed to caulk the pipe and

prevented further leakage. 

As KAMAL with her 3 knots speed beached gently,

its Master too groaned and ached! Both bow

anchors were let go underfoot to reduce yawing. It

was now wait and watch for all on board!

OPERATION SALVAGE

What happened next was remarkable. The

Owners and the Port Trust responded in a

wonderful manner. A variety of pumps, divers

arrived at the scene and set about salvage

operations. In about eight hours the ingress of

water to the pump room was stopped. A cement

box was put over the hole. Amidst all this the crew

were properly fed and cared for.

The engineers were happy with the repairs. It was

time to weigh anchors and go astern. Everyone

had a sigh of relief as KAMAL went astern and

floated again. The dredger was anchored off the

beach to ensure that she would be sea worthy to

make the passage home. The divers inspected

the hole from outside and carried out cold repairs.

I waited one full day to make sure that the repairs

held on to ensure water tight integrity.

The next day KAMAL was berthed safely

alongside. Every one on board was thrilled, happy

and grateful that all was well. The decision to

beach was perhaps the best and safest under the

given circumstances. 

Sailors believe in Lord Varuna. That day he

ensured that KAMAL and her crew was kept safe. 

jvtaoa56@rediffmail.com
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The title of this piece may cause the reader’s mind

to drift across the globe to an atoll in the mid-North

Pacific, which in June 1942 was the focus of one

of the most important naval battles of the Pacific

Campaign in World War II. Therefore, let me bring

you back to the palm-fringed Ernakulam Channel

and fast forward to February 1980 because that is

where and when this battle was fought. Unlike the

carrier dispositions, battleship formations and

hundreds of aircraft that fought in its more famous

namesake, the antagonists in this Battle of Midway

were just two Leopard Class frigates-Beas and

Betwa.

The legendary Helen of Troy is reputed to be the

face that launched a thousand ships. In this case

it was Fifi of Betwa that thrust scores to

midshipmen to engage in ‘battle’. Fifi was a doll of

East Asian origin whose antecedents were rather

unknown-not that anyone cared to know. What

mattered was that it came to be accorded pride of

place in Betwa’s Gunroom. Fifi so dominated their

lives that Betwa’s Gunroom flashed a signal

challenging the gumption and guile of their

counterparts on Beas in nicking their Fifi. The

gauntlet had been thrown down and had to be

taken up by any self-respecting midshipman! It

would not be for the substantial quantity of beer

that could be demanded in ransom, but for the

bragging rights that would accompany Fifi!

Beas was secured to trots, and the War Council

was hastily assembled in the Gunroom. A

reconnaissance team was despatched across the

channel to Betwa, secured alongside Naval Jetty.

The scouts returned with an uninspiring report: Fifi

was protected by layers of security that would be

difficult to breach. Members of any raiding party

were bound to be captured before getting

anywhere near the objective, and would have to

face the ignominy of having their heads shaved,

tarred and feathered. The Admiralty of the

Gunroom had to come up with a Machiavellian

ploy or else resign themselves to defeated silence.

A devious plan was hatched!

Half way into the Middle Watch under the cover of

darkness, Beas’ motor whaler approached

upstream of Betwa and two midshipmen slipped

silently into the water. They swam to the motor

whaler secured to Betwa’s stern and tried in vain

to cut the lines. By then another midshipman had

been landed on the jetty. Seeing things not going

as per plan, he smartly boarded Betwa, cheerfully

greeted the sleep-deprived watch keepers and

quickly made his way to the quarterdeck. Once

there, he wasted no time in slipping the head and

stern ropes of the whaler. Providentially, the

engine purred into life with the first push of the

starter and, before Betwa could react, their whaler

was shaping course for Beas.

There was jubilant applause on board Beas, and

immediately a signal was flashed to Betwa

suggesting a Fifi-for-whaler deal. At this stage it

was ‘Advantage Beas’, but no one doubted that

Betwa’s midshipmen would not rest till they had

avenged their loss. Security was doubled on all

boats in the water as also on traditional targets

such as commissioning pendant, colours, life

buoys, etcetera.

Betwa’s midshipmen did indeed come up with a

masterstroke. They hired a fisherman’s dugout for

a generous sum that compensated him several

times more than his day’s fishing would. Dressed
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as local fishermen, two snotties approached Beas

in broad daylight during slack water and pretended

to be fishing near the Captain’s cutter that was

riding the starboard lower boom. So convincing

was their masquerade that it fooled the lookout on

the boat deck. In those days, asymmetric warfare

and terrorist strikes were not such serious

considerations, and shooing off small time

fishermen in the Ernakulum Channel might have

even been perceived as threatening their

livelihood! Just then Betwa staged a diversion

across the channel, and while the lookout’s

attention was diverted, the two ‘snottie-fishermen’

commandeered the Captain’s cutter and set off

with the fisherman’s dugout in tow. They returned

triumphantly to a hero’s welcome on Betwa. It was

now ‘Advantage Betwa’ as the cutter carried more

bargaining value than the whaler they had lost. 

To celebrate, Betwa’s midshipmen later loaded

themselves on the ‘prize’ cutter and decided to do

a victory steam past close to Beas. To complete

the parade was their own cutter with another load

of cheering midshipmen. This added insult to

injury, and Action Stations was sounded in the

Beas Gunroom. Being a Sunday, snotties were

relaxing in various states of undress, but

unmindful of attire two motor whalers (including

the one ‘captured’ from Betwa) were manned at

the rush, and were headed towards the victory

parade!

The boats established violent alongside contact in

the middle of the channel and the midshipmen
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began trading blows across the gunwales,

momentarily forgetting that they were course

mates. Flash point had been reached thanks to the

acerbic signals exchanged between the two ships

on the developments over the last 16 hours. Not

satisfied with bruising each other with bare

knuckles, the level of violence was escalated with

weapons of opportunity in the form of boat hooks,

danbuoy staves, gratings, and even a fire

extinguisher! The speed and manoeuvrability of

the boats may not have been as spectacular as

the ones used in 007 movies, but the episode

unfolding on the channel was exceptionally

dramatic by Kochi standards. As would be

expected, crowds had thronged to both sides of

the channel to enjoy the free entertainment.

Fortunately, it was difficult for the boats to

maintain contact for long in the roaring ebb. As the

boats broke off, one midshipman from Betwa got

pulled into Beas’ motor whaler. They now had a

‘prisoner of war’. In the scuffle, the towing line

from the cutter slipped and the fisherman’s dugout

was set adrift. Beas’ motor whaler crew noticed it

first and manoeuvred quickly to grab hold of the

line in the water. It was now ‘Advantage Beas’

since one whaler plus one fisherman’s dugout plus

one prisoner were more valuable than one cutter!

The dugout was being hauled in by one of the

midshipmen when the coxswain ordered full ahead

so as to charge in for Round 2 of alongside

fisticuffs. The sudden increased strain on the line

was too much for the bloke to handle, and he was

jerked out of the boat and into the channel. The

current took charge and began carrying him

rapidly in a north-north-westerly direction towards

Bolgatty Island. With the wakes of criss-crossing

boats buffeting him from all directions, the

midshipman decided to let go of the dugout and

instead concentrate on keeping himself buoyant.

In the ensuing skirmish, one of the boats collided

with the dugout, despatching it to a watery grave.

In all this mayhem, the ‘prisoner’ on Beas’ whaler

decided to jump into the channel in keeping with

the aphorism of death before dishonour! Now

there were two fellows in the water, one from each

ship. Fortunately, both were excellent swimmers.

The focus of all boats now shifted to rescuing their

own comrades, which made them disengage from

battle for a well-deserved operational pause. The

soggy duo was fished out of the drink and all boats

returned to their respective ships. The dugout was

lost, but the fisherman was handsomely

compensated by the midshipmen. He would never

know of Fifi, and how she was responsible for him

getting a new boat.

The sickbays on both ships remained active for

quite some time, mercifully attending to only

superficial wounds. More seriously bruised were

the egos. With the dugout sunk and the ‘prisoner’

safely back into his own camp, it was difficult to

decide the eventual winner. After hard

negotiations, the boats were exchanged, and

within a week the midshipmen on both ships were

back to their friendly ways as if nothing had ever

happened. In the ultimate analysis, it was the

indomitable spirit of the midshipmen on both ships

that had triumphed. Bonds of camaraderie were

cemented-bonds that have since stood the test of

time and cannot be broken.

Over three decades later, the word Fifi still lights

up any gathering of the 56th Course, and is

followed by animated recollections of each

person’s role (real or imagined) in the Battle of

Midway. All agree that was the day they were

transformed from being midshipmen to pirates,

which several have remained to this day!

sunil.edwin@gmail.com
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Two incidents are first-hand accounts and the third

narrated by a friend.

It was Sep 1972, five of us (all medical officers) were

undergoing short course in marine medicine at Asvini.

Those days, some flats in “P” and “Q” blocks in NOFRA

had been requisitioned as single officers’

accommodation. On completion of classes we returned

to the flat and soon proceeded to WNC Officers’ Mess

for lunch. As we entered the lounge there was a Sikh

gentleman in civil dress and my friend greeted him.

Instead of going to the dining hall, we proceeded to the

bar as my friend wanted to stand a soft drink to the

gentleman, who was a retired naval officer and his

relative. As we entered the bar, there were a few officers

along with a senior officer having drinks. The gentleman

greeted the senior officer and spoke to him for a minute

or so. When he joined us, he said, “do you know the

senior officer I just spoke to?” None of us responded.

He said he is Commodore Ronnie Perriera, Deputy

Commandant NDA and future Chief of the Naval Staff! 

Second incident was when I was on board Durgs. It was

around 1100hrs and there was an announcement

“Medical Officer requested gangway immediately”. I

rushed to the gangway. On reaching, OOD told me that

a sailor on board INS Talwar was injured when the ship

was coming alongside on South breakwater and needs

medical attention. The rope had parted and hit the sailor

on the arm resulting in bony injury. Ship was secured

and the gangway was being placed. A senior MO from

Dockyard Dispensary had come with the Ambulance.

We went on board and examined the sailor. MO from

Dockyard Dispensary told me that the injured sailor will

be taken to the Dispensary and sent to Asvini. I

accompanied the injured sailor to the Ambulance. On

the way, the senior MO asked me whether I knew the

Commander who enquired about the sailor. I said no,

this is the first time I am seeing him. I was told, he is

Commander Madhavendra Singh, future Chief of the

Naval Staff! 

This incident was narrated by Surg Cdr Jainendra

Kumar (Retd), a friend of mine. He was the MO on

board INS Delhi in 1973. Then Lt Arun Prakash had

completed the watch-keeping and PLD was held. Capt

APS Bindra was the CO. After the formalities and

speech, Captain gave the “flimsy” to Lt Arun Prakash.

After Captain left, all youngsters crowded around Lt

Arun Prakash eagerly and curiously to look at what

Captain had written in the flimsy. Surg Cdr Jainendra

Kumar told me that the remark was “Future Chief of the

Naval Staff”! The navy was a small service in early 70s

and may be even in early 80s. What is important to

observe here is that the potential of an officer was

gauged by seniors, peers and younger colleagues and

how true the assessment was.

This is a first-hand account of the incident which

happened sometime in Oct 1975. I was a Surg Lt and

posted in Port Blair. I had applied for Departmental

Permanent Commission. Interview date was

communicated and I reached Delhi. My Commanding

Officer at Port Blair, Surg Cdr OP Chawla [who retired

as Surg V Adm and DGMS (Navy)], had moved as

DDMS (P) at NHQ a few weeks earlier. As I was told to

go and meet the senior officers at NHQ, I went to meet

him. Medical Directorate offices were housed in “A”

Block hutments. DDMS (P) warmly welcomed me and

enquired about his contemporaries and the hospital

activities in Port Blair. 

Suddenly, I saw him standing up and greeting a visitor.

I turned and saw an imposing personality in a suit. Surg

Cdr Chawla looked at me and asked, “young man, don’t

you know him”. I hesitantly said “no sir”. He then
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introduced me to Commodore PC Rajkhowa who was

earlier NOIC (A&N) and had moved to Delhi, I think, in

Joint Intelligence Committee. Pleasantries over, Surg

Cdr Chawla told Commodore Rajkhowa that he cannot

offer him tea. He also complained that even the carpet

has not been changed! Commodore Rajkhowa

responded, “Om, don’t try to get the carpet removed. If

removed and cleaned, you will find remains of Mohenjo-

Daro and Harappa”! I could not burst out laughing, but

only managed a smile.

vasantdixit@yahoo.com
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The incidents related here occurred during my six

years spent in ships and establishments of the Royal

Navy both in the UK and elsewhere. 

I joined the Royal Naval College, Dartmouth as a

special entry cadet in 1948. The cadet gunner, a Mr

Dcruze was among the most colorful characters I

came across. He was a stickler for discipline. If he

found any cadet violating the dress code he came

down upon that cadet like a ton of bricks. Once at a

football match he spotted cadet Hunter-Blair wearing

a rather colourful jersey. “Ooonter Blayer”! he yelled,

“Take that thing off afore I see you!”. Another cadet, a

son of an Admiral, called McBride was always late for

parade. He was greeted with, “McBride, you’ll be late

for your own funeral!”

One of the duties of the Cadet Captain was to say grace

before meals. The food at Dartmouth was nothing to write

home about. One day it looked particularly unpalatable.

So he said, “For what we are about to receive, My God!”

This cost him his Cadet Captain’s stripes.

The sailors too were full of wit. Once the Cadet

Training Cruiser was bringing the body of the late

Queen Wilhelmina to the UK for burial in the

Westminster Abbey. One of the duties of the

Quartermaster was to announce, exactly at 11am,

“UP SPIRITS” meaning “Haul up on deck the casks of

Rum for issue of a tot of Rum to each sailor”. The QM

said, “Up spirits- Stand fast Queen Wilhelmina!” “That

will be 7 days No. eleven,” said the Commander

detailing his punishment. 

The China Fleet Club in Hong Kong was a very

popular spot. Once I overheard a sailor saying, “One

swallow may not make a summer, but too many

swallows in the Fleet Club certainly make one

simmer.” 

Ships of the Royal Navy based in Hong Kong often

employed Chinese sailors as stewards. An officer,

assuming that the steward only spoke “pigeon

English” elaborately explained to the steward how he

wanted his uniform to be laid out. The steward was a

graduate of Hong Kong University. He replied, “I shall

see that your uniform is laid out to your entire

satisfaction, Sir!”

There were two naval establishments in Plymouth,

HMS Raleigh for sailors and HMS Fisguard for

WRENS (Women’s Royal Naval Service). A bridge

divided the two establishments. So it was promptly

named “The Bridge of Sighs”.

The C-in-C, Mediterranean was an imposing figure. A

little girl attending Church service on board the

flagship on a Sunday took him to be God himself.

“When he spoke, the girl whispered to her mother,

“Mommy-God speaks”.

kinamdar@airtelmail.in
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The call from DOP took me by surprise-

“Congratulations, you are being appointed in

command of Katchall!” 

I was then DDNS in NHQ and, not being an avid

student of the Navy List, had no idea that the list for

command had come down to me. I was to learn later

that some worthies above me were reluctant to take

up the assignment as (a) the ship was based in Vizag

which the elite looked upon as next only to ‘kalapani’

and (b) the ship was being fitted with indigenous

rubber packings for the gas turbines for the first time

as Russian ones were not forthcoming and there

were fears that the indigenous ones could lead to

mishaps.

Not that I thought I had any choice in the matter but I

was quite happy with Vizag having been there as the

first FCO of the Eastern Fleet during which time I had

also got married. And I was very excited on getting

my first command, being totally oblivious of any

problems with Indian rubbers because whatever

ones, I had heard of till then were reputed to work

quite well!

The only thing rankling me was that my familiarity

with the Petyas was confined to some short

sailings when I had embarked as FCO during

which time I had struggled to even lift the

telephone sets! I had never actually served on

board a Russian ship.

I asked Satvahana whether they would give me a

PCT but they regretted saying they were short of staff.

Fortunately, my DNS was Capt KN Zadu who in fact

had commanded Katchall earlier. He told me that one

hour was all that was required for him to conduct my

PCT.

So I sat with him one fine morning at a mutually

convenient time and the good Captain commenced

the PCT. He started by explaining in detail the

functioning of the ’Povrots’ which were exclusive to

the Petyas. At the end of 45 minutes, I told him that I

had understood as best as I could and he could move

on to the next subject. He said there were only two

other things I needed to know.

Firstly, a Captain should have some unique trait which

would immediately identify him and earn the

veneration of the men under his command. In his

case, he said, he did not have a haircut throughout

his tenure in command so that whenever he was in

public, his sailors would point at him admiringly and

say, “Woh hain hamare Captain Sahib!” 

Then he came to what according to him was the

greatest problem on board. There was only one

Officers’ Loo. He said every CO had to find his own

solution to overcome this difficulty. He, of course,

had a novel way. Whenever he felt the need, he

pressed the ‘Action alarm’ conveniently located in the

Captain’s cabin. As everyone closed up at his

station, Captain Zadu felt no need to lock the loo

from inside. One day, however, a Midshipman

opened the door and found the Captain on the pot.

“Why the devil, are you not at your action station?”

screamed the Captain. According to Captain Zadu,

the midshipman did not visit the loo for the rest of his

stay!

To conclude, the PCT was priceless, my command

was smooth and the Indian rubbers withstood all the

motions and vibrations, thank you!

ravi.akhila@gmail.com
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I have little or almost no knowledge of Latin. The title of

this essay does, I think, convey the intended meaning

to the reader, of 1946 as a year to be recalled as of

special significance to me. It was to give a new and

irreversible turn to my life, a career at sea in the Indian

Navy. At the end of my third and final year in the

Mercantile Marine Training Ship DUFFERIN, I could

have chosen any of several lines to follow as a

profession for a career.  By the sheerest of chance I

chose the path which would lead me into the then Royal

Indian Navy, fated, four years later, to be the navy of the

new Republic of India, the erstwhile Empire of Britannia,

the jewel in her crown, as some would have it in a spate

of nostalgic writing, some years later. It was a period of

huge, almost seismic changes, in the world’s political

map in the immediate post war year.

I wish to recount those twelve months to my reader,

simply because they have a very special place in my

memory as an eighteen year old, an aspirant to a

commission in His Britannic Majesty’s Indian Navy. That

Majesty styled himself Emperor of India at the time. It is

possible that the reader may find a meaning for him, for

himself, in what I have on offer in this essay. It is entirely

autobiographical, an effort to bring alive a past in the life

of a man, during the birth pangs of a new nation about

to be born. In retrospect my first statement must be that

it was a great year in which to be alive, to be on the

threshold of adulthood, to be far away from home, in

Britain, at the start of a new life.

Most fortunately I can recall the year without any great

effort, including the names of people and of places

which played a part in shaping me, in the flow of events,

as to leave their mark on my personality and my

memory. The reader can judge their significance for

himself, especially if he is among those few still around,

I expect very few, now, who may have had a similar

experience in their late teens being trained for the

Profession of Arms of the new Republic of India, on the

anvil of history.

SS Queen of Bermuda docked in Liverpool, ex-

Bombay, on 21 December 1945. She had on board a

big contingent of British troops, of Tommy Atkins, being

repatriated home from India at the end of the war with

Japan a few months earlier. With the end of the

Japanese war, World War II had ended with a total

victory for the Allies. India’s contribution to that victory

had been significant, so big that the stock of the Indian

Armed Forces, of the Indian Army in particular, was

especially high in Britain. Among these troops aboard

the troopship, were eight Indian naval cadets cooped in

the Sergeants’ Mess, bound for the Royal Naval

College then housed in its wartime billets, The Duke of

Westminster’s stately home in Chester on river Dee (of

‘Miller of the Dee` fame) in Cheshire. It had migrated

thither from Dartmouth on the Devon coast, for safety.

We eight Les Miserables’ peered out of the port holes

for a first sight of Blighty. It wasn’t anything like what we

had been led to expect. Liverpool dockland was a truly

miserable sight, cold, foggy and utterly depressing,

grimy and bombed out flat, featureless. The

homecoming British troops (‘There is a troopship that’s

leaving Bombay, Bound for the Blighty shores…… etc)

were in high spirits,  cheering and waving, happy to be

home, the long, the short and the tall, God knows after

how many years, fighting a war. We, Indian lads were

more than a little dazed, homesick for sun and warmth,

the prospect of a long stay away from home before us.

We did not know then that five out of the eight would be

repatriated home as unsuitable officer material, before

the year was out, leaving  John Mayadas, Veeru Mulla,

Pancho Khanna, the sole Plummer and self to complete

our full term of training with the Brits. And we talk about

wastage rate during training in today’s navy! Veeru and
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Pancho are long dead and John has disappeared into

the wastes of the southern continent, leaving me the

sole survivor of an almost ‘extinct` race.

The boat train dumped us in Euston, the London

terminus of London, Midlands and Scottish Railway

system (LM&S). Nationalisation of the railways was

way in the future.  On the platform was an old,

gnarled piece of real English oak in heavy tweeds.

Captain RCP Rose Price, RIN (Retd) had come all the

way from Helston in Cornwall to receive us. He was

to be our official guardian in Britain. I had never, till

then had my hand shaken in so robust a manner. I

had learnt to shake other hands likewise from then

on. Only once have I been shunned for the friendly

gesture, years later, in 1991, by the Duke when I was

introduced to him as Chairman WWF India! I have

always found it a useful gesture, a little uncomfortable

on the receiver, perhaps. But it does convey the

meaning of the robustness and welcome behind it. I

have always appreciated a firm hand shake.   

In London we found ourselves in an officers’ club right

in the middle of Piccadilly, at 101, the town house of a

nobleman, turned over to the services for the war as an

officers’ transit accommodation, a very gracious stone

structure, right opposite Green Park. The West End had

suffered terribly at the hands of the Luftwaffe. London’s

docks had been all but obliterated. There was nary a

building undamaged around us. On Christmas Eve, 24

December, I had a taste of British hospitality. I was a

guest at the home of Mr and Mrs  Neech at 51 A Copers

Cope Road in the new suburb of New Beckenham, in

southeast London. He had been a warrant officer in a

British infantry regiment, recently de-mobbed. A true

London Cockney, typical, self-deprecating British

fighting man, the kind I was to meet again and again in

the next few years in the Royal Navy. These people had

a great sense of humour, which invariably surfaced in

precarious situations. That humour was rarely at the

expense of someone else. It was usually at themselves,

the kind which helped evaporate tension! A wonderful

quality in the British people! We Indians never imbibed

it through 150 years of association with them. Much the

pity!  That first evening with an ordinary English family

seemed to set the tone of my stay with the British, which

was to last four and a half years into early 1950.  The

Neeches taught me in one evening that the British were

a race apart from the Europeans. India may possibly

have been fortunate to come under their sway rather

than some other European race! I can discern some

patriotic winces among my readers. 

The eight detrained at Chester railway station on 07

January 1946, a Monday (check it out, if you like) in our

best, superfine blues, white lanyards of our insignia as

the lowest breed in the navy, on our lapels, recently

delivered by Gieves of Bond Street. It was deadly cold.

We were driven to the precincts of stately Eaton Hall, to

an encampment of igloo huts, home of the Benbow

Division, of the Royal Naval College. It was to be our

home in the next four months, in our initiation into His

Majesty’s navy.  The Division of the Special Entry

cadets from the country, as opposed to the hoi polloi

Darts was named after Admiral Benbow, a name I had

first encountered in my reading of Stevenson’s Treasure

Island. Benbow is a cherished name in the long history

of the Royal Navy, brought up on a large dose of

tradition.  We were received by LCdr Ian Cox, DSC, the

officer in charge of the Benbows. He introduced us to

his colleagues, Hunter, the engineer, the Hassard-Short

the pusser, Stringer the schoolie and the fearsome

Pantlin, the cadet gunner. Veeru Mulla was to receive

Pantlin’s special attention during the next months for his

unalloyed pranks. He endeared himself to all our fellow

cadets in the process, earning a special cheer from

Pantlin himself at the end of our initiation at Eaton Hall!

The Benbow period was marked, for me, by two

incidents, the news of a mutiny in the RIN in February

that year and my inability to pass the standard

swimming test. The mutiny blew over by an assurance

to us, Indians, by no less a person than the Captain

Suprintendent of the RNC, Captain PBRW William-

Powlett, who assured us that all great navies had to
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have mutinies from time to time. The secret was to learn

from them. A sage advice, I thought. It came to my

assistance years later, when I was to assume command

of INS MYSORE in 1973, post a mutiny in that ship,

later still as Chief of Personnel, when I scripted a

manual titled ‘Mutiny in the Navy’ for the guidance of the

officer corps. It continues in circulation. William-Powlett

retired as a Vice Admiral and became governor of the

Rhodesias in the colonial administration. A good man, if

ever there was one.  

My inability to pass the swimming test after the offered

interval of time could have resulted in repatriation to

India. The Royal Marine sergeant, our physical training

instructor, saved me, literally, as it turned out. I turned

up at the deep end of the college swimming pool on the

morning ordered, dressed in regulation overalls and

boots for the test. It was a very cold morning. I shivered

from cold and fear. The sergeant arrived and ordered

me to jump. I did and immediately sank into the pool.

On surfacing I threshed about helplessly. I would drown.

Next thing I knew was that I was pulled to the edge and

told to climb out. I did. The sergeant said, ‘Well done,

sir, you have passed the standard swimming test’. That

was that. I love sailing, yacht racing. When my boat

capsizes I merely wait for the rescue boat, never

attempt to upend the capsized boat.

I must surely be one of the very, very few in the service

who cannot swim. I passed out of RNC with both, the

seamanship and navigation prizes, thanks mainly to my

DUFFERIN background, a rare non-swimmer in the

Indian Navy.

A month’s leave was spent with families in England

being tutored to becoming a brown Englishman. I recall

Sir Joseph and Lady Edith Clay in their seat in

Goudhurst, in the apple and hop county of Kent. A

kindly couple, he was formerly of the steel frame, the

ICS of Bihar cadre. Lady Edith was most indulgent

towards me, insisted that Indians were childlike, and

needed a strong Maa Baap sarkar to rule them. They

could not be trusted to govern themselves. Ah well, I

said to myself, she may well be right.  In sixty-five years

we may not have done enough to prove her wrong.

Another couple with whom I spent a part of my leave

was the Bates in the midland county of Derbyshire.

They lived in the village of Darley Abbey, close to Derby

city. They were childless, he a very eminent Barrister in

Derby, president of the then the leading team in the

football league, Derby Football Club. I had a great time

with them, cycling around the beautiful Derby country,

through its hills and dales, visiting several historic

places, Kedleston, seat of the Curzons, the trout

streams around Thorpe Cloud (Peverel of the Peak)

which were reputed to be the inspiration behind the

classic ‘The  Compleat Angler’ of Izaak Walton. I believe

I was hooked then to angling as a sport to the detriment

of the Nilgiri trout many years later. 

The British take very good care of their countryside.

They are fanatically attached to the protection of its

order and beauty. They will not allow it to be despoilt

through ignorance or wanton behavior by those who

enjoy what it has to offer. They have a countryside

commission which is a statutory body empowered to

draw up and enforce rules and regulations for its care

and upkeep.  The commission certainly does an

admirable job discharging its duties which has

resulted in a countryside which has remained pleasant

and un-spoilt despite the highways and motorways

criss crossing it, electric transmission towers, wind

mills and other symbols of a surging technological

civilization all over its green and pleasant pastures

and meadows, its trim hedgerows. I recall a three-day

walk along the Ridgeway from Bristol to London. I

would get off the walkway every evening to a ‘Bed and

Breakfast` stop, climb up to the Ridgeway next

morning to resume the walk eastwards. It was a

wonderful experience among scores of walkers, high

above the surrounding valleys. There was not a scrap

of paper or litter to be seen anywhere. And all this after

the recent end of a devastating war! An admirable

people in their admirable country.
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The most memorable part of the year was the period

between May and November, which I spent aboard the

cadet training cruiser, HMS FROBISHER built in the

early twenties to the specifications of the Washington

Naval Treaty to which Britain, Japan and USA were

signatories. Six were built, among them HAWKINS,

DRAKE. FROBISHER was the lone survivor, now doing

duty as the training cruiser for cadets ex RNC, HMS

BRITANNIA. The two cruises took us around Britain, to

the Scandinavian countries and back to Portsmouth,

the port of departure. There was a break in August at

the end of which we cruised the Mediterranean. The six

months at sea, in ports of Norway, Sweden, Denmark,

France, Malta and Gibraltar left indelible impressions on

the mind of a nineteen-year-old Indian. Many of those

impressions were of the great admirals and sea

captains of the recently ended war at sea, among whom

I shall mention the great Andrew Browne Cunningham,

ABC to the Allied navies, James Somerville at Gib (of

‘Twice a knight at your age’ fame), Sir Geoffrey Layton

in Portsmouth, Philip Vian in Rosyth..

Max Horton of the Western Approaches had recently

passed on. In Norway we were acquainted with the

legend of Warburton-Lee, the first naval Victoria Cross of

the war. It was a tour de force of many battlegrounds, an

education on the wheels. I kept a diary looking at which

at this distance in time, I have come to understand why

a navy takes so long to build into an efficient fighting

service. Technology can be acquired with money and

time. Seamen can only be nurtured through hands on

experience at sea in all weathers. In that training of the

young aspirants, the close vicinity of the sea is the only

tool, the only means. I had learnt an historic lesson that

I would put to test in my later naval career, with good

results. Nelson won his triumphs at Copenhagen, the

Nile and at Trafalgar because of the preparatory work

done by his great predecessors, Exmouth, Barham and

others, almost a century earlier which gave to the Royal

Navy a highly disciplined, professional body of seamen

gunners greatly superior to their adversaries at sea in

every way during the Years of Victory about which Arthur

Bryant writes so tellingly. I believe his two books, Years

of Mutiny and Years of Victory are a must read for every

naval officer. In them lies the inexorable truth that there

are no bad men, there are only bad officers. Men will go

where officers lead.

The FROBISHER returned to Pompey (as Portsmouth

is known in RN circles) on 23 November at the end of a

truly rollicking cruise in the Mediterranean, where she

visited  Gibraltar, St. Tropez and Villefranche on the

French Riviera, La Goulette in Tripolitania (now Libya)

and Malta, the base of the Mediterranean Fleet. At that

time I did not know that I would be returning to that sea

to spend sixteen months as a midshipman in the fleet,

very shortly. The Mediterranean was the prime zone of

naval operations in the war in Europe which had just

ended, under the great ABC. He had since moved to

the Admiralty as 1SL. One of his famous colleagues, Sir

James Somerville (of Sinking of the Bismarck and

‘Twice a knight at your age’ fame) was still in Gibraltar

at the time. In Gibraltar he came aboard. Here he is in

the photograph, inspecting a Guard of cadets. This was

a period of great admirals who had led the naval war

and they were our examplars, Layton and Vian, Max

Horton and Ramsay, Pound and Bruce Fraser and, of

course, the incomparable Andrew Browne Cunningham

(ABC).Such an array of distinguished naval leaders, as

I have not seen since, nor hope to. 

In Portsmouth, I was packed off straight to Devonport to

attend a pre-commissioning course of two weeks for the

crew of HMS TRIUMPH, the light fleet carrier, awaiting

us in Greenock near Glasgow. She was the first aircraft

carrier the RN would be commissioning after the end of

the war. The course over, I was sent on leave. On New

Year's Day 1947 I was on the train to the north in bitter

weather, the temperature at 5 degrees F (Celsius scale

had not yet arrived in Britain), minus 15 degrees C.

There was snow everywhere. It lay in heavy drifts either

side of the railway track. Our luck gave out a few miles

short of Glasgow, the tracks barred by huge snowdrifts.

There was nothing to be done but slog those last few
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miles to the ship, where the company arrived frozen to

the bone. It had been the worst winter in more than fifty

years! Aboard, the Sub of the Gunroom, William

Fitzherbert, RN, the son of Sir Herbert Fitzherbert who

had been FOC RIN between 1937 and 43, warmly

received me. Fancy that, I said to myself, an Indian

connection, and a good augury for an Indian snotty

doing his time in the Royal Navy.

Thus ended 1946, a year to remember!
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The massacre in ever so peaceful Oslo last summer

took me back 61 years, to that tranquil city of water

and boats and ever so friendly citizens.

The summer of 1950, saw the cadet training cruiser

HMS Devonshire steam into Oslo and the hearts of its

people. This same cruiser had in 1940 steamed out of

Oslo with Norwegian Royal family, rescuing them from

the advancing German invaders. It is no wonder that we

received a rousing welcome which naturally rubbed off

onto the 200 Commonwealth naval cadets, I being one

of them.

Gun salutes were exchanged, a guard of honour

presented as King Haakon arrived on board. Receptions

ashore for the ship’s officers, and in the ship for same

Norwegians-Genevieve Stoessen, where are you?

Friendly people everywhere, many of the young wearing

the red caps which meant they were at the university,

some of them wanting to know why one of us, only one

of us, wore a white cap (not knowing that it was a turban).

Yes, Cadet Joginder Singh was the cynosure of all who

saw this strapping Sikh, never having seen one before.

A notable park, the Frogner with heaps of nude carvings

which greatly aroused my curiosity (and what else?). It

was just as well that we soon sailed to go north for the

Fjords-Odda and Stavanger were two I recall, which are

such a unique feature of Norway. After Narvik-where I

had my first taste of smoked salmon at a party where

sun still shone approaching midnight-the weather

became hostile. We had to reduce speed drastically

and point into the gale. Visibility was poor and the

waves violent as we approached the Arctic Circle. One

angry wave struck a scuttle in the forecastle. A jagged

piece of glass caught a sailor just as he emerged from

the Asdic compartment and tore his jugular vein. He

had been recently married, we were told. We buried him

at sea, the same day, my first such tragedy, (the next

was sailor in INS Mysore in December 1961 after the

assault on Anjidiv Island during the Goa operations).

An interesting episode regarding the first death!

Rather surprised at the music continuing to play on

the SRE except during the actual burial conducted by

our Chaplain, I asked an officer for the reason for this

callousness. The explanation was simple: the need to

keep up morale, (remember that the war had ended a

mere five years ago)!

We rounded Jan Mayan Island frozen and desolate,

just across the Arctic Circle before returning to

England via Scotland, where in Rosyth, I thought I

saw a merchant ship flying the Indian flag. I alerted

the other 13 Indian cadets who rushed up to the

signal deck where the Yeoman of Signals

disillusioned us. It was the flag of Republic of Ireland.

Hopes of an Indian meal on board that merchant ship

vanished. Never mind; this great pleasure awaited us

at Shapi’s and Kohinoor in London, a week or two

away-and then off to Cambridge for three years.

623, KP Tower, Fatimah Nagar Pune - 411013

Song of Norway
Commander Noel Lobo(Retd)



We met Cdr SK Singh (SK) and Vijaya in January

1967 while we, as part of the first batch of

Submariners were undergoing the Russian

language course in Mumbai. Most of us

believed that as in the case of IAF, we

would have Interpreters during our

training, and so took little interest in the

course. Of course we had many parties

'A la Submariners’ style' and SK and

Vijaya made a very popular and

entertaining couple! What we admired

most was his ability to avoid any malicious

gossip about anyone no matter what the

provocation. A brilliant Engineer and Submariner,

the senior most UK trained would have contributed

greatly to the Arm had he not been gullible and grossly

misguided in prematurely leaving the Navy in 1978.

He joined his cousin's shipping company where he

was misused and got into considerable crisis

till he finally left the company in1988, the

year I retired. He finally joined a reputed

Shipping Company and in a few years

was able to stabilize the situation. A

thorough gentleman, an officer of

impeccable integrity and high moral

values. In him we have lost a great

friend. We will always remember him

with fond memories of our association.

May his soul rest in peace and may his

life remain a shining example to all who

had the privilege of knowing him. 

ranjanarun@yahoo.co.uk
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A Thorough Gentleman
Rear Admiral Arun Auditto (Retd)

On 23rd May, 2011 Commodore BS Baswan passed

away peacefully while residing with his younger son.

Late Commodore Baswan was an officer known for

his ever smiling approach even during some grim

tragedies he faced during his life. The first set-back

was when one of the lungs of his charming wife Prem

had to be removed while he was serving in Naval

Adviser’s office in London. This was followed by a

second tragedy when his elder son who was a very

promising young naval officer suddenly died of an

unnatural death. This was a very severe blow to late

Commodore. While serving under him on board INS

Cauvery we had an incident when safety valve of No.

2 boiler was stuck creating chaos around but he

moved calmly guiding boiler room staff for corrective

action. After serving as Western Command Engineer

Officer, he moved as Commanding Officer, INS

Shivaji. This was a landmark career appointment, as

this brought out all his qualities of man-management,

taste for music and drama, organizational skill,

compassion, honesty and above all his ever-smiling

approach.

Sometimes on receiving sad news he used to

publicly murmur, “what have I done to incur wrath of

Almighty God to such an extent”. He used to

express his sense of humour even during very

sensitive situations. During a navy ball party and in

the presence of a leading film actress, he first

apologized to his wife Prem and narrated a

Memorable Smiles 
Commander TS Trewn (Retd)



My sister, Mrs. Freda Morpeth (nee Mullerworth),

formerly Second Officer, Women's Royal Indian Naval

Service, passed away at her home in East Horsley,

Surrey on 26 November 2010. She had previously

served in the Women's Auxiliary Corps (India)

and the Women's Auxiliary Service (Burma),

a unique distinction, surely, of being a

member of three units specially raised for

women volunteers in the India/Burma

theatre of war during World War II. 

Soon after the Pearl Harbour attack

on 7 December 1941 by its Navy on

the US Pacific Fleet, Japan invaded

Burma in order to cut the Burma

Road, the only land supply route for

the Western Powers to aid Chiang

Kai-shek's embattled China. In

early-1942 the WAS (B) was raised

by the Burma Army in Rangoon.

Freda, immediately volunteered to

join it. Unfortunately, Japanese forces

threatened to separate Rangoon from

the retreating Burma Army. Rangoon fell

on 8 March 1942. The Government was

evacuated by sea and went into exile to

Shimla. Freda was among those who left. The

WAS (B) was merged with the WAC (I) and Freda

was posted to Army Headquarters, New Delhi.

When the South-East Asia Command was set up, it

took over the task of stopping the Japanese forces

crossing India's eastern borders and eventually

destroying them in Burma. SEAC headquarters

was shifted to Kandy, Ceylon. The SEAC

Supremo, Admiral Lord Louis Mountbatten

planned to mount a seaborne assault on

Malaya/Singapore. Future operations

indicated an increasing naval role. To

provide cryptographic and secretarial

support, the WRINS unit was formed.

Freda immediately transferred to it

and served in Calcutta and Cochin.

With the end of the war on Victory-

Japan VJ Day Freda returned to

Rangoon. Independence for Burma

did not bring peace. Civil war broke

out and the Government was faced

with numerous armed groups that

had arms and weapons from arms

dumps all over the country. Freda

decided to migrate to Britain and live

there for the rest of her life. She married

Michael Morpeth who had a family

connection with India. His father had been

with the Swiss firm of Volkart Bros. that later

became Voltas India.

mullerworth@airtelmail.in
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Last of the WRINS
Commander Mullerworth (Retd)

humorous incident involving her. He said, ‘my wife

was introduced to a newly appointed Director of

Naval Construction in Naval Headquarters, Mr.

Littlewood whose wife had not joined the party. Soon

after this introduction and as a matter of due

courtesy she came closer to Mr Littlewood and

smilingly and softly enquired as to how was Mrs.

Smallwood. This slip of tongue by Madam Prem

would have been a disaster if Commodore Baswan

would not have heard this standing nearby. He

immediately intervened and clarified that actually his

wife was referring to someone who also had failed to

appear in the party. Officers listening close by

breathed a sigh of relief! 

2445, Phase-10, Mohali Tel: 0172-2233445



Mrs. Khorshed ‘Bubbles’ Ghandhi breathed her last in

her beautiful home in Mumbai on 15 June 2011. She

was 86 years old. She died, as she had lived, with grace

and dignity, ‘going quietly into the night’.

The Ghandhis were a colourful couple, and one had

heard much about the dashing officer and his graceful

lady over many years. Russi had been ADC with Lord

Mountbatten, the last British Viceroy of India, and

we were told that he had picked up many

imperious ways, mercifully softened by his

tall, willowy curly-top wife. Bubbles

brought her own brand of elegance to

the high profile appointments held by

her husband. No one whoever met her

could ever forget her spontaneous charm

and ability to put people at ease.

Khorshed “Bubbles” Ghandhi was

born a very privileged Miss

Kharegat, the only daughter of a senior

ICS Officer. Her grandfather served on

the Viceroy’s Council in pre-

Independence India. She was schooled

at Beneden, the girls’ equivalent of Eton. Bubbles, was

later to say, “I married Russi for his looks, and he

married me for my money-he’s lost his looks, but I’ve

kept my money!” Her self confessed lack of culinary

skills was belied by the lavish hospitality of the Ghandhi

home! Her sparkling sense of humour would light up her

eyes as she teased Russi, narrated some anecdote or

witticism. Bubbles, was the butt of many of Russi’s

jokes, as he was of hers. Her laughter was most

infectious when the joke was on her! 

We met the Ghandhi’s in 1975, when the Admiral came

to Mumbai as Fleet Commander, and have basked in

their friendship ever since, meeting when we were in the

same station, or staying in touch over the telephone, as

distance dictated. The Ghandhi’s are loyal friends, and

snobbishness was not part of their make up. Whether in

the Navy, the Shipping Corporation of India, or at Raj

Bhawan, Shimla, Bubbles, was a wonderful hostess,

and observant companion. She read voraciously, and

her recall of history and of the interesting ringside seat of

the times she lived in made for scintillating conversation.

They moved to their ocean side apartment in

Mumbai after the Admiral’s final retirement.

Bubbles, was a regular contributor to

Quarterdeck, recalling the times of her life

for its readers in vivid detail.

In later years she was severely

handicapped by Parkinson’s disease, making

it difficult for this most social of women to

hold a glass, or even sip from it without

shaking. She stopped traveling,

and sorely missed the stimulation

of her visits to her children. Her

mind though, was as sharp as

ever, and conversations as

interesting. Despite being depressed by her incapacity,

she made the huge effort to face up to it. She was as

beautifully groomed, as always. She met friends in small

groups, and remained as interested in their activity. Her

children would visit her, keeping her spirit up, and her

husband was the most tender of nurses and chaperone,

caring and solicitous, ensuring she did not become a

recluse, nor embarrassed by too much attention.

“I give Thee back the life I owe; that in Thine Ocean

depth its flow, May richer; fuller be”

Lest we forget; lest we forget!

jgovil@gmail.com
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Barely, 13 days of our return from Mumbai, where we

re-visited/re-lived innumerable nostalgic

moments of our early years of naval life,

during our stay of one month, that we

were devastated with the news of sad

demise of Mrs. Bala Agarwal. Mrs.

Bala Agarwal, was a wonderful person

whom we have upheld in the highest

esteem, ever since we first met in 1972.

I was serving on board old “Delhi” as

Captain’s Secretary with legendary

figure, then Captain (later Rear Admiral)

Pashi Bindra. The ship was under

modernization refit for conversion as a Training

Cruiser, to be designated the senior ship, on formation

of the First Training Squadron. A perfectionist Captain

had tasked each one of us with novel assignments

with stringent timelines to ensure that DCD of 31st

December 1972 was met, without fail.

Cdr Mahendra Agarwal joined the ship as Cdr (S),

somewhere in mid 1972. Thus began our fond

association with the family Agarwal. Shirley was a

young bride then, and totally naïve to run and manage

a nascent household, besides settling down in an

otherwise alien, naval environment. Mrs. Bala Agarwal

quickly comprehended Shirley’s predicament and with

loving care and affection taught her the nitty-gritty of

managing the household, as also made her acquainted

with finer aspects of the naval life. Those indelible

impressions etched so vividly on Shirley’s mind are still

nostalgically fresh. Today, when Mrs. Agarwal is no

more we consider ourselves very fortunate to have at

least spent those touching moments, during our last

visit to her beautiful home at Harbour Heights, Colaba.

She was on ventilator for a prolonged period and could

talk very little, that too with determined efforts. We

knew that her end was near, even then the affection

and warmth she showed towards us, was reminiscent

of our decades old friendship and would always

remain very dear to our hearts.

Mrs. Bala Agarwal lived from December

16th, 1936 to November 29th, 2011. She

did her Masters in English Literature

from Allahabad University. Thereafter

she served on the faculty of universities

and colleges for many years. Much later

when Captain Agarwal had joined

Mazagon Docks Ltd. and her twins, Veera

and Viren had both settled well in life, she

became a very successful fashion designer. The

enterprise and talent demonstrated by her, surprised

many of her friends, peer group and admirers like us, no

end. As a naval wife she was a very active member of

former NOWA and had served the community

gracefully. All through the service and even after the

retirement she made it a point to maintain excellent

relationship with the naval community, she loved most.

To quote her daughter Veera, “Charming, graceful,

beautiful, eclectic, she was an inspiration to all women,

young and old. Who can forget her beautiful smile and

the laugh that came from deep within! A woman of

substance, she lived life to the fullest”. 

Both of us are deeply anguished and saddened at

what we would like to recognise as an untimely

departure of this graceful lady. At the moments of

sorrow, we share the grief and pain with each and

every member of Agarwal and Veera’s families, and

pray to the Almighty for providence and strength to

each one of them to persevere with the irreparable

loss. We convey our most sincere sympathies and

pray that her kind soul rests in eternal peace.

sushilramsay@yahoo.co.in
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A visionary, a professional, a man with

uncompromising nationalism, and one with stern

demeanour which masked a soft inner core and heart,

complemented by a high

degree of humanism, is no

more.

My association with Admiral

Oscar Stanley Dawson dates

back to 1956 as a Midshipman.

Lt Cdr Dawson was the FNO in

INS Delhi. Leading Seaman PP

Singh (later Cdr (SD Bos’n)

was his Nav Yeoman superbly

trained in all relevant aspects

by the FNO. To this well settled

team joined Siva as the Tanky

to face a tough time, but to a

very educative period, the

notable one being the

competitive sight work with PP

Singh.

Refit requirements compelled

the Delhi to return to Bombay

from Port Swettham. The flag of

RADM Sir St John Tyrrhit, RN was transferred to INS

Cauvery. Four Midshipmen, NM Mahindroo, AJ Lobo,

JP Carneiro and PP Sivamani, also followed. The

spacious steering gear compartment was given to the

Mids as their bivouac. A bandicoot and two medium

sized rats were already living there and we were the

intruders, we discovered! 

The flagship proceeded to Trincomalee for the Joint

Exercises, Trincomalee (JET). Cauvery was allocated

an alongside berth, the rest of the 20 odd ships stayed

at buoys, moorings or at anchor in choppy waters.

Stan Dawson was fond of evening walks. He wanted

one Midshipman to accompany him. For a few days

the roster worked out well. Dawson had a purpose in

asking a Mid to accompany him

on those walks. He never

stopped throwing at us plethora

of questions about the JET and

other general naval subjects.

We invariably responded with

our ignorance. Asking us to

study and find out he would test

us again! In due course we

responded well to be

acknowledged by him. 

I have not seen or heard of a

CO whose technical knowledge

about the ship/aircraft/weapon

capabilities so thorough, as to

exploit them to their utmost but

safe limits to be put into the

category of extreme machines.

Commander and Captain

Dawson’s tenure in Talwar and

Nilgiri respectively bear

testimony to this. I had picked

up this strength from him and utilized it to exploit the

400 kw generator in a ship when both the 100 kw and

200 kw became non-operational, but not before

having a series of discussion with the EO and LO and

convincing FOCWF, V Adm Subimal Mookerjee.

Admiral Dawson was a staunch nationalist. He never

compromised on matters of national strategic interests

and integrity of the country. In 1994 the Parliament

had passed a unanimous resolution that the entire

Kashmir, including the POK fully belonged to India and

even a portion of it cannot be parted with. So much so
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when the CM, J&K suggested one way to ‘finish’ the

Indo-Pak dispute was to give up our claim to the POK

and make the LOC the International border, the then

RM slammed that not even an inch of Kashmir could

be given away. The Indian Express sought the views

of some retired Chiefs and senior bureaucrats. Some

former Chiefs, three of Army, two of Navy and three of

Air Force supported the CM, as did a few of the civil

servants! But Admiral Dawson disagreed with the

CM’S view, standing firm amidst the crowd of easy

options’! 

V Adm Dawson was the C-in-C, South from 30 Mar 79

to 26 Feb 82. Eleven months of that period coincided

with my tenure as CO Venduruthy. Sometime in the

latter half of 1979 he asked me, “I am concerned with

the coastal security of Kerala and of the outlying

Islands. In your capacity as NOIC(C), visit all the

lighthouses in southern Kerala to begin with. Study

their organization for dowsing the lights during pre-

precautionary stage when brought into force. Suggest

places where coastal radar needed to be installed to

bolster surveillance. Submit your report in a week”.

After having studied my report he complimented it.

Before, however, the northern part could be visited or

even the Islands my transfer order to Arnala (Capt

P32) came. Later during one of my visits to his office

he laid out on the table a small scale chart of the west

coast of India, a medium/large scale chart of Karwar

and its approaches and a sketch drawn by him,

showing the proposed naval facilities therein. He

sought my opinion about Karwar being an alternative

or supplementary base to Mumbai. I blurted out the

pros and cons. With a smile he responded, “Yes”.

What we are struggling with now (post 26/11) had

been visualized and anticipated by him in 1979 itself. I

often wondered whether the PNS Ghazi episode of

1971 when the submarine took an accurate fix using

the Minicoy light on her way to Madras well before the

precautionary state was promulgated, was playing on

his mind! There is no doubt the Karwar project would

turn out be a boon and a necessity in the years to

come. This project was his brainchild. The credit for

this venture should entirely go to him.

37 months plus time in the Eastern Fleet as FNO and

FOO in 1971-74 sailing mostly in Petyas had made

me sick of the smoke filled cramped life in those ships.

Therefore, the news of my appointment to Arnala

made my internal chemistry to boil! I sought an

appointment with the C-in-C. He asked me to see him

at the Flag House. After patiently listing to me, he read

out ‘Mother’s Prayer’ which calmed my frayed nerves,

but not for long. A few days later with my internal

turmoil getting the better of my judgment, I shot off a

signal to FO C-in-C (W) info FOCWF requesting

permission to take over command of Arnala at sea,

keeping my C-in-C out of the picture. The next

morning I was summoned to the C-in-C’s office. My

guess was right. The Admiral was furious. He

thundered, “What do you think yourself to be,

Nelson?” His cold angry stare penetrated me.

Unbelievably to myself I replied, “You know me, sir, my

name is not Nelson. But in my earlier commands I

have shown I am no less than Nelson and will prove it

again and again”. Seconds passed! I was bracing up

for an onslaught and looked down. But the anti-climax

happened. Said he, “Ok, Siva, go”. I could not believe

it. Here was a human being shorn of ego,

unhesitatingly brought himself down to my position,

and took a humane approach! Inwardly, I thanked him.

Are not such breeds of senior officers rare? His

empathy had voiced the ethos of the proverb in Psalm

Know the state of your flocks and 

Put your hearts into caring for your herds 

27:23 (NLT)

With Admiral Dawson one should always be ready for

the unexpected, as my experiences in Venduruthy had

taught me. The Western Fleet was exercising off Goa,

with FOCWF embarked on Rana. Giving very little

fore-warning the CNS descended on one of the ships
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well into dusk and started the Reaction followed by

weapon readiness tests. The fleet was put through a

series of rapid efficiency tests. The grilling lasted for

about three hours after which the CNS ordered the

COs and FOCWF to board his flag ship by boats. He

ticked off all the COs, ordered us to get going and to

raise the operational fitness and status of the ships

within ten days! 

During the 1971 war Commodore Dawson’s

contribution as DNO to the success of the war was par

excellence. Operational efficiency was his constant

mantra in a career spanning four decades. 

Fair but firm and unbiased relationship with all, were

the hallmark of his HRD approach. His rapport with the

civilian staff in general, was warmly appreciated by

them and yielded good dividends. Nothing was more

alien to him than an air of self-importance. His grasp

of the requirements to meet the emerging situations

and for the Navy to play a dominant role in the Indian

Ocean area in the coming years never weakened. His

sharp and perspicacious mind, remarkable memory

power and many sterling qualities supported his

unshakable faith in the further generation of officers

and sailors to take the Navy forward.

‘Death ends a life. Not a relationship’

Jack Lemmon

Good Bye Admiral Dawson. The sea salutes you

1, Venkateswara Nagar, 2nd street, Adyar, Chennai

Tel: 044 - 24918723
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In 1968, whilst indulging in the favourite pastime of

window shopping on Colaba Causeway, I ran into

S/Lts Samir Das (late) and Dharma Gowder .When

we sat down to enjoy the vegetable cutlets of Kwality,

I heard for the first time the name of Commander

OS Dawson, CO INS Talwar, the toughest CO in the

Fleet and that I was fortunate not to be serving on

Talwar. They said being a bachelor; he stayed on

board which placed all of them in the ‘discomfort

zone’. When Talwar was dry-docked, he had shifted

to the Command Mess, but their relaxation in the

‘comfort zone’ was, however, short lived. The

Captain came on board and found the ‘young ones’

skipping Both Watches/PT, and subjected them on

the following routine :

0600 : Disembark ship. 

0630 : Knock on CO’s door (“Good Morning, Sir”)

0700 : Embark ship. Call CO : “ Reported on board, Sir”. 

Reminiscence: Admiral Dawson 
Commodore Prem Kumar (Retd)



According to the onboard grapevine, they had heard

that when a watch-keeper reported late, he was made

to spend time in the crow’s nest. After this tete-a-tete, it

was only natural that I decided to keep beyond visual

range of one who was known as OSD.

Destiny had other plans. In 1970 it placed me as prime

witness in the Court Martial of Lt. AP Gupta,

Commanding Officer, INS Panaji. His ship had run over

a hard object, damaging props and rudders, while

leaving Maya Bandar, after disembarking the Garrison

Platoon ex-Port Blair. Captain Dawson was the

President. It went on for nearly three week. I was grilled

for two days, a price I had to pay for embarking Panaji

to familiarize with the A & N environment. After the Court

Martial, the President called me aside and said, “I liked

the way you answered the barrage of questions put by

the Prosecutor and Defence. Your conduct was

impressive. Run your boat (INS Panvel) like a Fleet

Ship”. As I acknowledged with a half-smile!

My third encounter occurred, when I was on my way, in

No 2s, to call on Admiral Krishnan, FO C-in-C, East. As

I crossed CO Circars, leaving the C-in-C office, he

asked me, “Where’s your sword?” When I replied that I

did not possess one, he said, “You could have

borrowed mine. You call on me at 0930 hours tomorrow,

will see you for just 10 mins.”

The 10 mins calling on went on for an hour. During this

period I learnt many aspects of managing a patrol boat.

He laid stress on the importance of Ship’s Standing

Orders and gave me a copy for guidance. Familiar with

life on patrol boat with a crew of 22 sailors, he told me

about hanging clothes on the deck only between dusk

to dawn, requestmen/defaulters etc. I was thrilled to

hear when he said that I was entitled to all the

ceremonials extended to CO Vikrant. The interest he

exhibited in small boats stemmed from the fact that he

had served on a RN Minesweeper, as a cadet, in the

40s, operating off-Burma. He narrated that his duty was

to wake-up the English CO, every morning, by knocking

thrice on the cabin door, and greeting with a “Good

morning, sir” routine before handing over the hot cup of

coffee. The CO would reply, “What’s good about this

morning?” Order him to turn around and give a foot-kick

on his butt to send him packing out of the cabin!

When the time came for me to leave his presence, I

thanked him for all the advice and added that he was

the first senior officer to share his experiences with me.

He smiled and said, “Yeah, you are right. Not many in

the Navy have served on small patrol boats! 

During the cocktails hosted at INS India for the Senior

Officer’s Conference 1981, I noticed that C-in-C, South

was not drawing crowd around him like the other C-in-

Cs. When I mentioned this to my course-mate from

SNC, he said that it was because no C-in-C, South has

ever made it to CNS. The following year many were

surprised by the announcement that C-in-C, South was

being appointed as the next CNS. My course-mate

disclosed that during an informal conversation, C-in-C

jokingly mentioned that he would draw more crowd in

the next Senior Officers’ Conference!

I never had the privilege of serving directly under him

nor was he in a position to write an ACR on me but the

unforgettable moments needed to be shared, after he

‘weighed anchor and sailed to his final port of call’.

cmdeprem@hotmail.com
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With Admiral Oscar Stanley Dawson’s passing away in

Bangalore on Sunday (Oct 23, 2011) the flag has been

lowered on the last of the World War II veterans who

burnished the office of the Chief of the Naval Staff.  A

surprise choice, when his name was announced as

CNS to succeed the much revered Ronnie Periera on

March 1, 1982 Dawson was the first flag officer to

reach South Block from Cochin, where he was the C-

in-C without having done the honours in HQ Western

Naval Command-the traditional transition to the office

of CNS. But Stan, the dark horse at the time was

alleged to have been hand-picked by PM, Indira

Gandhi, who had spent a few days at sea with SNC, in

late1981 and was very impressed by the perspicacity

and vision of the unassuming Admiral. In the 33

months that he was at the helm, Admiral Dawson

proved that he was indeed the wielder of a very

discerning telescope.

The IN’s new naval establishment in Karwar,

Karnataka and INS Kadamba earlier known as Project

Seabird was Stan’s baby and  not only did he envisage

the need for an alternate base to Bombay but was able

to work the maze of the Government to ensure funding

support for what seemed like a pipe-dream. Admiral

Dawson was enabled to a great extent by then

Defence Minister, R Venkataraman. The other major

project that was nurtured on the Stan watch was the

setting up of a dedicated naval academy at Ezhimala.

Indian military Chiefs have an onerous task in being at

the apex of both staff and operational responsibilities,

one long-term and strategic; the other immediate and

tactical. On occasion they wear a joint hat as Chairman

of the COSC. Concurrently they are in the invidious

position of being outside the policy loop of higher

defence management, which has become the sole

prerogative of the Indian politico-bureaucratic dyad.

Maintaining both balance and equipoise amidst

complex turf battles and institutionally ingrained

domain protection can be lonely and arduous at the

best of times. To his credit, Admiral Dawson

maintained a fine line and his operational competence

and long term vision in the furtherance of the service

interest was acknowledged in the Navy. As Director

Naval Operations during the 1971 operations, Stan

provided the appropriate support to his Chief, one of

the less noted feathers in his multi-splendored cap!

Admiral Dawson was a hard task-master and always

set the bar high, suffering neither fools nor lotus-eaters

gladly, thus evoking mixed feelings. As Admiral Arun

Prakash, one of his successors as CNS (2004-06)

recalls: “A master of the ‘professional ambush’,

cunningly laid to entrap the unwary or over-confident

nautical poseur, Stan was feared and admired in equal

measure by a Service which found it difficult to

reconcile his deep conservatism on matters of

profession and of naval tradition, with flashes of out-of-

the-box thinking that he was wont to display.”

Admiral Dawson was a man of many parts:  seasoned

naval professional, gifted  piano player, ardent church

goer; not devoid of  personal quirks  but a loyal friend. 

cudayb@gmail.com
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OSCAR STANLEY DAWSON (1924-2011)
Commodore Uday Bhaskar (Retd)
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Obituaries

The Navy Foundation deeply regrets the demise of the following retired naval officers and extends heartfelt

condolences to their family members:-

= 00258-K Cdr BS Ahluwalia Smt Susan Ahluwalila 31 May 10 Jalvayu Vihar E-221, Sector-
21 Noida - 201301

= 00342- A Cdr Dilip Chaudhuri Smt Ashok Chaudhuri 19 Nov 10 1-B, Kumudini Apartments,
1st Floor, 1/1 Dover Lane,

Kolkata - 700029

= R0187-F Cdr Prakash Vasudeva Smt Sarojini Vasudeva 25 Nov 10 D-224, Defence Colony,
New Delhi - 110024

= 00038-K RAdm DS Paintal Smt Sita Paintal 30 Dec 10 50, Paschim Marg Vasant
Vihar New Delhi-110057

= 40201-R RAdm Gurmit Singh, AVSM Smt Raj Gurmit Kaur 01 Jan 11 159, Sector 17A, HUDA
Gurgaon – 122007

= 00070-H Cmde RP Bhalla Smt Malika Bhalla 10 Jan 11 879, Defence Colony Sector-
17B Gurgaon-122001 

= 40386-k Cdr Sukriti Ghosh Smt Mukti Ghosh 16 Jan 11 C-409, Shankar Enclave
Army Officer's Flats Ashok

Nagar, Kandivili (E) Mumbai-

400101

= 75066-B Surg Capt PC Mandal Smt Manjula Mandal 20 Jan 11 U-40, Mahavir Vikas Block
HC Salt Lake City Kolkata -

700106

= 00087-A Cdr Harish Bhagat Smt Suraj Kanta Bhagat 29 Jan 11 Smt Suraj Kanta Bhagat 05,
Munirka Vihar New Delhi -

110067

= 00363-Z Cmde Bal Subramaniam Smt Saraswathi 19 Feb 11 C-10, Vivekandpuri,
Lucknow - 226007

= 40331-K Cdr Satyaban Roy Choudhary Smt Swapna Choudhary 20 Mar 11 204, BLDG No. 20, Plot 55
New Mhada Residential

Complex, Andheri (West)

Mumbai - 400053
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= 01197-W Cmde Virender Bhardwaj Smt Sujata Bhardwaj 20 Mar 11 506, Vikas Kunj, Vikaspuri
New Delhi – 110018

= 70067-T Cdr BR Pathak Smt Shobha Pathak 20 Mar 11 B-15, Mantri Kishore Park,
Off Ashok Nagar, Range Hill

Road, Pune - 411007

= 50007-A Cmde LD Tewari Smt Laxmi Tewari 01 May 11 44 Kensington Towers, 6&7
Kensington Road,

Bengaluru-560042

= 50410-T Cdr CVR Muralidhar Smt Manjula 19 May 11 320, 9th Main Kalyan Nagar,
3rd Block, Bengaluru-560043

= 50132-K Cdr VY Samarth Smt Pratibha V Samarth 07 Jul 11 ASM-20 Ashwin Nagar
CIDCO, Nashik Maharshtra -

422009

= 70070-Z Cmde G Bhaskar Rao Smt G Rajalaxmi 03 Aug 11 C/o Cdr DD Pant Oi/C PMA
Delhi  Naval Academy

Projecst West Block-V,

Wing-7 Sector-1 RK Puram

New Delhi-110066

= 40031-B Cdr SD Majumbar Smt Sabita Datta 22 Aug 11 45-B/I-E, Moore Avenue
Kolkata - 700040

= 00035-B Adm OS Dawson Smt Thelma 23 Oct 11 32, Viviani Road,  Richards
Town, Bengaluru - 560005

= 40494-F Cmde JA Kurisunkal Smt Mini John 28 Oct 11 9B Cears Midtown
Appartments, KP Vallon

Road, Kadavanthra

Kochi - 682020

= 75012-F Surg Capt Chitranjan Ray Smt Aparna Ray 06 Nov 11 1-1784 Chittranjan Park New
Delhi - 110019

= 00589-N Cdr Sushil Kumar Sharma Smt Rajluxmi Sharma 21 Dec 11 B-7/5129, Vasant Kunj,
New Delhi - 110070



Chandigarh Charter

To celebrate the Navy Day, a get-together of all

members and their spouse was held on 4th Dec 2010

at Post Graduate Institute, Chandigarh. Cdr ML

Mehandroo explained the significance of the

celebrations.

AGM was held on 26th June 2011 at Khetrapal

Officers’ Institute, Chandimandir. During the AGM

Cdr ML Mehandroo as the President, Lt Cdr

Davinder Singh, as Secretary, and Cdr NP Singh as

Treasurer, were re-elected for another term of one

year.

Once every three months regular meeting and special

lectures were also organised for the benefit of the

members of the Charter.

Delhi Charter 

AGM was held in March 2011 followed by the annual

dinner. The attendance was large and encouraging.

As one of the oldest members of the Charter has

turned 90 years of age, it was planned to felicitate V

Adm. VA Kamath during the AGM, but regrettably he

could not be present. It is proposed to continue this

practice, in the subsequent meetings.

A committee headed by Commodore SR Das with R

Adm KL Malhan (Retd) and Cdr SC Dua (Retd),

studied the present aims & objectives of Delhi

Charter, with a view to review the same. The

committee consulted a large number of senior retired

naval officers and widows, including Admiral Tahiliani,

Admiral Nadkarni, V Adm. SC Chopra, V Adm. PS

Das and Cdr. PP Batra. During the interaction,
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Admiral Nadkarni informed that the basic aim of the

foundation was to provide a forum for the retired

fraternity to meet socially, once every two months or

so and exchange their views. The discussions that

followed threw up a wide range of suggestions and

views, some achievable and some not, considering

limited resources. The President concluded that the

broad based Charter as it exists today be retained

and status quo maintained. 

The Petitions Committee of Rajya Sabha had invited

the NFDC to forward a brief on the issue of grant of

OROP. Subsequently, Vice Admiral Harinder Singh,

President and Rear Adm. Sushil Ramsay, gave a

comprehensive presentation to the Committee on 16

Apr 2011 at the Parliament House Annex. The

presentation was well received and the MPs assured

that a sympathetic consideration would be taken. The

Committee has submitted its report to Rajya Sabha,

recommending grant of OROP.

Air Marshal Vinod Patni, former Vice Chief of the Air

Staff, delivered a Talk on ‘Future Wars and the Role

of Air Power’ to members of the Charter on 18 Sep

2011.

Admiral RD Katari memorial lecture and re-release of

his book “A Sailor Remembers”, to commemorate

birth centenary of Admiral RD Katari was held on 19

Nov 2011 at the DRDO Bhavan. Shri Vinod Rai,

Comptroller and Auditor General of India, delivered

the annual Katari memorial lecture on the occasion. 

Social get to-gathers for all its members and their

spouse, were held every quarter basis over

Lunch/Dinner.

Hyderabad Charter

Quarterly meetings of the Charter were held at

regular intervals. Large number of members and their

spouses attended these meetings. Important points

related to the welfare and matters connected to latest

rules on Pension of retired naval personnel were

discussed. The updated information on various

matters related to retired naval personnel and their

families received from DESA/NHQ and other sources

was disseminated.

AGM was held on 17th April 2011. 74 Members along

with their spouses attended the meeting. Various

important points connected to the welfare measures

of retired personnel and their families were
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discussed. Balance Sheet for the Financial Year

2010-2011 was presented and the members

approved the same. 

A Navy Golf Cup was organised. Eight teams from all

Army, Navy and Air Forces Units at Hyderabad

including one team from Hyderabad Charter

participated. On completion of the tournament lunch

was hosted for all participants. 

KERALA CHARTER

Members participated in the Navy week activities

such as Navy Mela, Op-demonstration, Beating the

Retreat and At-Home. All the charter members were

invited to a Lunch hosted by the FO C-in-C, South. 

Charter’s outreach program provided support by

making essential amenities available to the Govt. Old

Age Home at Thevara, Kochi through donations by

the members. 

An outing to INS Dronacharya was arranged for the

members on 29 Feb 2011. During this outing the

members visited the Fort Kochi Beach area to have a

view of the sea, the Kochi harbour, the historical

monuments and the vast changes to the coast line

with the development of International Container

Trans-shipment Terminal at Vellarpadam, Puthu-

Vypin Oil and Gas storage and pumping facility etc.

Talks were arranged on Cancer by an eminent

Oncologist Dr V P Gangadharan, HOD at Lake Shore

Hospital, Kochi on 21 Feb 2011 and on Cardiac

Diseases by Lt Gen O P Mathew (Retd) an eminent

Cardiologist. 

On 08 May 2011 the members enjoyed the beauty of

Kerala back waters with the excellent experience of

the house boat and its traditional cum modern

facilities. 

AGM was held on 22 May 2011 at the S N C Officers’

Mess. Apart from the routine business the members

who became octogenarians during the year were

honoured, new members welcomed, updated

member directory was released and upgraded

website was inaugurated. The existing management

committee was re-elected. V Adm. K N Sushil, C-in-

C, South was the chief guest. 

Kargil Divas celebrations were held on 26 Jul 2011 at

Tripunithara by the Ex-servicemen and the local

Panchayat. Homage was paid by laying wreath at the

statue of Late Col R VIswanathan, Vr C. a martyr of

the Kargil War.

Independence Day, 15 Aug 2011was celebrated by

the members and their families getting together at the

Durbar Hall Ground at Kochi in the morning, wearing

Veterans badge and National Flag and singing

National Anthem together. 

Onam was celebrated on 18 Sep 2011. Members and
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guests turned up in Kerala traditional dress, floral

decoration (pookalam) was made and

individuals/groups entertained the gathering with

traditional and enthralling songs. Lucky Draw was

held and three lucky members won prizes. The

celebrations concluded with the traditional Onam

Sadya on plantain leaf. C-in-C Southern Command

and Mrs. Latha Sushil were the Guests of honour. 

Naval Officers’ Retirement Home, a project to build a

retirement home for officers in which not only NFKC

members but all retired and serving naval officers can

become members and own a dwelling unit. The

scheme is also extended to officer fraternity of Army

and Air Force. The project envisages 40 dwelling

units (Studio Apts.) and all services provided

commonly for a comfortable, peaceful, not only

retired life but as holiday home also. The project has

been registered as an Association and 108 cents of

land has been purchased at Thotuva, near Kalady

about 40 km from Kochi on the banks of Periyar River

adjacent to Art of Living Ashram and international

village under development. Building construction is

expected to start by end Jan 2012 and completed in

about 18 month time.

Kolkata Charter

Third Admiral AK Chatterjee Memorial lecture was

held on 15 Jan 11 on “The Challenge of China’s

Growing Maritime Power” which was delivered by

Admiral Arun Prakash, former CNS. FO C–in-C, ENC,

V Adm Anup Singh, was the Chief Host. Mrs. Purabi

Mukharji and Mrs. Probhati Mukherjee, the two

daughters of late Admiral AK Chatterjee as well as his

younger brother Cmde BC Chatterjee (Retd), aged 90

years, came all the way from New Delhi to grace the

occasion. Others who attended the lecture were

serving and retired officers of the three Services,

academia and students of International Affairs from

local institutions and, members of the diplomatic corps. 

The AGM was held on 26 Jun 11, during which Surg.

Cmde. Ranjit Das (Retd) as President, Surg. Cmde.

Sanjoy Ganguly (Retd), as Vice President, Cdr Abhijit

Ghatak (Retd) as Secretary and Lt Cdr Sukumar

Bhattacharjee (Retd) as Treasurer were elected.

A musical event was held on 25th September, 2011

where many of the veterans and their families actively

took part, prominent among them were Cmde
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Bhaskar Sen (Retd.), Surg. Cmde. Sanjoy Ganguly

(Retd.), Mrs. Rushi Ganguly, Mrs. Chitra Mazumder

and Mrs. Kaberi Datta. 

Charter’s first meeting of 2012 was held on 29th

January – a river side event – on the Bank of River

Hooghly with all help from Commodore Brian

Thomas, NOIC, West Bengal.

Mumbai Charter

8th Soman Memorial lecture was held on 03 Apr 2011

at INHS Asvini. Mr Rahul Bose spoke on

"LEADERSHIP." Vice Admiral P Chauhan, COS, HQ

WNC was the Chief Guest who delivered his

overview on the naval aspect of Leadership which

was very much appreciated by everyone.

On 17 Jun 2011 members attended the lecture

organized by MHS on "The tale of three Native

Towns, Bhuleshwar, Girgaum and Malabar Hill" by Mr

Jagdish Gandhi. 

AGM was held on 19 Jun 2011 at IMSC. Strength of

members has risen to 489, as against 394 members

at the time of the last AGM. R Adm. R M Bhatia

(Retd.) took over as the new Vice-President from

Cmde Aspi Marker (Retd.). There being no other

volunteer to take over, the AGM echoed its wish for

Cdr Vijay Vadhera to continue as the Hon. Secy.

which he very humbly accepted.

Second picnic, sponsored by M/S Pipavav Shipyard

was held on 04 Sep 2011 at INS Hamla which was

attended by over 220 members and was thoroughly

enjoyed by the Veterans and their families.

FO C-in-C, West hosted lunch for the veterans and

their families at IMSC on 27 Nov 2011, which was

attended by more than 600 people.
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Fleet Tanker INS Deepak Joins The Western Fleet

INS Deepak, the first of the two Fleet Tankers to be

built by M/s Fincanteri Shipyard, Italy, was

commissioned into the Indian Navy at Naval

Dockyard, Mumbai by the Honourable Raksha Mantri

(RM), Shri AK Antony, on 21 Jan 11. 

Addressing the gathering, the Defence Minister

stated that our Navy has embarked on an ambitious

shipbuilding programme to provide it with the required

maritime assets to meet its mandate. “Indian defence

shipyards are working to their full capacity to meet the

country’s warship requirements” he said. “India’s

continued presence in Indian Ocean waters

necessitates pursuing our strategic and diplomatic

interests for which a ship such as Deepak, with an

ability to sustain the Indian fleets at sea for prolonged

periods, is a vital asset to ensure Indian Navy’s

continuous presence in our area of interest”, he

added.

Indian Navy Deploys Ships To Evacuate Indians

From Libya

Indian Naval ships Jalashwa and Mysore sailed out

on 26th Feb 11 to evacuate Indians stranded in

Libya. 

INS Jalashwa, a Landing Platform Dock type of

amphibious platform is particularly designed for sea
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lift missions is also capable of undertaking

humanitarian missions. INS Mysore is a potent

destroyer of the Delhi class. The ships have been

specially equipped for the task with full medical

facilities such as operation theatre, doctors and

paramedics. The ships are also carrying helicopters

and a contingent of marine Special Forces

personnel.

Change of Command Western Naval Command

Vice Admiral DK Joshi assumed Command of the

Western Naval Command, Mumbai at a ceremonial

parade held at INS Shikra on 30 Apr 2011,

consequent upon retirement of Vice Admiral

Sanjeev Bhasin. Vice Admiral DK Joshi is a

specialist in Anti-Submarine Warfare. He has held

commands of several frontline ships, the Eastern

Fleet and numerous important staff appointments.

The last two were - the Commander-in-Chief of

Andaman & Nicobar Command (CINCAN) and the

Chief of Integrated Defence Staff to Chairman

Chiefs of Staff Committee (CISC)-both tri Service

formations.

Visit Of Japanese Maritime Self Defence Force

(JMSDF)

A delegation of four officers from Japanese Maritime

Self Defence Force (JMSDF) headed by R Adm

Tokuhiro Ikeda, Director General, Operations and

Plans Department visited Mumbai from 23 to 24 Jun

11. During the visit, R Adm Tokuhiro Ikeda called on

Vice Admiral Pradeep Chauhan, Chief of Staff,

Western Naval Command. The delegation also

visited INS Delhi and had interaction with officers of

the command. 

Visit of Mr John Key Prime Minister of New

Zealand to Mumbai

Mr John Key, the Prime Minister of New Zealand along

with spouse and high level New Zealand delegates

visited Naval Dockyard Mumbai on 29 Jun 11. During

the visit, the Prime Minister interacted with Vice

Admiral DK Joshi, FO C-in-C, West and visited

indigenously built Fast Attack Craft ‘INS CANKARSO’. 

Aero India 2011

Commander Shikku Raj of INAS 552 represented INS

Hansa in Aviation Seminar held at Bangalore during

06-10 Feb 2011.
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International Aviation Seminar and Golden Jubilee

Celebrations – INAS 310. An International Aviation

seminar ‘Airborne Maritime ISR-Capabilities and

Capacities’ was held on 22 Mar 11 on the occasion of

Golden Jubilee Celebration of INAS 310. Grand

celebrations commemorating the occasion were

conducted from 20-22 Mar 11. Many dignitaries including

the Chief Minister of Goa, the Deputy Speaker of Goa

Assembly, the CNS, the C-in-C, West and many other

serving and retired naval officer attended the function. 

Operational Analysis Workshop by UK Delegates.

A workshop on Operational Analysis was conducted

for IN officers by Dr Mike Bathe and Dr Ken

McNaught from College of Management and

Technology, Cranfield University, Shrivenham

Campus, UK from 21 Mar to 01 Apr 11 at the

Command Officers’ Mess Conference Hall. 29 officers

participated in the OA workshop. 

FO C-in-C, West sailed on board INS Sindhughosh.

Vietnamese delegation comprising of Lt Gen Luu Duc

Huy, C-in-C (N) visited INS Sindhughosh.
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DGMS (Navy) visited Submarine Squadron.

Lt Gen J Singh, Commandant, NDA visited INS Shalki.

INS Kunjali

INS Kunjali celebrated its 57th Anniversary on 01 Jul

11. Cake cutting followed by high tea was organized for

the ship’s company. On 03 Jul 11, a Barakhana was

organized for the ship’s company and their families. 

NWWA

Lady Janet Stanhope, wife of First Sea Lord and

Chief of Naval Staff, UK Navy, visited the NWWA

Kendra and its various centres on 2 February 2011.

Mrs Stanhope enjoyed the visits and took home

souvenirs from Sankalp and the Block Printing

Unit.

NWWA held a special Milan at Mulla Auditorium to bid

adieu to Mrs Rajni Bhasin on 13 April 2011.

Mrs Chitra Joshi took over as President, NWWA

(WR), on 1st May 2011. She visited Bal Paathshala,

Family Welfare Centre, Kalyan Kendra and Sankalp. 

NWWA (WR) held its AGM at Mulla Auditorium on

22 July 2011. Other than presentations on NWWA

(WR)'s activities, this AGM also comprised an

interactive session and a fun round of games with

the ladies.
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Change of Eastern Fleet Commander

Rear Admiral HCS Bisht took over as the Fleet Officer

Commanding Eastern Fleet from Rear Admiral P

Murugesan on 24 Jan 11. Prior to taking over the

Eastern Fleet, he has served as the Chief of Staff,

Southern Naval Command and later as the Flag

Officer Sea Training at Kochi.

INS Shivalik joins the Eastern Naval Command

INS Shivalik, the latest induction into the Indian Navy,

arrived at Visakhapatnam on 15 Mar 11, after being

commissioned at Mazagon Docks Limited, Mumbai

on 29 Apr 10. Shivalik is the first of the multi-role

“Project 17’ Stealth Frigates being built indigenously.

INS Shivalik will now form part of the Eastern Fleet

under the Eastern Naval Command.

Change of Chief Of Staff, Eastern Naval

Command

Vice Admiral Sunil Lanba, took over as the Chief of

Staff, Eastern Naval Command from Rear Admiral

Karambir Singh on 02 May 11. Prior to taking over as

the Chief of Staff, he was Chief of Staff, Southern

Naval Command, Flag Officer Sea Training and Flag

Officer Commanding Maharashtra and Gujarat Naval

Area.

INS Koswari Commissioned

INS Koswari, the ninth indigenously built Fast Attack

Craft was commissioned by Lieutenant General

Bikram Singh, General Officer Commanding-in-Chief,

Eastern Command at the Naval Base on 12 Jul 11.

The ship will be based at Karwar, under the Naval
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Officer-in-Charge, Karnataka and deployed for

Coastal Patrol and Anti-Piracy missions.

Change of Flag Officer Submarines

Rear Admiral Srikant, on promotion has assumed the

duties of Flag Officer Submarines from Rear Admiral

Michael T Moraes, on 29 Jul 11. Prior to his present

appointment, he was commanding the INS Delhi. 

Coastal Security Review meeting held at ENC

A Coastal Security Review Meeting for the East Coast

was held on 26 Aug 11. The meeting chaired by the

Vice Admiral Sunil Lanba, Chief of Staff, Eastern

Naval Command was attended by senior

functionaries of the Police, Naval Officers-in-Charge

and Coast Guard Representatives from the four

coastal states of the East Coast. Shri Anuj Sharma,

IPS,  IG (Coastal Security) from West Bengal, Shri AK

Ray, IPS, IGP, CBI from Orissa, Shri N Chandra

Mouli, IPS, IG, Marine Police from Andhra Pradesh

also attended the meeting.

Vice Admiral Anil Chopra takes over as Flag

Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Eastern Naval

Command

Consequent upon retirement of V Adm Anup Singh, V

Adm Anil Chopra has assumed command of Eastern

Naval Command on 31 Oct 2011. Prior to this

appointment V Adm Anil Chopra was the Director

General, Indian Coast Guard.
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Divers set new record

Five Indian Navy Divers on board INS Nireekshak

have set a new national record for deep diving on 6th

Feb 2011. Lieutenant Commander Abhijeet Sangle,

Chief Petty Officer KK Singh, Chief Petty Officer

Shriom Singh, Leading Seaman MK Prusty, and

Leading Seaman Narender Kumar dived to a depth of

233 metres in the seas off Kochi, breaking an earlier

record set by Indian Navy divers.

INS Kabra joins the Navy

INS Kabra was commissioned on 8th Jun 2011 at

Naval Base, Kochi by Vice Admiral KN Sushil, FO C-

in-C, South.  The ship named after an island of the

Andaman and Nicobar archipelago, was built at

Garden Reach Shipbuilders and Engineers, Kolkata

and is commanded by Commander Bandhul Mishra.

Navy Redeems pledge to city of Kochi

SNCredeemed its pledge to the city of Kochi by

contributing Rs 12.5 Crores towards construction of

the new bridge spanning Ernakulam channel near the

Naval Base, to offset one third the cost of the new

bridge, with the approval of the Ministry of Defence.

The cheque was presented to Shri Oommen Chandy,

the Chief Minister by FO C-in C, South. The bridge

will be named as Venduruthy- Vikrant Bridge in

honour of India’s first indigenous Aircraft Carrier

under constructed at the Cochin Shipyard Ltd. This

will probably be the first time anywhere in the world

that a bridge is named after a warship of the nation. 

Navy gallantry awards presented

Admiral Nirmal Verma, CNS, presented Gallantry
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Awards and other Honours at the Investiture

Ceremony held at Naval Base Kochi 28th April 2011.

Five Nao Sena Medals for Gallantry, three Unit

Citations, eight Nao Sena Medals for Devotion to

Duty, and sixteen Vishisht Seva Medals for

distinguished service, in addition to Uttam Jeevan

Raksha Padak for saving life, Lieutenant VK Jain

Memorial Gold Medal for naval research projects

and Captain Ravi Dhir Memorial Gold Medal for

flight safety were presented. The Parade was

conducted by FO C-in-C, during which he

President’s Colour was paraded with a 50 men

Guard of Honour. 

Indian Naval Academy

Passing Out Parade Spring Term (ST) -11. V Adm

Anup Singh, FO C-in-C, Eastern Naval Command

reviewed the Passing Out Parade on 04 Jun 2011. A

total of 28 trainees of 82 Naval Academy Course and

168 trainees (including 59 Coast Guard trainees and

10 women trainees) of 12 Naval Orientation Course

passed out of the academy.

Hexagonal Meet at IMA Dehradun

Trainees from INA participated in the Hexagonal meet

at IMA from 17-29 Mar 11.  A total of six teams from

IMA, OTA, INA, NDA, AFA and NEC also participated

in the event.  Various championships i.e. Hockey,

Basketball, Tennis, Golf, Cross-country and Squash

were held during the event.  INA stood overall second

in the Hexagonal meet.

TAN Sailing Regatta 2011, Italy

The Trophio Academia Navale (TAN) Sailing Regatta

was conducted by Italian Naval Academy at Livorno,

Italy from 11-17 Apr 2011. One officer and four cadets

participated from INA.  The mega event was

represented by 18 Naval Academies of different

countries and 24 sailing clubs from different parts of

the world.  

66th Sailing Regatta Escola Naval Brazil

Five cadets of INA participated in the 66th Sailing

Regatta conducted by the Brazilian Navy at Escola

Naval, Rio-de-Janeiro, Brazil from 06-10 Oct 11.

Cadets of INA participated in J-24 category and have

done Indian Navy proud by winning the Bronze medal

at this international event. 

INS Hamla celebrated its 57th anniversary.

Commissioning Anniversary -INS Mandovi
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Navy Children’s School Kochi - Silver Jubilee

NCS, Kochi, celebrated its silver jubilee. The final event

was presided over by FO C-in-C. Smt Indira V James,

the founding Principal of the School was felicitated on

the occasion. NCS, Kochi was founded on 8th July

1986, under the aegis of Navy Education Society.

Currently the school has strength of 2300 students. 

The Silver Jubliee Block was inaugurated by the

oldest serving teachers  Ms Beena Thomas (PGT)

and Ms Assunta Joseph (TGT). 

NWWA Activities

Mrs Letha Sushil, President NWWA (Southern

Region) inaugurated the new building for Sankalp,

School for Special Children, on 08 Dec 10.  The new

complex has a special school including ergonomically

designed furniture and facilities like speech therapy

room, physiotherapy room, etc. for the special

children. 

Mrs Letha Sushil, inaugurated a new NWWA Library

on 07 Sep 11, in the Sailor’s Married Accommodation

area to serve the community with a well-stocked

collection of books, magazines, periodicals and

newspapers.
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Knowing is not enough;

we must apply.

Willing is not enough;

we must do.”
=Anon=

With best compliments

from

A

WELL WISHER



1987

Cdr Uday C Bhaskar

1988

Cdr Uday C Bhaskar

1989

Cdr Uday C Bhaskar

Mrs Tappi Koppikar

1990

Mrs Tappi Koppikar

Cdr VK Nagpal (Retd)

Cdr SPR Reddy

Mrs Madhu Sethi     

1991

Mrs Tappi Koppikar

Mrs Jyotsna Govil

Mrs Kavita Sharma

Cdr RK Razdan

1992

Mrs Jyotsna Govil

Mrs Tappi Koppikar

R Adm Sushil Kumar

Mrs Kavita Sharma

Mrs Nalini Das

1994

Mrs Jyotsna Govil

R Adm Arun Prakash

R Adm Sampath Pillai

Mrs Kavita Sharma

1995

Mrs Jyotsna Govil, R

Adm Arun Prakash, Cdr

Rajen Bhatnagar, Mrs

Kavita Sharma

1996

Mrs Jyotsna Govil

R Adm Sampath Pillai

Cdr Rajen Bhatnagar

Cmde ‘Magoo’ Nehra

1997

Mrs Jyotsna Govil

R Adm S Byce

Cmde Virender Nehra

1998

Mrs Jyotsna Govil

R Adm S Byce

Cmde Virender Nehra

1999

Mrs Veena Nagpal

Cmde VS Bhatnagar

Cdr AK Chaturvedi

2000

Mrs Veena Nagpal

Cmde VS Bhatnagar

Cdr AK Chaturvedi

2001

Mrs Veena Nagpal

Cmde VS Bhatnagar

Cdr AK Chaturvedi

2002

Mrs Veena Nagpal

Cmde SC Maini

Cdr AS Jassal

2003

Mrs Veena Nagpal

Cmde SS Puar

Cdr CJ Singh

2004

Mrs Jyotsna Govil

V Adm Venkat Bharathan

Cmde Prakasa Rao

Lt Cdr PC Dash

2005

Mrs Jyotsna Govil

Cmde D Jena

Lt Cdr PC Dash

2006

Mrs Manorita Singh

Cmde D Jena

Cdr PC Dash

2007

Mrs Manorita Singh

Capt SK Raju

Cdr PC Dash

2008

Mrs Manorita Singh

Cmde K Surjit Singh

Cdr P Mishra

2009

Mrs Shirley Ramsay

Cmde K Surjit Singh

Cdr P Mishra

2010

Mrs Shirley Ramsay

Cmde K Surjit Singh

Cdr P Mishra

2011

Mrs Shirley Ramsay

Cmde MVS Kumar

Cdr JK Choudhry

Lt Cdr Ansaree Begum
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